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THE EVOLUTION OF DUST IN THE TERRESTRIAL PLANET
REGION OF CIRCUMSTELLAR DISKS AROUND YOUNG STARS
May 1995
Diane Dutkevitch, B.A., Wells College
M.A., University of Rochester
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts Amherst
Directed by: Professor Michael F. Skrutskie
Circumstellar disks with masses comparable to the primeval solar nebula have
been discovered around numerous pre-main sequence stars; it is believed the disks
are a natural byproduct of star formation. If most stars originally have massive
circumstellar disks, it is very likely planetary systems are common. Orbiting
planets are not directly observable owing to their relatively cool temperatures and
meager surface area. However, in the early stages of planetary formation, the
surface area of debris in the disk may exceed the surface area of the star by many
orders of magnitude. Material in the terrestrial zone emits primarily at
near-infrared wavelengths; sufficient disk debris may produce detectable excess
emission at these wavelengths. As clearing mechanisms, including possible
planetary formation, remove the small particles in the disk, the strong infrared
emission diminishes. By observing the excess infrared emission as a function of
stellar age and spectral type, timescales for inner disk processes which create or
remove small particles can be established.
This dissertation presents sensitive, simultaneous, near-infrared broadband
continuum observations of old pre-main sequence and young main-sequence cluster
stars. The stellar ages range from 1-600 Myr, spanning the predicted epoch of
xii
planetary formation for solar-type stars. A wide range of spectral types were
observed. We detect no excess emission after an age of about 3 x 10« yr.
Using a model to predict the infrared emission from an optically thin dust
disk, we find our measurements are sensitive to lO^^-lO'^^ g of micron-radius dust
grains
= 2 g cm"^) distributed within the terrestrial zone. Adapting this result
to a more realistic particle size distribution, we believe we can detect debris in
extra-solar systems until the terrestrial planets are 90-95% complete.
Older models of the formation of the Earth which assume orderly growth
predict the Earth is 90% complete after about 80 Myr. Newer models allow
runaway growth, which shortens the timescale to ~ 10'' yr. If the observed clearing
in the inner disk reflects the formation of terrestrial planets, our results strongly
support models of planetary formation which incorporate runaway growth.
Implications are discussed.
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C H A I' T E R 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
At some point wr all pause to wonder how we came to inhabit our planet
Earth, and what our place is in the universe. How did our planet come into being?
Ar(> ther(> other pla,iu;ts like ours? Are we alone? Although it is unlikely we will
know with certainty in the near future whetJier there are other "intelligent" life
forius in the universe, wc^ havc^ learned a great deal about the formation of stars
and our solar system, and strongly suspect that planetary systems are a common
occurrence.
Ideally, we would like to view imagers of other planetary systems. For now, the
search for othcM- planets, and lUc (|uest to understand the process by which they
lorni, nuist proceed by indirect means.
Why is it so difhcull, to dcicci plane1,s directly? Tn our solar system, Jupiter is
the Uirgest planet, making it the easiest to detect from a vantage point outside our
solar system. Imagine trying to detect a "Jupiter" orbiting another star. The
closest stars ar(^ about 1 pc away, placing a "Jupiter" 5" from tlu^ star. The
Hubble Space Telescope, and largc^ ground-based telescopes, have nuich bel ter
resolution than 5". Unfortunately, the planet is about lif times fainter than the
star, which makes it extremely difnculi, l,o detect the planet.
'V\\r most promising indirect means of dcM.ecting planets orbiting other stars is
to look for the tiny wobble in a star's motion r(\sulting from its orbit about the
c(Mit(>r of mass of a plaiu>tai\y system. This re(|uires extremely accurate radial
2velocity and/or proper motion measurements. Such measurements are difficult,
and typically require tens of years of observations (the planet's orbital period).
Research programs usmg this approach have been underway for several years, with
the intent of finding both stellar and sub-stellar companions such as brown dwarfs.
Several candidates have been identified, but no sub-stellar companions to main
sequence stars have been confirmed. (See, for example, Campbell, Walker and
Yang, 1988; Marcy and Benitz, 1989; and Murdoch, Hearnshaw and Clark, 1993.)
Variations in the arrival time of millisecond pulses have been used to confirm
the existence of at least two planets orbiting the pulsar PSR 1257+12 (Wolszczan,
1994). The variations represent Doppler shifts due to the orbit of the neutron star
about the center of mass. One school of thought presumes planets around pulsars
formed by accumulation of debris orbiting the neutron star after the supernova
explosion.
It is currently believed our solar system formed by accumulation of material
within a disk of gas and dust which was a byproduct of the birth of our Sun. There
is now compelling evidence that such disks are a frequent and natural byproduct of
the formation of most, if not all, solar-type stars. The detection of planets orbiting
pulsars supports the notion that planets are easily created from orbiting debris. If
so, then it is likely planetary systems are the norm, rather than the exception.
Although we cannot currently detect extra-solar planets directly, we can
approach the problem from another angle. Instead of looking for planets, one can
concentrate on the processes which are expected to produce planets. If the
processes which we believe are responsible for creating our solar system appear to
be common in the universe, then it is reasonable to expect planetary systems to be
common. This viewpoint is reciprocal; we may learn a great deal about the
formation of our own solar system by studying young stars at the stage when
planetary systems may be forming.
to
gas
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As stated earlier, it is believed planets form within disks of gas and dust. An
understanding of the evolution of these circumstellar disks is therefore critical
our understanding of planetary formation. It is difficult to observe the gas; the
can only be detected in the very youngest stages of evolution. However, we can
easily see the dust in the disks for at least the first few million years. The reader
may ask, "If we can't see planets, which are large, then how can we see dust,
which is small?"
For the sake of argument, assume dust particles act like blackbodies. Recall
the radiation emitted by a blackbody depends on both the temperature, and the
surface area. Planets are difficult to detect because they much cooler than their
central star, and have much less surface area. However, circumstellar disks initially
contain a great deal of gas and dust, which may emit more radiation than the
central star. Some of this radiation is due to accretion; the particles lose potential
energy as they approach the central star, and the lost energy is converted to
radiation. Over time, the gas dissipates, the particles increase in size, and
eventually may accumulate into bodies the size of planets. In a star-disk system,
the star is the hottest object, but the small particles possess most of the surface
area. In short, we can detect dust, while we cannot detect planets, because the
total surface area of the dust is so much greater.
One can trace the evolution of processes in circumstellar disks by tracing the
evolution of the small particles (i.e. surface area). At the present time, an
understanding of the evolution of the small particles in circumstellar disks will
provide the best observational constraints on our understanding of the formation
of planetary systems.
This dissertation addresses one specific aspect of the evolution of circumstellar
disks: the evolution of dust in the terrestrial planet region around young solar-type
stars during the epoch of planetary formation. Although the dust may constitute
4only a small fraction of the ma.s in a disk at the time planets are fornnng, it
represents the majority of the radiating surface area, and is thus „„,ch more easily
detected than larger bodies.
This chapter is devoted to an overview of our understanding of the forn.ation of
stars and circumstellar disks, and the subsequent evokition of disks into planetary
systems. It concludes with a brief statement of the research presented in this work.
1.2 Overview of Solar-Type Star Formation
)e
Before detailing one aspect of star^planet formation, it is helpful to describe
the overall process. This section provides a brief review of the essentials of
solar-type star formation, and the early stages of disk evolution. It is not intended
to be complete. For a more detailed and balanced perspective, see reviews such as
Shu, Adams and Lizano (1987), Cameron (1988), Wilking (1989), WetheriU (1990),
and Lissauer (1993).
1.2.1 Historical Perspective
In earliest times, those who observed the heavens attempted to understand the
motions of the heavenly bodies, without knowledge of the physical nature of the
bodies themselves. The first modern record of the notion of a solar system as we
understand it today is the work of Copernicus in the presentation of his
heliocentric theory in the mid-sixteenth century. Observational proof of his theory
came after Galileo's observations of the phases of Venus in the seventeenth
century. In the eighteenth century, Kant and Laplace independently suggested the
planets formed from a "nebula" of material around the Sun, which could account
for the fact that all the planets in our solar system lie in a plane. However, they
could offer no linn proof of this hypothesis.
oTwo centuries later, we are finally beginning to understand how planetary
systems form, mostly as a result of technological developments.
Even 20 years ago, although astronomers knew much about the evolution of
stars once they reached the main sequence, very little was known about star
formation. Knowledge was limited because the process is heavily obscured by gas
and dust. Since the coming of age of radio and infrared astronomy, we can now
observe at least some of the formation process, and our knowledge continues to
increase as rapid technological advances allow us to see progressively more.
1.2.2 The Birth of Solar-type Stars and Circumstellar Disks
Our first insight into the birth of stars came from the discovery at radio
wavelengths of cold (typically 10 K) clouds of gas and dust in interstellar space.
Sizes and masses of these "molecular clouds" range from the Dark Cloud
Complexes, which are about 10-20 pc in extent and have masses of about
10^-10^M®, to Giant Molecular Clouds, about 20-80 pc in extent with masses of
lO'-lO^M®.
Within these clouds, denser "cores" were observed, believed to be the earliest
stages of stellar formation. The cores result from the gravitational collapse of
regions within the cloud. Low-mass stars generally form in the Dark Cloud
Complexes, while high-mass stars are found in the Giant Molecular Clouds. The
cores from which solar-type stars form have sizes ranging between roughly
0.05-0.2 pc, and masses of perhaps 0.3-10 M®.
The visual extinction in molecular clouds is enormous, so that observations of
these earliest stages of a star's life are only possible at radio, and perhaps infrared,
wavelengths. Such observations have only been feasible for the past 15-20 years.
Detailed observations are still difficult due to the large obscuration and confusion
with ambient material, but sufficient observational information has been obtained
6to enable theorists to begin to model the collapse of cores and the formation of
stars.
Thermal and turbulent motions within the cloud support against collapse.
Magnetic fields also play a role by inhibiting a spherically symmetric collapse of
charged particles. Eventually, a temperature decrease or density enhancement
allows a gravitational collapse to commence. If even a small amount of overall
angular momentum is initially present in the collapsing region, conservation of
angular momentum will create a flattened structure upon collapse. The most likely
scenarios produce multiple star systems, circumstellar disks, or rings, depending
on initial conditions. As it is highly probable there will be some small amount of
angular momentum in the region of the cloud undergoing collapse, the formation of
disk or ring systems (or multiple systems) is expected to be a common occurrence.
This dissertation focuses on stars having circumstellar disks (or rings), from which
planetary systems may evolve. For reference purposes, the initial protosun and
associated "cocoon" of gas and dust is commonly referred to as the "solar nebula."
The above scenario is a simplistic view of a complicated process. The mass of
the collapsing region may be several times larger than the final star-disk system,
requiring a means of removing mass from the system. In addition, when a region
of size 0.05-0.2 pc collapses to the size of a planetary system, conservation of
angular momentum causes the orbital speed of the material to increase drastically.
In fact, conservation of angular momentum should cause the star to rotate at its
breakup speed! Since stars do form, there must be some mechanism to shed
angular momentum. The details of this mechanism are currently one of the great
mysteries of star formation.
Figure 1.1. The four stages of star formation, (a) Cores form within molecular clouds
as magnetic and turbulent support is lost, (b) A protostar with a surrounding nebular
disk forms at the center of a cloud core collapsing from inside-out. (c) A stellar wind
breaks out along the rotational axis of the system, creating a bipolar flow, (d) The infall
terminates, revealing a newly formed star with a circumstellar disk. (From Shu, Adams,
and Lizano, 1987.)
1.2.3 Earliest Stages of Circumstellar Disks and Outflows
The four stages in the "standard model" of star formation are illustrated in
Figure 1.1 (from Shu, Adams and Lizano, 1987).
Initially protostars are not observable at wavelengths shortward of infrared or
radio owing to the large visual extinction of the parent molecular cloud. Large
bipolar molecular outflows associated with some of these highly obscured sources
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l.av,. b,.o„
„l,s<.,.ve<l al, .ulio wav,.|n,Rtl.. The outflows are
„..,.|,a,,s I pc i„ extent,
with velocities of about 10 km/sec (Sucll 1989).
M-tcr 10' 10'^' yr, enough of tlK< cloud dissipates that protostars a,v scvu at
visible and shorter wavelengths. At this pon.t, the signatures of eoilin>ated atonnc
winds tens of AU in extent, having velocities of hundreds of kn,/sec, are observed.
Sometimes ionized jets of plasn.a are seen. It is believed tlu^ outflows and win<ls
are responsible for the disruption and dissipation of tlu^ parcMit cloud material.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, some mechanism is required to
r(>move mass from the collapsing cloud cor(« to permit the formation of low-mass
stars, and sonu^how angular momentum must be removcnl to prevcMit th(> forming
protostar from rotating faster than its br(>akup spe(<d. Outflows and winds clearly
expel mass, and are also believed to remove angular momentum by some
yet-unexplained process.
The spectral energy distributions (i.e. flux v.s. wavelength) of the newly visible
piv-inain se(|U(Mice stars differ vastly from that of main sequence stars; continuum
emission far in excess of that expected from a stellar pho1,osi)here is observed at
infrared and radio wavelengtlis. Smaller contimiuni excesses are also seen at X-ray
and ultraviolet wavelengths. These excesses are associated with disk properties.
Dust in the disk is hocited by the central star, then reemits at i)rimarily
infrared and radio wavelengths. This is known as "reprocessing" of starlight, or
simply "reprocessing." Viscous accr(^tion warms i\\v disk and produces excess
emission at infrared wavelengths and sliortward. barge ultraviolet excesses arise
from the regions closest to (Jie star, where ra|)idly rotating disk material meets the
more slowly-rotating surface of the star. This r(^gion, which is not well understood,
is known as l,h(> "boundary layer."
H(>fore launching into a discourse on the evolution of circmnstellar disks, it
should be emphasized that no one has seen a definitive image of a circumstellar
9disk around a protostar. Excess continuum emission is sufficient to diagnose the
presence of material around the star, but in itself cannot distinguish the geometry
of the material. Images of the young mam sequence star beta Pictoris show a
tenuous edge-on disk of material, about ten times larger than the orbit of Pluto
(Smith and Terrile, 1984). The disk geometry is presumably a remnant of the
star's formation; the disk is sufficiently tenuous that it is only seen when the star
itself is occulted. Images so strongly implying a disk geometry have not been
obtained for protostars. Recent images of HL Tan from the Hubble Space
Telescope may provide our first look at a protostellar disk (Stapelfeldt et a/.,
1995). Regardless, the observational evidence for disks surrounding protostars is so
strong their existence is now generally accepted as fact. The most compelling
evidence for a disk geometry follows.
Millimeter continuum observations of pre-main sequence stars can be used to
estimate the mass in circumstellar dust (Beckwith et a/., 1990). If one assumes the
mass is distributed spherically symmetrically about the star, the calculated
extinction ranges from a few hundred to a few thousand magnitudes at visible
wavelengths. Since these stars are easily observed at visible wavelengths and
shortward, one concludes the dust must be in a flattened structure, such as a disk.
Other supporting evidence for a disk geometry arises from forbidden-line
observations of atomic winds. Blueshifted forbidden lines are seen, diagnostic of
material approaching the observer, while the redshifted lines from the expected
receding material are absent. As these winds are tens of AU in extent, a reasonable
explanation for the observations is to presume the receding material is obscured by
an optically thick circumstellar disk, 10 1000 AU in extent (Edwards et a/., 1987).
The excess continuum emission observed for pre-main sequence stars has been
modeled successfully using a thin disk geometry (flat or flared). The models
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assume a combination of accretion and reprocessing as the mechanism(s) for the
excess luminosity (see Kenyon and Hartmann, 1987, and references within).
Observed
-CO line profiles strongly suggest gas in Keplerian motion around
two pre-main sequence stars, HL Tau (Sargent and Beckwith, 1991) and GG Tau
(Skrutskie et a/., 1993).
Lastly, we expect flattened structures to form as a cloud core collapses, due to
conservation of angular momentum. If planetary systems form by agglomeration
and accretion of material, the fact that all the planets in our solar system lie
nearly in a plane strongly argue for a disk geometry for the precursor material.
1.2.4 Evolution of Disks into Planetary Systems: Models
Once a disk has formed, how does it evolve with time? Eventually the disk will
dissipate, possibly creating a planetary system in the process. There are few
observational studies of this final stage of evolution, but numerous theoretical
models. This section briefly details the general theories of planetary formation,
laying the foundation for the observation studies discussed in the following
sections. Much of the theory presented here refers specifically to the formation of
our solar system.
Recent work suggests accretion onto the star drives the observed bipolar
outflows, winds, and jets in young star-disk systems (Edwards, Ray, and Mundt,
1993). Eventually the winds disrupt and dissipate the parent molecular cloud
material sufficiently to remove the source of infalling material. The star-disk
system then evolves as an independent entity. Accretion tapers off, and with it,
the outflows, winds, and ionized jets. At some point in time, the particle density in
the disk decreases to the point where particles in the disk can stick together
without collisional dissociation, permitting agglomeration into larger bodies. This
is the beginning of planetary formation, if any is to occur.
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It is assumed most of the mass of the disk is initially in gas, not solids, and the
presence or absence of gas has a profound effect on the evolution of the disk. The
nature and mass of the gas affects the composition of the bodies that form, and
also the dynamics of the disk (e.g. gas drag). Unfortunately, little is known about
the evolutionary history of the gas, owing to the difficulty of observations.
There are two presumed mechanisms for the creation of planets: 1.) bodies
grow by successive collisions (agglomeration or accretion), or 2.) a gravitational
instabihty in the disk results in a region of the disk collapsing to form a planet.
Safranov (1969) was the first to discuss the agglomeration mechanism in detail;
WetheriU (1990) gives a good review of the topic. Cameron (1988) reviews the
study of the gravitational instability approach.
Gravitational instability is now thought to be a likely scenario for the
formation of multiple star systems, but not for the formation of our solar system.
The arguments prohibiting formation of planets by means of gravitational
instabilities are based on the composition of the solar system, the required mass of
the solar nebula, and the difficulty in explaining the formation of small bodies such
as asteroids, moons and comets.
If gravitational instability does not form planetary systems, then the
remaining option is planetary growth by agglomeration and accretion. The
remainder of this section refers to models of disk evolution which assume growth
by these mechanisms.
A number of researchers have modeled the evolution of circumstellar disks,
emphasizing various combinations of expected processes. The goal of most models
is to build planets from disks or rings of gas and dust, hopefully creating a
planetary system similar to our own solar system.
Typical processes included in models of disk evolution are gas drag;
gravitational enhancement of particle cross-section; relative velocities of particles
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or bodies; probabilities of collisions; upon coll.sion, the probabilities for a)
fragmentation, k) sfckmg, or c) melting; accretion of material onto the star;
radiation drag; and changes in the dynamics of the system as particles grow'.
As there appears to be a natural segregation between terrestrial and Jovian
planets, many models of solar system formation concentrate on either the inner or
outer solar system, perhaps only one planet m particular. One test of the validity
of each model is whether or not it is consistent with the overall scenario of solar
system formation.
First consider models of the inner disk. In the following discussion,
"planetesimals" refer to asteroid-sized bodies, while "embryos" refer to roughly
lunar-sized bodies. As a matter of convenience, models of the evolution of the
terrestrial planet region are typically divided into two stages: the time period
needed to grow large rocky embryos, then the era in which these large embryos
collide to form planets. Different techniques are required to model the two stages.
The number of bodies in a very young disk is too unwieldy to permit following
each individual particle or body. One of the most common means of modeling the
earliest stages of disk evolution is to treat the disk as an ideal gas, distributing the
velocities of the bodies according to equipartition of energy. Although
equipartition of energy in an ideal gas arises from collisions, not gravitational
interactions, the gravitational interactions of solid bodies of unequal mass tends to
equalize the kinetic energy of the particles.
Without equipartition of energy, the models predict orderly growth of
embryos. The inclusion of equipartition of energy in the models leads to the
possibility of runaway growth, which shortens the timescale for the formation of
embryos. This topic is reviewed nicely in Wetherill (1990). Runaway vs. orderly
growth is a function of the relative particle velocities and their
gravitationally-enhanced cross-sectional areas. The gravitational cross section is
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larger than the physical cross section by a factor of 1 + .,7,2
^
,1^^^,^ ^
relative velocity at infinity of the approaching body, and is the escape velocity.
Equipartition of energy lowers the random velocities of the larger bodies, raises the
random velocities of the smaller bodies, and leaves the random velocities of the
intermediate bodies relatively unchanged. As a result, the relative velocities
between large and intermediate bodies is reduced, greatly increasing their
gravitational cross section, which in turn leads to an enhanced growth rate. Note
as the bodies grow, the escape velocity of the largest body increases, again
increasing the gravitational focusing factor, which also increases the growth rate
(see discussion in Wetherill, 1990).
Models of the terrestrial planet region which include gas drag, gravitational
enhancement of coUisional cross-section, equipartition of energy, and perfect
sticking (no fragmentation on impact) result in runaway growth, which can build
1026-1027 g planetary embryos in about 10'^ yr. Omission of equipartition of energy
leads to timescales an order of magnitude larger (Wetherill, 1990). Recent work by
Wetherill and Stewart (1993) demonstrates this beautifully.
The growth from embryos to planets is an exponential approach to completion.
Earlier models assuming the gas-free case created an "Earth" in roughly 10^ years
(see Wetherill, 1980b, Wetherill, 1980a, and references within). In a more recent
calculation, beginning with a swarm of larger embryos, three-dimensional Monte
Carlo simulations produced 3 to 5 terrestrial planets in lO'-lO* years. This is
consistent with timescales derived from geological evidence (Wetherill, 1990).
Now consider the outer regions of the solar system. The rocky cores of the
Jovian planets presumably formed in a fashion analogous to the terrestrial planets.
The large mass of the cores was sufficient to facilitate a rapid accumulation of
material by gravitational attraction, resulting in "giant" planets.
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The Jovian cores must have formed while the gaseous solar nebula was still
present in order to account for the heavy abundance of hydrogen and helium in the
Jovian (and Saturman) atmospheres. This means the timescale of the formation of
Jupiter is highly relevant to the formation of the Earth, as it gives a clue to the
nebular gas concentration during the final stages of the Earth's formation. This
indirectly determined the size and nature of the Earth's primordial atmosphere
(Wetherill, 1990), which resulted from planetary outgassing or cometary impacts.
The timescale of Jupiter's formation is important for several other aspects of
the formation of the solar system as a whole. First, the accretion of large amounts
of gas in the formation of the Jovian planets necessarily has profound effects on the
gas evolution of the disk, which in turn affects the dynamical evolution of the disk.
In addition to the gas evolution of the disk, the presence of large rocky Jovian
cores has a significant impact on the evolution of the terrestrial planets. The
massive cores stir planetesimals within the "feeding zone" of each giant planet,
increasing the velocities of the planetesimals, and perturbing their orbits. Some of
these planetesimals are ejected from the solar system. Rocky planetesimals
injected into the inner terrestrial planet region will increase the collision rate there;
icy planetesimals likewise perturbed will evaporate or become cometesimals or
comets. These cometesimals may supply volatiles for the terrestrial planet region
(Mumma et ai, 1993).
One possible clue to the formation time of Jupiter is the existence of the
asteroid belt. It is thought the prior formation of Jupiter prohibited the creation
of a terrestrial planet where the asteroids are now found. The formation of the
asteroid belt is a complex issue, and only the briefest mention will be given here.
A review of the topic may be found in Wetherill (1989). Assuming there was a
"normal" amount of material to build planets in the asteroid region, the most
likely scenario is one in which the material in the asteroid region fragmented by
ease in
increase in
io
er
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mutual collisions, the smaller debris subsequently removed by gas drag or
gravitational perturbations. It is likely that orbital resonances with Jupiter played
a large role m the acceleration of the asteroidal bodies; the resulting incr
relative velocities could produce the necessary fragmentation, while the
orbital eccentricities could eject material from the asteroid region. Any scenar
for the formation of the asteroid belt which relies on the prior formation of Jupit
requires Jupiter's core to form in the timescale needed to produce large planetary
embryos in the outer terrestrial planet region, 10^-10^ yr.
Recall that models of the terrestrial planets region could produce two
scenarios: orderly growth, or runaway accretion, depending on whether or not
equipartition of energy was assumed. Without runaway accretion, predicted
timescales for the formation of planets are unreasonably long. The need for
runaway accretion becomes especially apparent when the models are applied to the
Jovian planets; without runaway, formation of Neptune in particular requires
many times the current age of the solar system (Lissauer, 1987)!
Lissauer (1987) found that if there was an enhancement in the nebular surface
density at the distance of Jupiter, runaway accretion could produce Jupiter's core
m about 10^ yr. Such an enhancement might have occurred as a result of diffusion
of water vapor from the inner disk into the Jovian planet region, and subsequent
condensation into ice (Stevenson and Lunine, 1987). After the core grew to about
15-25 M®, it could quickly accrete gas in the surrounding region.
The formation of our solar system, and planetary systems in general, is an
enormously complicated process. The discussion here hardly does justice to the
work that has been done in the field; only those aspects most relevant to this work
have been mentioned.
1.3 Observable Signatures of Disk Properties and Activity
Ideally, one would lik. to obtain as nnn h obsc.-vational inlonnation as possible
-•>oni c irc nn.stellar disks and their c>volution, and the tin,eseales involved. In
practice, this is not a sin.ple task. I.naging of disks and associatecl phenonuM.a is
only leasibl<> ,n the early stages of star disk lo,
, nation. In tlH> early
.evolutionary
stages, so.r.e mechanisn.s produce very strong diagnostic signatures, but iUc large
extinctions and con.p(>ting processes make interpr(>tation diflicnlt. In Ihc later
stages, ihv disk is possibly b<>co,ning a phuuM.ary system, and signatures of disk
activity are very weak. In this section, some of thc> primary tnethods lor studyi.ig
disks and their evolution are mentioiK-d.
1.3.1 Direct Imaging
'I'he most souglit-alt(«r iidormation about star formation is direct imaging over
a rang(> of wavcdengths. Large-scale structures related to the earliest stages of
star disk formation {e.g. outllows) have hccn imaged at optical wavelengths, and
mappcxi at radio wav(>l(Migths. InlrarcxI images should b(x:ome common as infrared
canuu'as come of age.
Images of th(> smaller disks themselves ar.^ hard to come by. At a distance of
150 pc, disks in the nearest star-forming r(>gion may be only one arcsecond or less
in diameter.
1.3.2 Spectral Line Observations
Molecular lin(> observations provick^ information on the gas content, mass,
morphology, and rotational v(>l()cities of very young, massive disks (Sargent and
Beckwith, 1991; Skrutskie el a/., 1993; li(>ckwith and Sargent, 1993). Atomic lin(>
observations pi-ovide inloi'mation on winds and j(>ts, including velociti(\s and
(lensiti(>s, (e.g. Mdwards r / a/., 1987; Ivlwards, Kay and Mundt, 1993). In the later
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stages, as the gas clears ar.d the outflows dimir^ish, these observatior^s become very
difficult, owing to the sensitivity of current detector systems.
Spectral line observations of the T-Tauri phase of disk evolution provide
information on the composition of dust and ices in the disk (e.g. Cohen and
Witteborn, 1985; Brooke, Tokunaga and Strom, 1993). These observations may
also be used to estimate the optical depth due to particles in the disk at the
wavelength of observation. As the particle surface density decreases, these
observations become progressively more difficult.
1.3.3 Continuum Observations
Accretion onto the star produces continuum emission in excess of the stellar
photosphere at ultraviolet wavelengths and longward, observed with broadband
measurements. The ultraviolet radiation originates in the so-called "boundary
layer" where rapidly orbiting material in the innermost regions of the disk accretes
onto the more slowly rotating stellar surface. This signature weakens as the gas
dissipates and the smaller particles agglomerate into larger particles. Accretion
signatures are not distinguishable once the accretion rate falls below about
lO-^M0/yr (Skrutskie et a/., 1990; see also Kenyon and Hartmann, 1987).
Solid bodies in the disk are another major source of continuum emission. Dust
grains and larger bodies, heated by the central star, re-emit somewhat like
blackbodies at primarily infrared and longer wavelengths (this is known as
"reprocessing" of starlight). Observations using broadband filters can be used to
detect reprocessing emission as an excess of continuum emission over that expected
from the stellar photosphere. Dust particles are thought to vaporize at about
1500-2000 K, which places an upper limit of about l//m to the wavelength of peak
radiation from particles in the disk.
When there is confusion as to the relative contributions of infrared emission
from accretion and reprocessing, the strength of any ultraviolet excess, which
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arises from boundary layer e„.ss,o„, „.ay be used to place li„,Hs on the accretion
luminosity.
This dissertation is concerned with the late stages of disk evolution, during the
epoch of planetary growth. It will be seen that one of the best methods for
studying the late stages of disk evolution is to observe the dust reprocessing
emission over time.
1.4 Previous Observational Studies of Disk Evolution
Many observational studies have been done on circumstellar disks around
solar-type stars, mostly on the earlier stages of evolution. In this section, some of
the most relevant prior studies are mentioned, leading to the research presented in
this work. The list is in no way exhaustive.
1.4.1 Studies of Disks around Pre-Main Sequence Stars
This subsection presents a more-or-less chronological history of the study of
disks around pre-main sequence stars. It not only includes observations that
yielded information about the properties of disks, but also shows how the first
gleanings of our understanding of disk evolution were deduced.
One of the first major studies was done by Cohen and Kuhi (1979), who
obtained optical scanner data and infrared broadband measurements on roughly
500 pre-main sequence stars in several associations/complexes. One important
conclusion was that most infrared excesses in the sources they studied required
thermal emission from hot dust grains, rather than gas. Their study laid the
foundation for much of the work to follow.
Cohen and Witteborn (1985) focused specifically on emission from the dust
grains in the disk. They obtained 10 //m spectroscopy of 32 T-Tauri stars, where
silicate grains have prominent spectral features. They found a minimum in the
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<>P^ i-l <lo,>il- aUO„nat an a,, of al,o„t „,<^ yr (s<. I„, 1987). Th.y
'''^
''^^'---'<->n.lH-l.ginnin, of
subscx,u<-nt
.ncreas. in optical doptl. was attnhntod to oH>it.-.-ossing
^-ollis.ons
between planotcsin.als, leading to fragmentation wind, p,.o<l„cos u.oro sn.all
grains. In a.M.tion, (or systnns viewed edge-on, they pres.uned collisions leading
to inclined orbits wonid prodnce a thickening of the disk.
Walter (1986) stnn.bled „pon the evolnt.onary path of T-Tauri stars son.ewhat
by accident. During a lo||ow-np stndy of strong x-ray sonr<-es, he lound a class of
stars he ter.ned tlu- "naked" T-'Iauri stars, or NTTS. On the basis of their
proximity to regions of active star for.nation, strong Li , A()7()7 absorption, and
strong chromospheric and coronal activity, they were presnnu.l to be- pr.Miiain
sequence stars. Ilowc^ver, thc^ lacked the large infrared excesses (characteristic of
(lust) and wind signatnr(<s of nearby T-'Wum stars, having similar ages. As such,
they conld be consider(<d diskless T-Tauri stars.
In a later paper, Walter r/ al. (1988) discussed th(< NT'I'S in some detail,
focusing on 28 stars in tlx- Taurus-Auriga complex, again from an x-ray selected
sample. They lound th(> distribution of stellar mass, spectral types, and ages of the
NTTS were similar to those of the classical T-Tauri stars (cTTS). However, they
did not sec the the infrared excesses, extreme emission lines, or photometric
variability characteristic of the cTTS. Estimating the completeness of th(>ir NTTS
sampl(>, they extrapolated th(> N'l^FS were likely to outiunnber the cTTS in the
Taurus- Auriga region by a ratio of 10:1. (A recent study using the H.OSAT All-Sky
Survey by Neuhauser rl al. (1995) fouiul that in Taurus-Auriga, the wTTS
ontmimlxM- tli(> cTTS by a factor of at least 8.)
To determine th(> ages of their sample stars, Walter c/ al. (1988) used the
convective-ra,dia,tiv(> (evolutionary tracks (caJcuIations of stellar luminosity v.s.
t(>mperature of the contracting |)rotostar as a function of age) adopted by Cohen
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and Kuhi (1979). Cohen and Knhi compiled the t.achs f.on. the wo.K of several
authors, striving for consistency in the treatment of convection.
Walter ei al. found NTTS with ages less than 10^ yr, as well as cTTS with
ages greater than 5 x W yr. If the NTTS represent a later evolutionary stage
than the cTTS, this finding implies a disk dissipation time of roughly 10^-10« yr.
Continuing this line of thought, they infer planets must form on timescales less
than 10« yr. This timescale probably depends on stellar mass, and also initial and
local conditions. They conclude that if planetary formation requires a longer time,
then only those stars that are cTTS for long periods of time can form planetary
systems. (Note: The terminology used in this paragraph was that of Walter et al-
ii would have been more consistent with the terminology in this paper to use a
phrase such as "planetary embryos" instead of "planets" in the above discussion.
Disk signatures disappear once "large" bodies form.)
K. Strom et al. (1989) examined the evolutionary timescales of disk signatures
in T-Tauri stars more carefully. They compiled optical and infrared broadband
observations of 83 young stellar objects in the Taurus-Auriga molecular cloud
complex, obtained from published literature (including the work of Walter and
colleagues). They found that near-infrared excesses (2.2 /xm), diagnostic of dust in
the innermost 0.1 AU of the disk, becomes optically thin by an average age of
about 3 X 10^ yr. Absolute 2.2 //m flux excesses were determined by de-reddening
the optical and near-infrared fluxes, then matching the observed spectral energy
distribution at R (A = 0.7/im) to that of a dwarf standard having the same
spectral type as adopted for the pre-main sequence star.
They defined a new class of pre-main sequence stars, the weak-lined T-Tauri
stars (wTTS), similar to the NTTS of Walter et al. (1988). The wTTS are
T-Tauri stars (TTS) having an equivalent width W{Ha) < 10 A.
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age in
A decrease in the equivalent width of Ha (diagnostic of accretion) with
the sample was noted, demonstrating that at least some of the wTTS must
represent a later evolutionary stage of the cTTS. Evidence was found for at least
one, possibly three disks with inner "holes", indicated by lack of near-infrared
excesses, but having significant mid-infrared (> 25^100 /.m) excesses (see
Figure 2.2). Although this study included observations covering a broad range of
dust temperatures, sampling the disk to radii of nearly 100 AU, the data was not
sufficient to detect optically thin excess emission. Most of these sources are
variable, requiring simultaneous measurements to distinguish weak excesses
emission arising from tenuous dust. Only portions of the data set were
simultaneous measurements. Presumably the variability of the sources is caused by
either starspots, or changes in accretion rates of disk material.
Extending the findings of K. Strom et al. (1989) to longer wavelengths,
Skrutskie et al. (1990) obtained sensitive 10 /im ground-based broadband
observations of 20 stars from the Strom d al. sample, seeking evidence of weak
dust excesses within 1 AU of the star. For the remaining stars in the Strom et al.
sample, 12/im measurements by IRAS (The Infrared Astronomical Satellite) were
used to estimate 10 fluxes. A strong correlation was seen between 10 (im and
2.2 //m fluxes, reinforcing the findings of K. Strom et al. (1989).
The three systems with possible inner "holes" are postulated to be transition
cases between the early disk stages, where an optically thick disk extends to the
surface of the star, and the presumably later evolutionary stage where optically
thick material is detected only at larger disk radii. The small number of observed
"transition cases" argues for a rapid transition from the optically thick to optically
thin case. Such a situation may well arise from the agglomeration of material into
larger bodies in the inner disk, or removal of material near the star by
Poynting-Robertson drag, as discussed in Section 1.5.3.
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The authors also found a very strong correlation between Ha equivalent width,
diagnostic of accretion, and 10 ,™ excess emission. This is a precursor to the
findings of Edwards. Ray and Mundt (1993), who infer winds are driven by
accretion. The combined results imply an observational timescale of < 10^ yr for
the end of the accretion epoch.
Beckwith et al. (1990) obtained 1.3 mm continuum measurements of 86
pre-main sequence stars in Taurus- Auriga. At this wavelength, all but the inner
1 AU of the disk is optically thin, enabling one to estimate disk masses. Free-free
emission was shown to be an unlikely source for the observed emission; thermal
emission from dust is the presumed source. Using the slope of the observed spectral
energy distributions as a diagnostic, they concluded the shape of grains in the disk
is not like that of interstellar grains, but lies somewhere between a spherical
(interstellar) and fractal structure. They assume an opacity inversely proportional
to wavelength, as opposed to the standard opacity assumed for interstellar grains,
which varies inversely with the square of the wavelength. With this opacity law,
they calculated a typical visual extinction Ay for the observed flux densities at
1.3mm assuming the material is distributed in a spherically symmetrical shell
around the star. The extinction ranges from 220-5100 mag, depending on the
particle motions. In contrast, all stars in the sample have observed extinctions of
Av < 7. The low observed extinction for these stars requires the inferred disk
material lie in a flattened structure, such as a thin disk. Historically, this finding
was important, as it was by far the most convincing evidence for the mere
existence of circumstellar disks around pre-main sequence stars. Keep in mind no
direct images of these disks had ever been achieved, which left some astronomers
arguing whether the material near the star had a disk geometry or not.
Beckwith et al. calculated the total mass in solid particles to range between
10~^ and 10~'^ M©, implying total disk masses between 0.001 and 1 M© (assuming
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a standard interstellar gas-to-dust ratio of 100). For those stars having disk
signatures, no decrease in disk mass is seen as a function of age, up to the
maximum age of 10^ yr for their sample. Disk material was only detected for
cTTS and borderline wTTS; they did not detect disk emission from stars with
very weak Ha emission. This is consistent with the near-infrared observations of
Walter et al. (1988), K. Strom et ai (1989), and Skrutskie et al. (1990). As the
circumstellar material is presumed to lie in a thin disk, the disk is protected from
most of the stellar wind and radiation, and should survive the T-Tauri phase, even
if the winds are quite robust. They concluded that sufficient material thus remains
to build planetary systems like our solar system.
Finally, within the past year Robert O'Dell of Rice University, using the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST), has obtained images of ionization shells around
massive young stars in Orion, but the disks are inside the shells, hidden from view.
Also using the HST, Karl Stapelfeldt (of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory) and
colleagues have perhaps obtained the first real image of a circumstellar disk
around a pre-main sequence star. Their images of HL Tau in Taurus-Auriga are
currently in press (Stapelfeldt et al, 1995).
1.4.2 Previous Observations of the Late Stages of Disk Evolution
If the wTTS represent a later evolutionary stage than the cTTS, it can be
argued that the process of planetary formation has begun by the time the star
reaches the wTTS stage. The lack of strong disk signatures implies the disk
surface area has dropped as a result of the agglomeration and accretion of material
into larger bodies.
Theoretical predictions and geological evidence indicate the planet-building
epoch extends into the early main sequence stage, so it is reasonable to seek
evidence of disk material associated with young main sequence stars. Witteborn et
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al (1982) looked for 10,m excess thermal emission from fragmentation debr.
around the young (3 x W yr) and nearby (25 pc) Ursa Major Stream stars. No
statistically significant excess emission was detected for any of their sample stars.
Assuming a minimum particle radius of about 0.01 ,m, a maximum particle radius
of 50 km, and a power law particle size distribution with index S = 3.5, they were
able to place an upper hmit of 2.2 x 10"^ to 2.2 x 10-^ (1-10% of the
rocky mass of the planets) on the mass of the debris cloud for a solar-type star.
Compare their sensitivity to that needed to detect the estimated mass of the
material responsible for the zodiacal light, which is only about
(2.5 x 1016 g; Whipple, 1967)!
More sensitive infrared observations of young main sequence stars were
obtained by the IRAS satellite. Tenuous, cool (50 to 125 K) material has been
detected around at least 3 main sequence stars, possibly as many as 100 (see
Backman and Paresce, 1993, for a review). The material is diagnosed by infrared
thermal excess emission at 12-100 fim. For the three well-studied cases, a Lyrae
(Vega), f3 Pictoris, and a Piscis Austrinus (Formalhaut), no corresponding
near-infrared excess emission is observed. The material is likely to be in thin disks,
100 to 1000 All in extent, with no detectable emission from the inner tens of AU,
and may be analogous to the postulated Kuiper Belt outside our solar system (the
source of short-period comets). The emission is at least 100 times stronger than
that expected from the zodiacal emission from our solar system. The grains
appear to be larger than typical interstellar grains.
Smith and Terrile (1987) obtained deep CCD images of what appears to be a
tenuous edge-on disk around the main sequence star beta Pictoris, extending to a
radius of at least 1100 AU. (The disk was originally discovered by the same authors
in 1984.) It is likely this disk geometry is a remnant of the star formation process.
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If interstellar gas-to-dust mass ratios hold true for disks, one expects two
orders of magnitude greater disk mass in gas than dust. In this regard, Skrutskie
et al. (1991) sought evidence of gas emission in
-CO (J=.l-.0) for a sample of
eight stars in the Ursa Major Stream. As in the WHteborn et al. study, the Ursa
Major stream stars were chosen because they are young and nearby. The spectral
types of the stars range from A2 to K3. No evidence of gas emission was found.
Owing to the beam-filling factor, this study was only sensitive to material at large
disk radii (r > .350 AU). The calculations of the authors indicate if the precursor
disks are sufficiently large, then the CO mass must be less than 6 x 10^^ g.
Assuming the CO/H^ ratio is characteristic of the molecular interstellar medium,
the total mass remaining at large radii must be less than 3 x IQ-^ M©. They note
that much more mass could be present but escape detection if it is in the inner
regions of the disk, or if the disk is smaller than 350 AU.
1.5 Dust as a Tracer of Disk Evolution in the Planetary Formation
Epoch
If it is not possible to directly observe the evolution of disks into planetary
systems, what is the next best option? Secondary indicators of the processes
taking place in the disk are needed. As the gas is too difficult to detect in all but
the earliest stages of star formation, that leaves only emission from solid bodies in
the disk.
The total emission of solids in the disk is a function of both temperature and
surface area. Bodies closest to the star are hottest, and therefore emit more energy
per unit surface area than bodies farther from the star. Grains near the star emit
primarily at infrared wavelengths. Small grains possess the most surface area per
unit mass, and comprise most of the surface area in the disk. Consider that
grinding an asteroid-sized body (10^° g, = 3 g cm~^) into micron-sized grains
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produces a total particle surface area equal to
.ougl.ly t„„es tl,e surface area of
the Sun!
7V.e large surface area-to-ma... ratio
„/,/„„,, „,akes
.1 one of the
„/
the late stages of d,sk aclMy. The infrared excesses associated with youug stars
diminishes with stellar age. This diminution results from a decrease in the
population of small particles (which comprise most of the surface area of the disk).
The disk loses small particles to processes such as agglomeration, accretion,
radiation blowout, and stellar winds.
The strength of the infrared excess produced by reprocessing of starlight is a
function of the temperature of the central star, the mass of material in the disk, the
size distribution of bodies, the mass surface density of the disk, and the opacities
of the bodies. None of these are terribly well known, and even if they were, the
modeling becomes formidable rather quickly. Instead of trying to handle all of
these parameters at once, it is easier to look at a simplified picture to establish the
most general conditions in the disk, after which specifics can be argued.
This section is divided into 4 parts. First it is shown that we expect most of
the disk surface area to he in small particles. Next, a brief summary is given of the
science we can learn by studying the evolution of dust in disks. Finally, the
processes which remove and create small particles in disks are discussed briefly.
1.5.1 The Size Distribution of Solid Bodies in Circumstellar Disks
There are a few ways one can estimate the particle size distribution in
circumstellar disks. One needs a lower size limit, an upper size limit, and the
general distribution law. One way to go about this is to examine the size
distribution of solid bodies in our own solar system. This gives information about
what one might expect in the very late stages of the formation of a planetary
system. Information about smaller particles may be obtained by observations of
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the
.nterstellar medium, which is presumably the raw material from which stars
and planetary systems form. And, of course, models of how we believe our solar
system came to be give insight as to the particle size distribution we might expect,
given processes we think should be occurring within the disks.
The size distribution of particles is generally found to obey the power law
n{a) oc a-^ where a is the grain radius, and n(a) is the number of particles with a
given radius. Only the exponent S varies from study to study.
The size distribution of interplanetary particles m our present solar system
have been studied using rocket impact and collection experiments, and
micrometeor crater records on lunar rocks. Results typically indicate sub-micron
and micron-sized particles (see papers within Weinberg, 1967, and Elsasser and
Fechtig, 1975).
Le Sergeant and Lamy (1980) used the size distribution of micrometeor craters
on lunar rocks to determine the size distribution of interplanetary particles in our
solar system. With their assumption that the size of the crater is proportional to
the size of the impacting particles, the size distribution of craters is identical to the
size distribution of particles. They used a two-component fit for grains between
10-2 and 10^ microns in diameter. A power law with exponent S = 3.85 best fits
particles with radii smaller than 6 /mi; a parabolic fit with a shallower slope best
represents grains with radii between 6 and 10^ microns. Using these results,
Witteborn et al. (1982) assume the size distribution of interplanetary particles can
be represented by a power law with the compromise index value of ^ = 3.5.
Mathis, Rumpl, and Nordsieck (1977) determined the size distribution of
grains in the interstellar medium (ISM) from observed interstellar extinction in the
wavelength range of 0.11-1 micron. They found a power law distribution with
exponent of 3.5, which agrees well with the results of Le Sergeant and Lamy, and
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^/„,i„ is a,ssuined to be ().()|//ni, a balajice betw<>eu the niininnini radii loinid
for Ki-aphites and silica.t(«s in th(> ISM (Malhis, Hunipl, and Nordsieck, 1977), 90%
ol th(> surlac(> area, of the entir(> distribution will be contained in particles up to
I /Ml) Ml ra.(lius, 97% in pa,rticl(>s with radii up to 10 //ni. CUarly, lli.r (onlinuuin
ninssioii from solid hod'n s in cvolvtd cirniinsh lldr disks will arise jyriviarilii from
diisl jxirli.rU s in IIk disk.
Step back a minute- and rellect on how all this rela.t(>s to the r(>sea,rcli under
consi(l(Ma.tion. We want to observe continuum radialion from circumstellar disks,
to monitor the dust population as a lunctiou of stella.i' ;\ji,c and spectral type,
(liven the power law size distribution of particles in the disk, the calculated
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number of grains depends stronelv on Ihc rhoirp of •giy ui ui ce ot a niininium grain radius. The
most relevant arguments follow.
The conditions in a disk are not the same as in the ISM. Radiation pressure
from the central star can remove small particles near the star ("radiation
blowout"). To evaluate the effect of stellar radiation, consider first the simplistic
situation m which a particle is at rest with respect to a solar-type star. How small
a particle can withstand the star's radiation field? Balancing the Sun's radiation
pressure at distance r with the gravitational pull of the Sun, we get:
where a is the radius of the particle, r is the distance from the star, Q,, is the
pressure efficiency factor, and p is the density of the grain. Note the distance from
the star cancels out of the equation. Assuming a particle density of 3 g cm-^ and
a perfect efficiency [Q^,, = I), the radiation pressure and gravitational forces
balance for a 0.2 //m particle.
Burns, Lamy and Soter (1979) calculated the radiation forces on small
particles in the solar system in great detail, and found that for iron, magnetite,
and graphite particles, the radiation force exceeded the gravitational force for only
for a narrow size range of particles, centered about a radius of 0.1 /im. For
obsidian, amorphous quartz, basalt, and water ice, the radiation pressure force
never exceeded the gra.vitational force. Although at first glance one would think
that very small grains should be easily blown out by stellar radiation, small grains
do not absorb the stellar radiation very eflficiently, and are therefore poorly
coupled to the stellar radiation field. The authors note the solar wind may be
more efiective at removing snuiller particles from the region.
Assuming the stellar wind is effective in removing small particles, it is
reasonable to assume ihcrc should \)c few particles with radii < 0.2 microns.
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Another approach is to consider a two-component particle distribution, allowing
for a gap in particles with radii near 0.1 microns; this would complicate models.
Now consider how the choice of a particle size distribution affects disk models.
A power law particle size distribution is not trivial to incorporate, and complicates
interpretation of results. A simpler approach is to assume all the disk emission
arises from particles having a uniform size distribution. The model presented in
this work uses this simplification.
The choice of too small a representative grain size could lead to claims that we
are sensitive to an unrealistically small amount of mass in dust. In addition,
opacities become more complicated for very small grains. In light of all the
considerations discussed thus far, a somewhat conservative grain radius of 1 yum
was adopted throughout this work.
1.5.2 What We Can Learn from Studying Dust Emission in Disks
In the previous subsection, it was shown that most of the surface area in a
circumstellar disk is contained in the small particles. It follows that any observed
continuum emission from evolved disks arises primarily from dust. The large
bodies do not possess enough surface area to be directly detected by ground-based
equipment at this time.
We wish to determine the evolution of disks by observing how the continuum
emission from star-disk systems evolves with stellar age. In doing so, we are really
studying the evolution of the dust population in the disk. In other words, the most
basic science we can derive from this study is some understanding of the
effectiveness and timescales of processes which create or destroy dust in the disks.
During the epoch of planetary formation, the primary sources of dust are
collisions between larger bodies, infall from an outer, remnant disk, and
evaporation of cometesimals. The primary means of removal ("sinks") are
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agglomeration into larger bodies, Poynting-Robertson (radiation) drag and
accretion onto the star. These sinks and sources will be discnssed in the following
subsections.
1.5.3 Mechanisms for Removal of Dust in Circumstellar Disks
One of the fundamental means of removing small particles from the disk is by
agglomeration into larger particles. Growth from micron-sized grains into even
millimeter-sized grains reduces the surface area by a factor of 10^.
Another primary mechanism is accretion of small particles onto the star.
Initially accretion results mostly from disk viscosity. In a very young disk, large
infrared excess emission has been attributed to both accretion and reprocessing of
dust (see, for example, the work of Kenyon and Hartmann, 1987, and references
within).
Once the disk becomes radially optically thin, viscous accretion dwindles, but
Poynting-Robertson (radiation) drag becomes extremely effective; it can remove all
1/^m-radius grains within 1 AU of a 1 Lq central star in about 10^ yr, if there is no
source of new small grains to replace those which have been removed. Larger
grains require more time for removal, as do particles farther from the star. The
timescale for removal can be computed as follows:
r = 103yrf-^) ( ^ ] (J^V (^]Vlgcm-V VI Auy \lJ
where r is the time required for the body of radius a and density p, at an initial
distance from the star of i?,, to accrete onto the central star having luminosity L,.
Since the removal time scales linearly with grain radius, it would take 10^ yrs to
remove all mm-radius particles from the inner 1 AU of a disk surrounding all©
star.
As stated in the previous section, observational studies have determined that
disk accretion signatures disappear by an age of about 10^ yr, and the innermost
regions of ljHMliskslH.on,.-o,,,,H-a,,ly thin l>y an a,, of aW 3 x K," y,-. No
optically thick nca.. infnuvd excess e.nission, which would indicate wann n.atenal
tl.c star, is seen after an a,e of , x 1(,<^ y. (K. St.on. ,/
./., m,). Apparently
l>-< iH<> growth and radiation dra, have alrea<ly ph.yed a n.a.jor role n. redncn,
'
I'— d>erorsnwdl,>art,clesn. the inner d,sk l,y th.s age, lowering the nnittin,
surface arcvr of tlx- d,sk. Mor<< sensitive studies uuvy Ik^ able to ,lisc<Mu weak
inrrarc.1 disk e.nission. Regardless,
, ,,,,,,
^^^^^.^^^.^^^^^
nrar-mjraird disk ronUnuum nmssron should h< ,,uUc weak ajh r 3 x lO'^ yr.
Remen.her, radiation drag beeonies so ellici(-nt that unless there is a sourcv of
now small partich-s, all particles with radii of about I nn< ron will he eliminatc-d ,n
a mere lO'' y(«ars aft(M- the disk l,eco,n(<s radially optically thin. This is useful, as
ilic l('vel of near i.dVared contiuuun, (Mnissiou as a function of disk age can thus he
used to placx; constraints on sourc(>s of dust production in I he disks.
1.5.4 Mechanisms That Generate Dust in Circumstellar Disks
There are three primary sources of dust production in optically thin
circumstellar disks: collisions of plaiiet(>simals, infall Iron) an outer, remnant disk,
and evaporation of coni(<tesimals. A brief overview is given Ihmv; the topic will be
discuss(«d in mor(< detail in tli(< discussion portion (Chapter 5) of this dissertation.
The hrst possible^ source of dust production is collisions l)etween larger bodies.
Two ("actors can pr()duc(> collisions.
I'n-st, although most of the plan(>tesim;ds will follow nearly circular orbits, the
disk is not perfectly (lat, a.nd many of the orbits will be inclined to the disk
midplane. (Collisions are most lik(>ly to occur wlier(> the inclin(>d orbits cross the
rtiidplane, which happens twice per orbit.
Secondly, oucv planetary embryos are lorm(>d, they gia.vitationaJly stir smaller
bodies. The residt is many smaller bodies with non-circidar orbits a,nd high relative
V(dociti(>s. These non circida.r orbits n)ay cross those of l)odi(>s in circular orbits.
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Collisions having sufficient energy can produce fractionation;
.t re,un-es about
2 eV to break a single chemical bond. The amount of dust generated by collisions
IS a matter of the size and relative velocities of the initial bodies, and also the
material of which they are formed. Collisions may simply erode the larger body or
completely shatter it. If the larger of the two bodies has sufficient surface gravity,
most dust generated in a collision will not escape to become disk debris, but will
simply return to the surface of the larger body.
The collisional erosion process continues with successive generations of
fragments; collision products will be ground into progressively smaller bodies. A
steady-state distribution of masses of particles in collision (up to 1mm in radius)
produces a particle size distribution of approximately n{a) oc a~^-\ where a is the
particle radius, and n{a) is the number of particles with radius a (Dohnanyi, 1969;
see also Witteborn et a/., 1982).
The details of collisional generation of dust are quite complex; scientists have
studied the problem in relation to the formation and evolution of the asteroid belt.
Some studies involved laboratory apparatus which produced controlled collisions,
with appropriate analysis of byproducts. Other studies have been more theoretical
in nature, using the experimental results to constrain the theories. Some of the
primary work in this field was performed in the 1960's by authors such as Gault
and colleagues (Gault and Wedekind, 1969; Gault, Shoemaker, and Moore, 1963;
and Dohnanyi, 1969).
Without going into mathematical detail here, cratering evidence on the Moon
and other terrestrial bodies in our solar system suggest a period of heavy
bombardment lasting as long as 1 billion years. Although the moon has enough
surface gravity to retain most dust generated by collisions on its surface, the
craters imply there were numerous km-sized planetesimals in the early solar
system. Collisions between these smaller bodies may have generated significant
amounts of <U,„, duHng th. pcno.l „r h.-avy ho.nbardment. If a
.,„Ua,. ,K.,.i„<l i„
<:o.n,„o„ around „,,,,.
.y„u„g
.,,a,.,
.ucl, collisions ,nay produce detectable lovols of
dust for fiuridreds of millions of years.
As an aside, note that it is difficult to theoretically predict dust levels resulting
from collisions in the- late stages of disk evolution. Recall the method for this
epoch of planetary formation requires following each individual particle in the
simulation (Section 1.2.4). Extending the particle sizes in the model downward to
dust dimensions increases the number of particles to prohibitive values. Somewhat
simpler mathematical predictions will be presented in Chapter 5.
After collisions, the second likely source of dust is an outer, remnant disk.
Observations of the earliest stages of disks suggest initial sizes as large as hundreds
of AU, implying a reservoir of material at large disk radii (Skrutskie el a/., 1993).
The existence of the Oort cloud is evidence that material at large disk radii may
persist into tfie main sequence stage. Poynting-Robertson (radiation) drag can
draw this outer, remnant material into the inner disk regions. On the other hand,
it is conceivable that a "Jupiter" could transfer angular momentum to particles at
larger disk radii, preventing the particles from reaching the terrestrial planet
region. An analogy is the "sh(>pli(>rding satellites" discovered in Saturn's rings.
Tfie third source is evaporation of cometesirnals. At the time the Jovian
planets were forming, there were many icy planetesimals. Perturbations in the
orbits of these planetesimals caused some to be ejected from the solar system, or
shifted into cometary orbits. As a result, the cometary flux at that time was much
larger than it is today. In addition to providing volatiles for the terrestrial planets,
the cometesimals released dust into tlu- inner disk region.
The rate at which these three processes produce small particles and the size
distribution of the resulting bodies is known in only the crudest sense. The
available information will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. The point the
reader should con,e away with is that there a,r processes occurring iu th<- <lisk
wh.ch ,nay produce siguihcaut a,uouuts of dust for hundreds of nnllions of years
One can model the processes and n,ake predictions, hut the hotton. line is that the
dust is the only component of the- d.sk in th<^ late stages of evolution which is
observable with relative ease, and the only way to determine (or constrain) the
c-olut,on of the dust population in the era of planetary formation is to go out and
look for dust signatures associatc.l with stars having ages up to a few hundred
•niinon years. ^Fhat is exactly what we aim to do.
1.6 Summary and Statement of Research Presented
Muc-h work has been donc^ in the past 20 years to advance our knowledge of
ihc process by which our solar systcMu form<>d. W(« l,(>li(>ve planetary systems form
by a,gglomeration of material within circumst(«llar disks; th(> disks are a natural
byproduct of star formation.
Some of our knowledge has com(> through scrutiny of the geological record in
our own solar system, an approach which looks backward in time. Some has come
from the obs(n-vation of otluM- young stars which are at the age when they may be
forming planetary systems. Actual plan(M,ary formation cannot be viewed directly,
du(> to obscuration, lack of angidar resolution, and dynamical range difhculties. As
a result, nmch of our understanding is inferred from our assumptions of the
physical processes occurring, and ol)s(>rvabl(> effcxts we attribute to thes(> processes.
W(> observe tluM inal and accretion emission from circumstellar material, and
have determined that the material must lie; in a flattened structure, such as a disk.
Outflows in young stars (< 10^ yr) have been observed directly in some cases, and
inlerr(>(l in many others. The outflow diagnostics are correlated with strong
thermal ("reprocessing") and accretion signatures.
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Observations in Taurus-Auriga show that by an age of about 3 x 10« yr the
innermost region (within about 1 AU) of circumstellar disks around solar-type
stars becomes optically thin (K. Strom et al.^ 1989). The infrared excess thermal
emission fades as the particle surface area in the disk diminishes. Planetary
formation, if any is to occur, is underway by this age.
Three possible cases of disks with inner "holes" have been found around
solar-type stars. It is possible these represent a transition stage in disk evolution,
in which the inner regions of the disk are the first to clear or build large particles.
If so, the transition must be rapid, to account for the very few such cases observed.
Evidence for tenuous cool material at large disk radii (> 100 AU) persists for a
longer period of time, into the main sequence stage.
Although there have been numerous observational studies of circumstellar
disks, most have focused on the early stages of disk evolution, when disk processes
produce strong signatures. Observations of the later stages of disk evolution, when
the planets are forming, are far more difficult due to the weak signatures of the
processes underway. As the disk evolves, small particles are removed by
agglomeration, radiation drag, radiation blowout, and the solar wind. The small
particles comprise most of the solid surface area in the disk, and thus thermal
continuum emission decreases with disk age. When the disk becomes optically
thin, wind and accretion signatures disappear. Although there should be 100 times
more mass in gas than dust, even in the earhest stages of disk evolution it is
difficult to obtain observations of the gas owing to confusion with ambient
material and small beam-filling factors. The evolution of the gas is still one of the
greatest mysteries of disk evolution.
Owing to the difficulty of observations, there is httle observational information
on the late stages of disk evolution, including the epoch of planetary formation.
One expects the disk to contain dust, gas, ice particles, and larger bodies created
from Ihese. Thenna,
..,„..<.„ I™,,, wa™,
.„.C nea,- t.,e sCa,- . easiest di.k
com poll out to detect.
A quick and dirty calclation illustrates the detectability of dust. Material in
^'isk is heated by the central star; material <.|osest to the star is warmest, and
emits the most flux pc-r unit surface area. Assun.ing a grain radius of 1 ,m,
density p = :i, crn'^ and grain emission effK-iency Q = 0.3, a simple blackbody
calculation reveals that approximately IQ- g of 1000 K dust grains will produce a
flux ec.ual to 10% of th<- photospheric. flux of a 5800 K central star at wavelength
of 3 //m. (3 //m is the wavelength of peak flux for a 1000 K grain.) A 10% excess is
readily detectable for many young nearby stars, using small-aperture
single-channel broadband photometry. As will be shown in tlu> next chapter, a
1000 K dust temperature corresponds roughly to a distance of O.f AU from a
5800 K central star. The mass in dust is that of a typical asteroid!
Previous work was either not sufficiently sensitive or accurate enough to detect
tenuous dust in the inner disk. Young stars are known to be variable, presumably
owing to starspots, or lor very young stars, due to variations in accretion rates. If
continuum measurements at different wavelengths are made over a period of tim(>
in which the overall stellar flux changes, the resulting spectral energy distribution
may mimic an infrared excess (or depfetion, which is physically impossible). As a
result, simultaneous measurrmenls are required to detect emission from tenuous
dust. Many of the pix^vioiis observations were not simultaneous for all wavelengths.
Observations of dust emission arising from tli(> iniuM- disk as a function of
stellar age and s])ectral type provide important constraints on dust-producing
processes in the disk. Once the disk l)(>comes optically thin, radiation drag
becomes extremely eflicient at removing small particles from the inner disk; it can
remove all l//in particles within 1 AU of a I /.,., star in about lO'' yr, if there is no
source ol n(>w particl(<s. Radiation blowout can r(Mnove particles smaller than
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abet 0.5 „„,, a.d s,„a„ particle, will <.„,nbi„c to ,„,,„ la..g<.,. particles. Witl, such
efFect.ve n.echanis„.s for
.-en.oving
.„al, part.ic,e., surface area i„ t„e <lisl<, and tl,e
.-ult.ng continuun, emission, si,ould decline rapidly uukss tlrere are sufficient
rriechanisms to replenish the dust population. Processes which generate dust
i..clude collisions of planetesimals, infall from outer disk regions, and evaporation
of conietesimals.
We will use the evolution of dust in the terrestrial planet region as a tracer of
processes occurring in the disk. Given the evidence in our own solar system of a
period of "heavy bombardment" lasting about 1 billion years, it is very possible
that tenuous dust signatures may be observable around other stars for several
hundred million years, into the early main sequence stage. Dust produced by
collisions between the numerous planetesimals in that epoch may repopulate the
disk with small particles.
Our approach makes use of the fact that dust in the terrestrial planet region
emits primarily in the near-infrared, where "windows" in atmospheric absorption
make sensitive ground-based observations possible. In addition to the high
atmospheric transparency at near-infrared wavelengths, a large fraction of the disk
emission may occur at these wavelengths. Depending on the steepness of the disk
mass surface density law, most of the dust emission in the disk may arise from the
inner few AIJ of the disk, despite the larger surface area of the outer regions of the
disk, simply because dust luminosity scales as T'*.
The epoch of interest ranges from the age disks first become optically thin,
through the period for which sufficiently high collision rates of leftover
planetesimals may generate detectable levels of dust. Cluster stars were observed,
as it is easier to determine the ages of clusters than of isolated stars. The details
behind the choice of specific clusters is discussed in the next chapter.
This work presents sensitive, simultaneous, single-channel gronnd-based
near-.nfrared broadband measurements (primarUy 1.25 - 3.5.m) obtamed for
pre-main sequence and young main sequence stars in nearby clusters having ages
from about 1 Myr to 600 Myr, covering a broad range of spectral types. The
clusters are the Taurus-Auriga complex (1-10 Myr), Alpha Perseus (20-80 Myr)
the Pleiades (70 Myr), the Ursa Major Stream (300 Myr), the Hyades (600-670
'
Myr), and Praesepe (600-760 Myr). Near-infrared color excesses are used to
diagnose thermal emission from warm dust; models of dust emission arising from
thin disks are used to interpret the observations. The observations are sensitive
enough to detect about 10-g of material in micron-sized dust grains within 3 AU
of the central star. The wavelengths of observation were chosen to maximize the
efficiency with which dust emission can be detected, taking into consideration the
dust emission itself, the transparency of the atmosphere, the ambient thermal
background emission, and the sensitivity of available detectors. The following
chapter details the method. No conclusive evidence of excess emission is found
past an age of approximately 3 x 10" yr. This work pushes the limit of our ability
to observe the signatures of planetary formation using ground-based telescopes.
Chapter 2
METHOD
2.1 Introduction
The goal of this work is to examine the evolution of the dust population in
circumstellar disks, during the epoch of presumed planetary formation. Dust may
be detected either by its continuum emission, or by spectral lines of materials such
as silicates. As it is desirable to examine a large enough sample of stars to provide
significant statistics on the dust population as a function of stellar age and
spectral type, an efficient algorithm for detecting tenuous dust is required.
Broadband continuum measurements require less integration time than spectral
line observations, and are thus more time efficient, and also more sensitive to
tenuous dust emission. Continuum observations are therefore the method of choice
for this project.
This chapter discusses the characteristics of dust continuum emission, the
method chosen to detect dust, the disk region to which the method is sensitive,
and the sample of stars chosen for the study. (The model used to estimate the
mass in dust based on the detected dust emission is discussed in Chapter 4 and
Appendix C.)
2.2 The Concept
Young stars with disks are sufficiently distant that we observe them as point
sources; we see the combined stellar and disk radiation. A general discussion of the
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expected continuum emission from a star disk system is presented in this section
without getting too involved in specific details. This will lead into the basic
concept of how dust emission can be detected.
2.2.1 Sources of Radiation
There are two sources of flux in a star-disk system; the star and the disk.
Consider first the contribution from the star alone. The photospheric spectral
energy distributions (SEDs) of stars as a function of spectral type are fairly well
known over a large range of wavelengths. (A spectral energy distribution is simply
how flux varies with wavelength.) For most stars, the SED can be approximated
by that of a blackbody with some "effective" temperature. The more massive the
star, the hotter the effective temperature, and the shorter the wavelength of peak
emission. The expected emission from the star can be determined from its effective
temperature, and its surface area.
Now consider the contribution of the dust component. A circumstellar disk is,
of course, composed of individual particles. The particles are heated by the central
star, then re-radiate at their equilibrium temperature. (This is often referred to as
"reprocessing" of starlight.) In the simplest case, the particles can be treated as
blackbodies. Particles near the star are hotter, and thus radiate primarily at
shorter wavelengths as compared to particles farther out in the disk. To obtain the
total emission from the dust, one must sum the contributions from successive disk
annuli (the temperature gradient is only a function of disk radius). Knowing the
particle surface area and the temperature within each disk annulus, the total dust
emission can be determined.
The observed spectral energy distribution is the sum of the stellar and particle
emission.
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2.2.2 Calculating Dust Temperatures
As stated in the previous section, there is a temperature gradient in the disk
Material near the star is hotter. Approximate dust temperatures ma,y be
determined from a simple equilibrium calculatiDion:
Energy absorbed by grain = Energy emitted by grain.
Consider the case of an optically thin disk; each grain is heated by stellar
radiation, not re-radiation by other grains. For the sake of simplicity, first assume
that the grains act as perfect blackbodies. The energy absorbed by a grain is
simply the stellar energy flux at the distance of the grain from the star, multiplied
by the cross-sectional area of the grain:
Energy absorbed by grain = (;^^) (vra^) , (2.1)
where is the luminosity of the central star, R is the distance from the star to
the dust grain, and a is the radius of the dust grain.
For a blackbody, the flux emitted per unit surface area is given by the familiar
Stefan-Boltzmann law, so that the energy emitted from a single grain is
Energy emitted = 47raVr/, (2.2)
where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and Td is the temperature of the
dust grain (in Kelvin). Equating Expressions 2.1 and 2.2 yields a grain
temperature of
^' = [m^) ' (2.3)
where is the luminosity of the central star. This can be rewritten as
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One can easily see ..hat a paH iele c biting a I sta,- at a distance „f ,1.1 A,,
will have a temperature of about lO'' K, while a particle at :) MI will have a
temperature of about 200 K.
Thus far, wc^ have only looked at the ideal case. In reality, the particles are not
perfect blackbodies;
,>articlc^s do not efliciently absorb or emit wavelengths larger
than their physical size. Dust grains are typically 0.01 to several microns in size.
Since sn.all grains are generally cleared from circumstellar disks in short timescales,
this work focuses on grains approximately one micron in size. In this simplistic
case, stellar radiation, which peaks in the optical, has wavelengths smaller than
the grain sizes; it will be assumed the grains absorb like perfect blackbodies.
The situation is not as simple for dust emission. Consider a dust grain orbiting
the Sun near the Earth. The temperature of the h:arth is roughly ;U)0 K, with a
peak emission at about 10 microns. This is comparable to or larger than the size
of a typical dust grain. One nn.st therefore take into account grain emission
efRciencies when calculating the (>iiergy emitted by a grain.
The total energy emitted by the grain is the surface area of the grain
multiplied by the flux per unit surface area:
Energy emitted by grain = Att\i'
yj^
lh{l\i)Q{\)d\, (2.5)
where a is the particle radius, Bx{T^) is the Planck function, and Q{\) is the
particle emission efhciency law. This expression is not easily evaluated in general;
it is useful to look at the trivial case in which th(> particles emit as perfect
blackbodies, which gives a lower limit lor the temperature of small grains.
The lar-infrared opacity law for interstellar graphite and silicate grains is
Q DC rt/A^ (Drain and Lee, 1984). H(Tkwith vl al. (1990) examined grain opacity in
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ci.cu„stella. disks in Taun,s-Aunga, and found tl.e caicniation. of Drain and Lee
to be inadequate. They found a dust opacity decaying oniy a. . « «Hic„ n,ay
be a ..esuit of the different gran, envn-onment. Although the the Beckwith H
at. opacity law is stated for wavelengths greater than 30 ,„n, it is the only
observational ™ea.nre of grain opacties in circumstellar disks, and is therefore
adopted here. The grain emission efficiency assumed in this work is.
^^'^ = rrW- (2-6)
Note that when A < 2a, Q 1.
To put this in perspective, dust grams in the terrestrial planet region (within a
few AU of the star) have temperatures ranging from approximately 200-1500 K. A
200 K particle has a peak emission at 15 microns; the emission efficiency will be
better than 0.8 for 200 K particles with radii larger than about 30 microns. A
1500 K particle has a peak emission at 2 microns; the emission efficiency will be
better than 0.8 for 1500 K particles with radii larger than 4 microns.
As particles with radii smaller than 4 microns may constitute most of the
surface area in the disk, the grain emission efficiency will certainly be an issue.
The efficiency will be most important for cooler grains farther from the central
star. Note that grains emit most of their energy in the near-infrared.
Getting back to the issue of determining the emission of the disk as a whole,
assume for simplicity that all grains in the disk have a predetermined common
size. In this case, grain temperature is only a function of distance from the central
star. Consider the disk to be composed of concentric annuli; the total disk
emission can be calculated knowing the grain temperature and total surface area
in each annulus. This will be more clearly demonstrated in the next subsection.
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2.2.3 Combined Star and Disk Emission
For a sU. at a distance of 100 pc. typical of the stars used in this study on
the sky corresponds to 100 All i„ the star-disk system. Standard s.ngle-channe,
observations with beamsizes of several arcser thn« vi 1^f^ever j i c us yield a composite SED of both
stellar and dust emission. Figure 2.1(a) ilh.strates the composite SED of a 6000 K
star having a dust ring at approximately 3 AU, with an equilibrium temperature
of 200 K, and the dust emission efficiency law given in Equation 2.6. (For the
purpose of illustration, the surface area of the dust is 50,000 times that of the 6000
K central star. Flux units are arbitrary.) Centers of the standard infrared
broadband filters J (1.25 ,m), K (2.2 ,m), L (3.45 ,m), M (4.8 ,m) and N
(10.0 ,,m) are noted. (As an historical note, these seemingly odd bandpasses are
chosen to match wavelength regions for which the infrared transparency of the
Earth's atmosphere is very high. These regions are commonly called "windows" in
the atmosphere.) Note in Figure 2.1 the contribution from dust appears longward
of 10 /.m; the slope of the SED is photospheric until 10 fim.
Figure 2.1(b) illustrates the composite spectrum of a the same star with a dust
ring at about 0.1 AU. The equilibrium temperature of the dust is 1000 K. The
centers of the standard broadband filters are again marked. (For the purpose of
illustration, the surface area of the dust is 2000 times that of the 6000 K central
star.) This time, the contribution from dust is seen longward of about 1.6 fim.
Note that the slope of the SED beyond 1 or 2 microns is no longer photospheric;
the slope between, for example, J and K or J and L is shallower than that of the
underlying photosphere.
A complete disk may be thought of as a superposition of concentric rings. The
bottom frame of Figure 2.2 (from K. Strom el al, 1989, and Skrutskie et ai, 1990)
displays the SED of AA Tau, which appears to be surrounded by an optically thick
disk. The dotted line indicates the expected photospheric emission for a star of
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Figure 2.1. The concept. Model spectral energy distributions resulting from dust rings
at two different radii. The dashed lines represent stellar emission, solid lines the sum of
star plus dust. The dust emission efficiency assumed is given in Equation 2.6; the radii
of the rings are approximate, (a) 6000 K star plus 1000 K dust ring, (b) 6000 K star
plus 200 K dust ring. Flux units are arbitrary.
th. spect.a. type at the distance of Tau.us-Auri.a. The „oHd h„e denote, the
Kenyon and Hart^ann (1987, prediction fo. a flat, optically thick
.processing
dust d,sk (at an inclination of
, = 60") surrounding the star. Points lying above
th.s hue ™ply additional accretion lum.nosity or a different geometry Filled
crcles denote measured broadband fluxes. All the broadband fluxes exceed those
expected for an optically th.ck reprocessing dust disk, diagnosing an optically
thick d,sk extending to the surface of the star. The slope of the observed SED
longward of 1 ,nr is clearly shallower than that of the underlying photosphere.
Consider one additional case: a disk with an inner "hole". The top frame of
Figure 2.2 (from K. Strom et ai, 1989, and Skrutskie et ai, 1990) displays the SED
of V819 Tau. The dotted line again indicates the expected photospheric emission.
The solid line denotes the Kenyon and Hartmann prediction for an optically thick
reprocessing disk surrounding the star. Filled circles represent measured
broadband fluxes; J, K and L, M and N are marked. Filled circles lying between
the dashed and solid lines represent optically t.h,n emission. The observed SED of
V819 Tau indicates optically thin emission out to about 10 ;.m, but optically thick
emission longward of 25 or so. The observations suggest an optically thick
outer disk, with little or no material in the inner disk; in other words, a disk with
a "hole" in the center. Notice in particular the rising slope of the SED longward of
10 fim. (As a word of caution regarding this interpretation, note that a background
source could produce the observed excess emission at the longest wavelengths.)
2.2.4 Detection of Dust
As illustrated in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, one can detect warm dust by the changes
it produces in the slope of the observed SED. Warm dust close to the star creates a
composite SED with a shallower slope than that of the underlying photosphere at
near-infrared wavelengths (1-5 fim). Cooler dust farther from the star affects the
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Figure 2.2. Observed SEDs of AA Tau and V819 Tau. Model and observed fluxes
tor two pre-main sequence stars in Taurus Auriga (from K. Strom et al, 1989 and
Skrutsk.e et al, 1990). Filled circles denote observed broadband fluxes; dashed' lines
represent expected photospheric fluxes. Solid lines represent the expected emission from
the star plus optically thick, flat, reprocessing disk [i = 60°). (Top) The observed5ED for AA Tau lies above that of the predicted thick disk plus star spectrum at all
wavelengths A > 1.2//m, diagnostic of an optically thick disk extending to the surface
of the star. (Bottom) The observed spectrum for V819 Tau lies below the thick disk
plus star spectrum at wavelengths between 2.2;.m and 25//m, and above at longer
wavelengths. These data suggest that the inner disk of V819 Tau is optically thin,
while the outer disk is optically thick.
s.ope of the SED at >on,e,. wavelength.
,he,o„d ,0 ,
^
decrease in .ope at on,, longer wavelengths
„,a. he diagnostic of an inner «ho.e»
in the disk.
Th.s nrethod does not give infor,.at,on on the geometry of the war. dust near
the star; ,t does not prove that the dust is in a disk rather than a spherical shell
The assumption that the dust lies in a disk is derived from observations of
pre-main sequence stars, as discussed in Chapter 1.
One important note: if a star is variable, s,n,ultun.ous measureraents are
needed to detect ^eak excess en,.ss.on. For example, if J and K measurements were
made one night, while L observations were made on another night when the star
was brighter, the observed SED would have a shallower slope than the true SED at
these wavelengths, mimicking a star with an infrared excess. Since it is not always
known whether or not a star is variable, it is safest to acquire simultaneous
measurements for each source.
2.3 Wavelengths of Observation for This Study
The goal of this project is to determine how excess radiation arising from
circumstellar dust disks evolves with time, as a function of the spectral type of the
central star. Excess radiation can be detected by the changes it produces in the
slope of the observed SED as compared to the expected stellar SED. The shape of
the SED can be determined by obtaining broadband continuum measurements.
The issue now is to decide on the range of wavelengths to observe. Although it is
always desirable to obtain as much information as possible for a given source, the
need for efficiency urges one to observe as few wavelengths as possible, while
maintaining a high likelihood for detecting any tenuous dust.
The standard optical and infrared broadband filter set is UBVRIJKLL'MNQ
(0.36-20 /fm); one may also obtain radio observations at mm or cm wavelengths.
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To ach.eve
.,e,u.e
,,,,,
^
prefe.ab„ ™o.e. A,.,
.e.ctio,, of
_.e„.. Without tntntnin, the ob^e-vations to a
would require more observing time than is feasible.
This section discusses the issues concerning the choice of wavelengths of
observation, the wavelengths finally chosen for this study, and the lin.itations th.s
choice places on the study.
2.3.1 Long-Wavelength Limit
It was seen in the previous section that dust emission affects the observed SED
of a star-disk system longward of about 1-2 microns for the warmest dust, and
longward of 10 microns or more for cooler dust. The longer the maximum
wavelength of this study, the larger the region of the disk to which the study will
be sensitive (cooler material resides at larger disk radii). However, the integration
times required to obtain high-precision measurements become impractical beyond
some point, defining a reasonable long-wavelength limit for this study.
The sensitivity to which one can detect dust emission is determined by the
precision to which one can observe photospheric emission. In practice, at infrared
wavelengths the highest precision achievable is roughly 1-2% internal precision, for
ground-based work. The time required to reach this level of sensitivity increases
with wavelength, owing to the transparency of the atmosphere, and thermal
background emission.
Consider that a 300 K blackbody has its peak emission at 10 //m. The
telescope, optics, and water vapor in the atmosphere, all of which are nearly 300 K
blackbodies, produce a 10 //n. fkix at the detector which is many orders of
magnitude larger than that received from the star of interest. Distinguishing the
s en. .
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^The background radiation
... steep,, at wavelengths longer than about 3 ,™. the
.e.uired integration ti„,e increases longward of this. Kig.re 2.3 (fron. S.ruts.ie c<
"""^ "'^ hn.its for one hour of integration at NASA's
Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF), and for the Infrared Astrouonrical Satellite
(IRAS). (A 5. sensitivity in^plies one can detect signals 5 times stronger than the
sky fluctuations; this provides a > 99% confidence level that the detection is
valid.) Also shown is the spectral energy distnbution of an MO pro-nraiu sequence
star at the distance of the Taurus-Auriga complex, and the combined SED for this
star surrounded by an optically thick, flat reprocessing disk.
It ca« be seen from Figure 2.3 that one cannot detect the photospheres of
late-type stars at a distance of about 1,50 pc in one hour of integration beyond a
wavelength of about 10 „m. Although not shown, measurements at mm and cm
wavelengths are much less sensitive to photospheric emission than infrared
ground-based observations.
A 5a detection is not a precise measurement; for this project, we desire
sensitive observations of 50-1 00a. Since it is desirable to observe at least 50 stars
in this study, if not more, the integration times must be limited to half an hour
when at all possible, 1 hour at most. The longest wavelength at which
photospheric emission can be precisely detected for most members of relatively
nearby clusters in 0.5 hour of integration time is 3.45-3.80 //m (L and L'). Given
these time and sensitivity restrictions, L and L' have been chosen as the standard
long-wavelength limit.
The IRTF L' filter is matched to a wavelength region for which the
atmospheric transmission is "cleaner" than at L and is also less sensitive to
changes in atmospheric water vapor content. Because of this, V (3.80 ^m) will be
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Figure 2.3. IRTF and IRAS sensitivity limits. Plot of the SED \F,vs.\ for a typical
solar-type pre-mam sequence star of spectral type MO located at the distance of the
Taurus-Auriga complex (dashed Ime). Superposed on this plot is the combined SED
for this star surrounded by an optically thick, flat reprocessing disk (solid line) Also
shown are the 5a sensitivity limits achieved in 1 hour of integration on the NASA
Infrared Telescope Facility (1.6//m < XlQ^m). and for IRAS. Note that the IRAS
sensitivity limits lie at or above the level of excess radiation expected from a perfectly
flat reprocessing disk. (From Skrutskie et ai, 1990).
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the
.on„,e„,.H
,i..H of cHoiee
. IRTP. A.
.He. facilities, the sta„.„,
,
filter (3.45 fxm) will be used.
A ,o„g wavelength cutoff of 3.5.3.8
.,„o„s li™t. the
.-egion of the disk to
«lope of the SED at L and V, but cool dnst at larger
.adii does not (see
Figure 2.1(h,). This study will not he sensitive to cool material „o.e than ahout 3
terrestnal planet re,,on of the Msk. The work of Skrutskie e( al. (1990) shows a
strong correlation between 2.2 and 10 nricron excess emission in circunrstellar
d.sks, which gives one sonre hope that much will not be lost in restricting this
study to wavelengths shorter than 5 microns.
2.3.2 Short-Wavelength Limit
The next step is to decide upon the shortest wavelength for observations. To
do this, it is necessary to determine the shortest wavelength at which the dust is
expected to affect the observed SED of the star-disk system.
This study focuses on the late stages of disk evolution, after accretion
signatures have disappeared and the disk is presumably no longer optically thick.
At this time, little ultraviolet or optical excess emission is expected, in contrast
with earlier stages in the formation of a protostar. Only dust reprocessing emission
is expected.
Interstellar grains are known to be composed primarily of graphite and
siHcates (Drain and Lee, 1984). The temperature at which interstellar dust grains
evaporate (the "dust destruction temperature") is T = 1750 K for graphite grains,
r = 1400 K for silicate grains (private communication from Drain stated by
Hillenbrand et a/., 1992). This corresponds to a peak dust emission at a
wavelength of 1.7-2.1 ^im. Although it is conceivable that large grains in a disk
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list
nea,. ih<.
.ta,- ,„a,
....-vive
,„.,,,,
,,™„„„,„,„,,„^^
de»t.uctio„
.e„,pe,.atu,.e represents a reasonable criteria,, ,„,. determining the
shortest wavelengths at which <h,st e,nission will signihcantl, alter the perceivedSED of the central star.
Figure 2.4(a) illustrates the emission lVo„, a 6000 K biackbody plus a 1400 K
l>'-l<bocly; Figure 2.4(b) shows the san.e 6000 K b.ackbody combined with a
1750 K blackbody. In each figure the surlace area of the cooler blackbody, which
represents the dust, is 1200 times that of the 6000 K blackbody. The emission
efficiency law given in Equation 2.6 was assumed, and the flu.x units are arbitrary.
In the first figure, dust emission is seen longward of 1 in,pl,i,g that
observations at
.J (1.25 ,„.) still represent nearly photospheric emission. In the
second figure, the 1750 K dust contributes noticeably beyond about 0.8 ,m, and
clearly contributes to ennssion at .]. However, the slope of the SED between J, K
and L is clearly non-photospheric. Note that a 3000 K blackbody has a peak
emission of about 1 nncron, implying the dust would have to be at least 3000 K for
dust emission to mimic photospheric emission between 1-4 microns.
To facilitate detection of non-photospheric SEDs, it is desirable to obtain at
least one measurement at a wavelength for which the observed emission is purely
photospheric, or very nearly photospheric. Models by Kenyon and Hartmann
predict that for disks undergoing both accretion and reprocessing, the wavelength
at which the emission will be closest to photospheric emission is
.J (1.25 //m)
(private communication). The preceding paragraph and Figures 2.4 demonstrate
that for a purely reprocessing disk, measurements at .1 are nearly photospheric,
except perhaps for the highest dust temperatures expected. (When evaluating the
contribution from the highest dust temperatures, keep in mind that in Figures 2.4,
the surface are of the dust has been scaled to 1200 times the surface area of the
star. It is unlikely there will be that much hot dust near the star.)
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Figure 2.4 Dust destruction temperature SEDs. Model spectral energy distributions
resulting from hot dust at two different evaporation temperatures. The dashed lines
represent stellar emission, solid lines the sum of star plus dust, (a) 6000 K star plus
1400 K dust (silicate destruction temperature), (h) 6000 K star plus 1750 K dust
(graphite destruction temperature). Flux units are arbitrary.
In p.c,.ing a,
.ho.1,-wav<.,™,,,„
,„„i, Uk-,. i„ „„., n^o,. consideration- tl,e
-. -ents needed to oMain U.e desired oWons. An ,„SB detector, sensitive
to l-5,nr en,issio„, is suitable ,or observations at
.,, K and Observations at
wavelen,t,rs shorter than retire a pi,otonrn,t,pher. The need ,or an additional
.nstrurnent would reduce the efficiency of the program, and therefore the sample
size.
The facts that dust emission produces a change „, the observed slope of ,he
SED beyo„<.
,
„.icron, even for the hottest <h,st, and the need for an additional
mstrument to obtain measurements shortwar,! of I nucrou, led us to ,-|,oose J
(1.25 /,m) for the minimum wavelength of observation.
2.3.3 Wavelengths Chosen for This Project
To summarize, we wish to observe each star over the r<-gi„n in wliich dust
excess emission produces a n„u-phot„spl,cric SED, while being efficient enough to
obtain large sample statistics.
.1 (1.2.'.
,„„) is most likely to represent the
photospheri<: flux, with dust reprocessing emission occurring at longer wavelengths.
Shorter wavelengths require a different detector, while measurements longward of
about 3.5 ,„n require impracti<:al integration times to achieve sufficient sensitivity
to detect tenuous dust emission. In principle, one should be able to detect a warm
dust excess witli only three measurements, at ,1, K and I (or 1/). This
investigation will Ihercforc use Ihes, three ,„avcknf,ths as the fundamental baseline
for diagnosing thermal dust emission.
Some bright stars (which require only short integration times), or stars for
which an excess is strongly suspected, may be observed at longer wavelengths to
gain information on cooler material. Unless a star seems particularly interesting,
optical measurements will not be performed, siiuv tliey require an additional
detector, and should yield no additional information if.) is pliotosplieric.
0™ss,o„ of
..uitaneous optica, observations is admittedly a gamble. There is
a poss.bUity that J is not photosphere; the ability to perceive this would be lost
wthout simultaneous optical data for these presumably variable sources
Unusually hot material near the
.tar (> 3000 K) could result in a photospheric
would also eliminate the ability to determine the interstellar extinction to a star, if
such information is not available in the literature.
We chose to take these risks, hoping the risks represent the exception, rather
than the rule. We opted to maximize the sample of stars by minimizing our
observations of each star to what we believe are the most likely wavelengths for
detection of weak infrared dust emission. Minimizing the number of wavelengths
observed also allows us to spend more time integrating on a given star, increasing
our sensitivity to weak dust emission.
2.4 Diagnosing Excess Emission
Reprocessing emission from dust produces an apparent change in the slope of
the observed SED of the central star. A shallower slope at near-infrared
wavelengths is diagnostic of warm dust near the star. What is needed is a simple
means of assessing the apparent change in slope of the SED, using only three
broadband measurements (J, K and L) for each star.
First of all, one must devise a means to establish the slope of the SED of a
stellar photosphere as a function of spectral type, using these three measurements.
One of the easiest ways is to plot the flux ratios between the three wavelengths of
observation. For example, one may plot
Flux at J Flux at J
Flux at L Flux at K (2.7)
Since the flux ratio, va.,
,™„och..o.nat.ca„y with spectra, type (at least for
sequence
.a.),
.,ch p.ots are a good ™ea„. of ,ua„tify.„, pHotospheric
ohiDs.
In the near-infrared, it is customary to use magnitudes rather than absolute
fluxes. Instead of examining flux ratios, one therefore looks at differences in
magnitudes, or infrared colors. Recall the magnitude at J (denoted "J") is
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J =
-2.5 log (_____i^]^!^^Z£dJux_^^
VFlux corresponding to 0 mag at 1
crons \
(2.8).25 microns J
'
The magnitudes at K and L are analogous (substitute 2.2 microns and 3.5
microns, respectively). It follows the color J-K is simply
J - K = 2.5 log {A?/f^ZlJZ^^gOJlu)^\ _ ^ /observed 1.25/nn flux\
W.25^mmag0flux;
^^H^b^^^^^5T2;i^ ^^''^
Thus, a color is just the log of the flux ratios at two wavelengths, barring a
factor of 2.5, and a constant offset. It is trivial to examine the slope of a SED
between 1.25 3.5 /.m by plotting infrared colors against each other. Such plots are
often called "color-color diagrams." Since this program uses almost exclusively
measurements at J, K and L (or L'), J-K, J-L and K-L colors will be examined.
(For the sake of simplicity, assume in this section that L and L' are synonymous.)
Although no illustrations of color-color plots are given in this chapter, numerous
examples may be seen in Chapter 3.
Tenuous warm dust in disks will produce a shallower SED, or larger (redder)
J-K, J-L, and K-L colors. Once photospheric colors are established in a given
photometric system, dust can be detected by the reddening it produces in the
observed infrared colors. Stars having warm dust disks should stand out on
color-color diagrams. The degree to which this method is sensitive to tenuous dust
IS determined by how well photospheric colors can be established.
cover the
Note the. „e ot,.,- ways to
.etect in,™.ed excesses One method is to p,„t
-nf.a.ea eolo. against a given magnitude. s„c„ as , „eati„g a co,o.™ag„it,..e
C-as.™. ,n o..ae. to Co t„is, t.,e absolute flux at , ..5
.ie-ons nn.st aete,™i„e.A more complete method, used „y K. Strom aL
,1989), is to obtain
measurements at optical through
.nid-infrared wavelengths (which will
peak of the SED well,, determine the absolute flux at each wavelength and
determine the absolute flux expected fron, the stellar photosphere alone, based or
.ts spectral type and distance. This yields an akolule flux excess.
Ir. contrast, the use of color-color diagrams diagnoses relative excesses. The
primary advantages of this n.cthod over the K. Strom H al approach are a) it
requires a minimum of observations, the observations can be n.ade using only
an InSb detector, which is sensitive to 1-5 em.ssion, and c) it does not requir,
accurate determination of interstellar extinction to each source, which can be a
very difficult and uncertain pro.ess. It will be demonstrated in Chapter 4 that
interstellar reddening is not critical.
The primary disadvantage to the relative excess method is the possibility of
missing an excess if the resulting SED mimics a photospheric SED in the 1-5
micron range. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
To summarize, the basic method chosen to search for weak dust emission is to
observe all stars at a minimum of J, K and L, and create color-color plots such as
J-L vs. J-K. Stars with tenuous warm dust disks will have non-photospheric
infrared colors. As mentioned earlier, the measurements at J, K and L must be
simultaneous; non-simultaneous measurements on a variable star may produce
infrared colors which mimic a dust excess.
When wavelengths other than J, K and L are observed, such as M (4.5 //m) or
N (10 //,m), color-color plots using the additional observations will also be
exannned. It is not as critical to have simultaneous measurements at N, or even
M, as the stars ar(^ not as variable at those wavelengths.
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To estab..h photospW.c coio.,
,,,,,,
_
each teiescope. MHky Way disk .a. the WooHe. caU.og (WooUe,. I,,0)
which
.i,ht aUe. the in,..., coio.. Wooliey sta. with hi,h space veiocitie. o.havng iow U-B and B^V fo.- thei. spectra, type we.p„ to be haio sta.
and were not used. Known dose o. spectroscopic binaries and multiple systems'
were also excluded. Stars having infrared colors redder than those of Woo.ley stars
are presumed to have thermal dust emission.
Observed magnitudes must be corrected for interstellar extinction (or
reddening). WooUey stars are so nearby, interstellar reddening is not signiheant
The other stars chosen for this program belong to clusters, as discussed in the next
section. Main sequence clusters will be de-reddened for interstellar extinction,
which is well-known, assuming the same reddening for each star in a given cluster.
For the pre-main sequence stars in Taurus- Auriga, the reddening varies widely
throughout the group, and is difficult to determine accurately for any individual
star. Reddening will be applied for those stars for which K. Strom et al. (1989)
derived visual extinctions, using the extinction law for the Taurus region
determined by Elias (1978). For those stars with unknown visual extinctions, the
general change in infrared colors due to interstellar extinction for 1 Av of
reddening will be used as a guide to estimate probable color changes due to
reddening, as opposed to thermal emission from dust. As will be shown in the next
chapter, the changes in colors due to reddening are quite different from those due
to thermal dust emission, and are therefore only an issue in a few cases.
Models are used to translate observed excesses on color-color plots into a
physical reality. Kenyon and Hartmann (1987) modeled the expected absolute
excess emission arising from optically thick flat and flared circumstellar disks; they
considered both accretion and reprocessing luminosity. This dissertation is
concerned with Ue. stages of d.. evolution, afte.- acc-etio,, is „o longe.
Ji«ca„t, and the disk Has Beco.e opt.cal, t,„n in the te„estHa. planet ,e,o„
M. Skrutskie has developed a si„.ple disk ™odel which calculates the expected
^
mtrared colors produced by optically thin disks around stars of various
unrinostties. presunr.ng the disks are composed entirely of grains hav.ng a radius
of
1
nr,cro„. Disk o,ass and the surface density distribution are allowed to vary.
The model is described in detail in Appendix C.
2.5 Sample Stars
Now that method for diagnosing warm dust in circumstellar disks has been
laid out, the final step is to choose the sample of stars for observation. The object
of the program is to observationally determine the evolution of the dust population
in the terrestrial planet region of circumstellar disks around solar-type stars,
during the epoch of presumed planetary formation. This will be accompHshed by
quantifying the level of excess infrared emission, presumably arising from dust
reprocessing, as a function of stellar age and spectral type.
The sample must cover a range of spectral types, and consist of stars with
known ages. The age of star clusters can be determined by their high-mass turnofF
point on a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, whereas it is often difficult to determine
the age of an isolated star. Clusters usually contain a range of spectral types, tend
to be well-studied, and are relatively easy to date. Clearly, cluster stars are very
appealing for this study.
The ages of the sample stars should range from late pre-main sequence through
early main sequence. The work of K. Strom et al. (1989) revealed circumstellar
disks around solar-type stars become optically thin at an age of roughly 3 x 10^
years. Models of the formation of the Earth predict the Earth was > 99% formed
in
^ 10« .yea. (Wethenll, 1992). The sample chosen should thus contain stars with
ages ranging fro. about 1-3 n.iHion years to a few hundred n.iUion years
and a few hundred milhon years. One irr^portant criterion lor ch.ster selection is
distance. The clusters should be close enough that the late-type stars can be
observed with high precision in reasonable integration tin.es. Nearby clusters also
tend to be well-studied, which is an advantage. Generally studies have been done
on nearby clusters to determine me..bership probabilities, metallicities, and so on.
One con^ment must be made concerning the ages of stars in clusters. In main
sequence clusters, it is assumed all the stars have the same age. Pre-main sequence
stars are commonly found in complexes or associations, similar to clusters. The
pre-main sequence stars are young enough that the difference in ages within the
complex is significant; one should not assume a common age for all the protostars
in the complex. Ages of individual protostars are estimated using observed
properties (such as infrared colors) and computed isochrones.
The clusters chosen for this project, along with approximate ages and
distances, are given in Table 2.1.
Taurus-Auriga, the only pre-main sequence complex in the sample, is
well-studied, and consists primarily of solar-type and low-mass stars. Alpha
Perseus is the youngest nearby main sequence cluster in the northern hemisphere;
both high- and low-mass members have been identified. The Hyades, one of the
oldest clusters in this study, is one of the best-studied clusters, and historically was
used to define the main sequence. All the main-sequence clusters have near-solar
metallicities.
The interstellar extinction to the main sequence clusters is small. Alpha
Perseus has E{B - V) = 0.1 (Crawford and Barnes, 1974), and the Pleiades has
E{B -V)= 0.04 (Crawford and Perry, 1976). The Ursa Major Stream, the
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160 10 10
140 1,3 7
125 1,9 9
25 1 4
47 1,8 2,5
175 1,6 6
Table 2 1. Clusters Observed
Cluster Age(Myr) Dist(pc) Ref(age) Ref(dist)
Taurus-Auriga i.iq
Alpha Perseus 20-80
Pleiades
Ursa Major Stream 300
Hyades 600-670
Praesepe 600-760
1) Boesgaard (1989)
2) Hanson (1975)
3) Prosser (1992)
4) Roman (1949)
5) Schwan (1990)
6) Stauffer (1982)
7) Stauffer et al. (1985)
8) Stauffer, Hartmann and Latham (1987)
9) Stauffer et al. (1989)
10) Strom et al. (1989)
Hyades, and Praesepe have virtually no reddening; E[B - V) is assumed to be
zero. Extinction for stars within Taurus-Auriga varies widely; reddening will be
considered on a star-by-star basis.
Specific stars within each cluster were chosen from the following references:
• Taurus- Auriga: K. Strom et al. (1989).
• Alpha Perseus: Heckmann, Deickvoss and Kox (1956); Roman and Morgan
(1950), Stauffer, Hartmann and Jones (1989), and Prosser (1992).
• Pleiades: Primarily Hertzsprung (1947) sources, plus one flare star; sources
were actually chosen from Stauffer (1984), and Johnson and Mitchell (1958).
• Ursa Major Stream: Roman (1949).
• Hyades: Hanson (1975); Schwan (1990); Griffin et al. (1988).
• Praesepe: Klein-Wassink (1927); Jones and Cudworth (1983).
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2.6 Summary of the Method Used
Stars in clusters rane;ine; in ap-p fVnm l.i^8 ge ho late pre-main sequence through early
ma.n sequence I
- 600 Myr) are exanuned for evidence of tenuous dust
em.sion arising from the terrestrial planet region. In each cluster, as wide a range
of spectral types is observed as is feasible.
Each progran, star is observed at a n,i„i„u„ of ,, (,35
,^.2 ,™) and
L or L' (3.45 or 3.80 „n) at Mgh internal precision (1 or 2%). Simultaneous
measurements (i.e. within an hour) are required, a. the stars may be var.able
owing to starspots. Measurements at M and N do not generally have to be
simultaneous with
,1, K and L, as the variability is not significant at longer
wavelengths.
Many of the observed measurements must be corrected for interstellar
reddening. All stars within a given main sequence cluster are treated identically
Of the clusters chosen for this program, only Alpha Perseus and the Pleiades
require corrections for extinction.
Taurus-Auriga requires a more careful approach; the visible extinction
throughout the complex varies by more than 1 magnitude. Each star must be
corrected for extinction on an individual basis. The published visual extinctions
vary with the method used to obtain them; visual extinctions in K. Strom et
al. (1989) will be adopted. Not all program stars have a known Ay. For those
stars with unknown extinctions, the expected effects of various degrees of
reddening will be considered when analyzing the observed emission.
The Elias (1978) reddening law for the Taurus region is assumed when
translating visual extinction into infrared extinctions for all of the program stars,
even the main sequence stars. (The reddening corrections for Alpha Perseus and
the Pleiades are small (>nough that the exact choice of reddening law is not
critical.)
Plots of
„ea..-i„f.a..ed
.o,or. are used to diagnose excess infrared enrission
ans,ng fronr wan. dust near the
.tar. Nearby Milky Way disk stars fron, the
Woolley catalog are observed to establish photospheric colors. At these
wavelengths, stars with war,, material in circ„m,tell« disks should stand out
fronr the nrain locus on color-color plots, reflecting a change in the slope of the
SED from that of the photospheric em.ss.on alone. It will be »een that shifts due
to rnterstellar reddening are quite different than those produced by dust in disks
Models by Skrutskie, and also Kenyon and Hartmann, are used to translate
observed shifts in infrared colors into esti„,ates of disk masses. The Kenyon and
Hartmann models apply to optically thick di.ks, and are not as relevant to this
work. The Skrutskie model focuses on optically thin disks, and is the primary
model used here. It assumes all grains in the disk are 1 micron in radius, but
varies the luminosity of the central star, and the power law describing the surface
mass distribution in the disk. The model is <lescribed in detail in Appendix C.
Finally, the evolution with stellar age of the dust in the terrestrial planet
region of circumstellar disks as a function of spectral type is discussed. The
findings are related to other studies and models of circumstellar disks.
Chapter 3
OBSERVATIONS
3.1 Observations
Single-charuK^l broadband photometric measurements were obtained at the
Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) and at NASA's Infrared Telescope
Facility (IRTF).
The KPNO infrared observations were obtained on 6-10 October 1990 and
24-28 January 1991 (UT), using the solid-nitrogen cooled InSb photometer OTTO
on the 1
.3 m telescope, with an 1 1 " aperture. Wavelengths of observation were
J(Ao =1.23/.m, AA = 0.23/.m), K(A. =2.22/.m, AA = 0.42;.m), and L(A. =.3.45^m,
AA = 0.57/.m). The IRTF infrared observations were obtained on 23-24 November
1989, 23-26 October 1990, and 5-6 January 1992 (UT), using the solid-nitrogen
cooled InSb photometer R,C2, and the Hciuid-helium cooled Bolometer No. 1. Each
source was observed primarily at J(Ao «1.25//m, AA ^ 0.30//m), K(Ao ==2.19/.m,
AA = 0.44/zm), and L'(A. =3.80//,m, AA = 0.70//m); additional observations at
H(Ao =1.64/im, AA = 0.28//,m), L(Ao -3.r)0//,m, AA = 1.03//m), M(Ao =4.69^m,
AA = 0.65//,m) and/or N{X, =10.40/nn, AA = r,.07//m), were made on selected
sources. A 6" beam was used for all IRTF observations. Standard sky chopping
techniques (Low and Rieke, 1974) were employed at both KPNO and the IRTF.
For a large data set, the best measure of the errors is the internal residuals in
the data set itself. As the method in this program examines the relative colors of
stars, the uncertainties are best defined in terms of the scatter in the observed
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colors. A typical 1. uncertainty in J-L or J-L' for a given J-K is 0.02-0 03
magnUndes. A typical 1. .ncerta.nty in J-M for a given J-K . slightly larger than
0.0.3 mag. The details of this analysis are given in Chapter 4.
3.2 Data Reduction Method
The data were corrected for atrr^ospheric extinction and variations in detector
response as the InSb detectors cooled to solid nitrogen temperatures. The detailed
method used to derive the final infrared magnitudes is described below. In this
chapter the term '^cluster star" refers to both cluster stars and stars from the
Woolley catalog, as opposed to calibrator stars.
For each source, the individual pairs (plusbeam-minusbeam) were extracted
from the electronic data, after which any pairs having obvious problems (e.g. a
large spike on the stripchart) were deleted. All the pairs for a particular source
were then averaged together as a whole, yielding an average signal, average UT
time of observation, average airmass, and an internal signal/noise (S/N). The
average signal was then converted to an instrumental magnitude.
Calibrator stars were measured every hour to provide a good record of sky
transparency. Airmass curves were constructed for all calibrator stars [(catalog
magnitude
- instrumental magnitude) vs. airmass ]. These plots show the
corrections for a given airmass which are used to convert instrumental magnitudes
of cluster stars to magnitudes relative to a given calibrator. The plots were found
to be non-linear at both sites, due to changing detector response as the instrument
cooled, and time variations in the atmospheric transparency. At the IRTF, where
solid nitrogen temperatures were not reached until hours after observations began,
slow variations as large as 0.06 mag at the same an^mass were common. Figure 3.1
shows typical airmass curves at J and L' at the IRTF, plus J and L at KPNO. The
airmass curves are interpreted as having a constant airmass slope at a given
()8
<lownwa,r<ls ovrr LlHM-ours(> of Mk> ni^l.L Wlu-nrvr,
wavelength for a (iivcii niylil will. n. r
'I- |H)ssil)|(>,
( airiiiass slope lo,-
the mghi ai rarli wa,vrl(MiKtli is determmpri K,, I i •h, a i ined by looking at successive calibrator
measurements at hicli ainnass wIumv> n.gi' <UM..a, , , lHH 11k- airmass ,s changing rapidly with ti.nc,
tlius yielding th(> l)(\st uKvisiirc of i lu> n • •nicasuM l tli(> (tinu- mvanant) a,rn,a,ss slope-. If tJuMe were
insuHicicnt calibrator nu-asiircments at hitih -.ir.n.^^ "f • i» •^>i. i igii cu inass, a typical" airmass slope for
each wavrlcMigth was ns(-d, as given in Table ;M .
Table 3.1. Typical Airmass Slopes
Filter Airmass slope
(ning/airmass)
J 0.1
II 0.1
K O.I
L 0.1
1/ 0.1
M
-0.2
N
-0.2
Had the airmass cnrv(>s Ihmmi linear, corrections lor extinction would b(- trivial.
Ill
1
hat case, on(> would calculate a best-fit liii(> lor th(> airmass slop(>, yielding a
time-independ(Mit(<xtinction correction lor a giv(Mi airmass. This is the most
commonly used method. llow(>ver, since tli(< variations diu- to atmospheric
transparency and (l(>t(-ctor !vspoiis(> wcw as large as ().()() mag at a giv(>n airmass,
compaivd to internal (-rrors of only ().()| to ().()2 magnitu(l(>s, a best lit lin(> lor the
night would s(M-i()iisly degrade tli(> (piality of the measmvmeiits. As the airmass
curves varied smoothly, aJthoiigh not liiu-ariy, with time, it was possible to at least
partially comp(>iisate lor these slow variations.
Owing U) the Tact that the infrarcMl magnitii(l(\s of tli(> standard stars us(>d are
not known to the d(>sired accuracy in (,li(> photoiii(>tric syst(Miis used, r(>lative
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Figure 3.1. Typical airmass curves for the IRTF and KPNO. Plots show corrections to be
applied to each cluster star instrumental magnitude as a function of airmass. Symbols
denote different calibrators. The length of the errorbars corresponds to the time of
night; an errorbar of length zero denotes the first measurement of the night while
longer errorbars denote successively later measurements. For a stable atmosphere over
the course of a night, a straight line is expected for a given calibrator. The observations
of BS 3427 approximate this, as do the last three observations of 16 Tau on 10-23-90
UT. Early in the evening, the detector response changes as the detector cools from liquid
nitrogen to solid nitrogen temperatures. The KPNO detector was usually cold by the
beginning of observations, but the IRTF curves clearly show large (0.06 mag) variations
at the same airmass, largely due to detector response changes. The "loopy" IRTF curves
result from the systematic variation. They can be generated by assuming a linear airmass
curve with a negative slope that is sliding upwards with time. Atmospheric transparency
variations were also largest in the beginning of the night, possibly due to the settling of
aerosols (Young, 1974); the peculiarities in the airmass curves of // Tau probably result
from this.
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photon.et.y (a. opposed to absolute photon.t,,) was employed. m.n..„
Possme. a s,n,,
,„„^
^^^^^ ^^^^^^
l>est ,oss,,,e r.laU.e
,,otom.try
.m.n a clusUr. The cluster sta. i„st„„™„tai
mag„,tudes were converted to relative
„,ag„itudes. using the nearest calibrator
measurement(s) in t„ne and space, plus the air.ass slope for that night at the
wavelength of interest. If a cluster star n>ea.urement was straddled by two
measurements of the same calibrator, an interpolated magnitude of the calibrator
at the t„ne of the cluster star measurement was calculated, and this interpolated
cahbrator n.agnitude was then used to determine the magnitude of the cluster
star. If the calibrator was only measured before or after the cluster star, the
magnitude of the cluster star was extrapolated from that single calibrator
measurement. A given cluster star was reduced using the same set of calibrator
measurernents at all wavelengths; e.g. J and K were not determined using
interpolation if L was derived using a single calibrator'.
No filter color corrections were applied to cluster stars; the method chosen for
analysis is self-calibrating.
3.3 Sources of Uncertainty
With a nearby calibrator, uncertainties in airmass correction were typically
[(< 0.2 airmasses difference between cluster star and calibrator) x (0.05
mag/airmass uncertainty in slope)] = 0.01 mag, or smaller. Errors may be slightly
larger for the Woolley and Ursa Major stream stars, which are scattered over the
sky, and hence do not have a single nearby calibrator.
1 Originally all the data was reduced using only the single nearest set of calibrator measurementsm time. When it was determined that interpolation between calibrators reduced the scatter
in the IRTF infrared data significantly, the entire infrared data set (IRTF and KPNO) was
re-reduccd using a modified version of a menu-driven reduction program written at UMASS by
David Whalen (now at the University of Wyoming). In general, interpolation is advised when
variations in atmospheric transparency and/or detector response exceed the internal accuracy of
the measurements.
Sky brightness changes in a nonlinea.- fashion at dawn and dusk, while sky
chopping/nodding tech„ic,nes are designed to renrove only hnear changes
Measnre^ents
.ade too close to sunset or sunrise „ay therefore be inaccurate It
.s typ,cal. for example, for an airnrass curve of a setting star to suddenly turn
upwards at dawn (creat.ng a positive a^a^s slope). The nraximum estin^ated
errors for these few stars for this effect is 0.02 mag.
Some measurements at the IRTF may have been in the nonlinear region of the
detector. The new lockin amplifiers at the IRTF permit measurement of sources
that are bright enough to approach the saturation region of the InSb detector,
resulting in instrumental magnitudes that are too dim. A few cluster stars i„ our
sample were bright enough to approach this saturation limit. In addition, cluster
star magnitudes derived from a very bright calibrator may be erroneously bright.
Measurements of the calibrator 4 Lac are borderline; based on the measured
behavior of the detector near the saturation limit, errors for this calibrator are
estimated to be 0.02 magnitude at most.
An additional source of error is the non-automated bias offset of the InSb
photometer RC2 at the IRTF, affecting measurements at L, L' and U. The bias
offset must be adjusted manually with a potentiometer, which is difficult to
perform accurately. A 1-volt offset can produce an error of 0.02 mag; a 2-volt
offset was shown to produce a drop in signal of 0.08 mag. A typical offset was 0.5
V, which may translate into errors as large as 0.01 mag. Measurements at J, H, K
and N are not affected.
The magnitude of external errors as a whole is best determined by the scatter
in plots of an individual cluster, using a single calibrator. In the next chapter, it is
shown that the typical la scatter in .TL or J-L' for a given J-K is 0.02 mag.
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3.4 Relative Colors of Calibrate:ors
The goal is to obtain precise relaU.e photometry, which requires a set of
cahbrators whose relative magnitudes are known precisely in the photometric
systems used for this study. Due to differences in photometric systems, differing
colors of calibrator stars, and poorly known magnitudes of some calibrators the
pubhshed magnitudes of standard stars were not sufficient for our purposes. The
published magnitudes were internally inconsistent by as much as 0.1 magnitudes,
compared to an internal accuracy for each measurement of O.Of-0.02 magnitudes.'
Figure 3.2 illustrates the problem.
The inconsistency in the published magnitudes of the calibrators used to
determine the cluster star magnitudes drastically increased the scatter in the data.
As Figure 3.2 shows, the variability in the airmass curves makes them unsuitable
for determining the relative magnitudes of the calibrators in the photometric
system used. Another method is needed.
Best-fit lines to plots of observed colors of cluster stars vs. spectral type were
used to derive an internally consistent set of infrared calibrator colors at each
telescope. The method is described in detail in Appendix A. The adopted infrared
magnitudes and colors for all calibrators are listed in Table 3.2. The J calibrator
magnitudes are still only consistent to 0.1 mag. There was not enough data at N
to derive relative J-N color corrections between standards. Table 3.3 gives the
shifts to the J-M colors when different calibrators were used for J and M on a
single source. The shifts are applied to the colors derived using the respective J
and M magnitudes for the calibrators given in Table 3.2.
ter
The adjustments to the calibrator colors effectively applies any filt(
transmission color correction to the calibrators. No color correction is applied to
cluster stars; the clusters are allowed to self-calibrate.
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Figure 3.2. Inadequacy of published calibrator magnitudes. This figure demonstrates the
difficulty in determining an internally consistent set of calibrator magnitudes. Shown arethe a.rmass curves at L' for three calibrators at the IRTF on the night of 25-Oct-1990
Errorbars denote the time of night, as m Figure 3.1. It is difficult to ascertain the
a.rmass slope for the evening; a typical slope of -0.1 magnitudes/a.rmass was assumed
illustra ed by the dotted line. If the published magnitudes for the calibrators were
mternally consistent, and the airmass curve for each calibrator was linear, the airmass
curve created by combining all three calibrators would be a single straight line If the
calibrator magnitudes were inconsistent, but the airmass curve for each calibrator was
linear, a set of three parallel lines would be seen. Note the confusion in the displayed
airmass curves. The airmass curves are not linear, owing to variations in detector
response and atmospheric transparency. The lone measurement of pi ' Ori is straddled in
time by two measurements of 16 Tau. Using the observation of 16 Tau at the same time
of night, and the assumed airmass slope, the two calibrator are shifted about 0.035 mag
with respect to each other. Using the later measurement of 16 Tau implies the published
magnitudes of the calibrators agree within 0.005 mag. Note that comparing the latest
measurement of 4 Lac with the earliest measurement of 16 Tau (about the same time
of night) implies the published magnitudes of the two calibrators are inconsistent at a
level of almost 0.1 magnitudes!
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Table 3.2. Calibrator Magnitudes and Colors
Calibrator
IRTF
16 Tau (16tau)
pi'or[(plri) ::»;•! "-"^o 4.220
KPNO
alpha Per (aper)
zeta Mon (zmon)
BS 3427 (bs3427)
eta Tau (ntau)
beta Com (bcom)
eta Vir (nvir)
J J-H J-K J-L
5.520
-0.015
7.195 0.005 0.010
4.300 0.0.30 0.050 u.u / u
-
-0.060
-0 100 f) n 1 -i
- U . U i )
7.105
-
-
_
0.075
0.850 0.274 0.334
2.790 0.497 0.572
4.750 0.528 0.582
2.930
-0.027 0.017
3.190 0.312 0.342
3.790 0.020 0.030
N
-0.020
-0.024 5.640
4.320
beta Peg (bpeg) _ Z
" O-^^O -
alpha Tau (atau)
_
_
~ ~
-
-2.540
-3.030
Table 3.3. Corrections to J-M for Combinations of Calibrators
J Calibrator M Calibrator Mag shift for J-M
16 Tau pi4 ori o.214
0.100
16 Tau 4 Lac
HD 22686 16 Tau
HD 22686 pj^ qh
3.5 The Data Set
-0.031
0.087
The infrared observations are presented in Tables 3.5 and 3.6, grouped by
cluster. The calibrator magnitudes in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 were assumed. All the
original reduced magnitudes, using the published magnitudes for calibrators, are
given in Appendix B. Measurements at wavelengths not discussed in this
dissertation, and measurements of stars not discussed (such as Ae/Be stars) are
also recorded.
-d, the UT date of observation; the telescope facUit, where the data was
0Ua.ned; a fla, indicating whether or not an interpolated calibrator
,r.a,nitude
was used (O=,„terpo,ated, l=extrapoiated,; a series of two fla,
.nd.cat.ng the
nternal signal/noise (S/N) of measurements at L and L' (the S/N for
measurements at J, H and K was rarely less than 100); V and B-V from the
hterature; the visual extmction Ay ,i„ magnitudes), if known; and a numerical
code for the spectral type (,.00=B0, 2.00=A0. 2.50=A5, 2.75=A7.5,...6.00=M0)
More complete information may be found in Appendix B.
Table 3.6 presents the N and M data, combined with the corresponding J
through V observations from Table 3.5. All are corrected for atmospheric
extinction. Shown are the source name; J magnitude; infrared colors; the
calibrator used for J through L'; the calibrator used for M; the calibrator u.ed for
N; the UT date of observation for J through L'; the UT date of observation for M;
the UT date of observation for N; the telescope facility where the data was
obtained; the interpolation flag mentioned in the previous paragraph; a series of
four flags indicating the internal signal/noise (S/N) of measurements at L, L', M
and N; V and B-V from the literature; the visual extinction A, (in magnitudes), if
known; and a numerical code for the spectral type (as explained in the previous
paragraph). More complete information may be found in Appendix B.
The S/N flags are interpreted as follows:
The transformation equations between the IRTF and KPNO photometric
systems are poorly known; therefore, the two data sets will be examined separately.
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Table 3.4. Signal-to-Noise Flags
Flag s/N
0 > 95
1 75 < S/N < 95
2 50 < S/N < 75
3 < 50
9 No measurement
3.6 Instrumental Problems on 1-6-92
Several stars observed at the IRTF on Jan 6, 1992, are noted as having
"Instrumental problems: magnitudes may be as much as 30% in error" For a
portion of that night, the airmass curves showed a 30% drop in the detected flux of
some individual calibrator measurements, and subsequent reduction of cluster star
measurements confirmed that cluster stars were affected as well. Under normal
circumstances these measurements would be thrown away, but as they are an
important part of the data set, I have decided that even a crude measurement may
be useful. All these sources were among the latest-type stars in Alpha Perseus and
the Pleiades, and required long integrations. As Alpha Perseus and the Pleiades
are the youngest main sequence clusters in this study, and the lowest-mass stars
are expected to evolve most slowly, observations of the late-type stars in these
cluster are critical to my analysis. It is hoped that a future observing run will
eliminate the need to retain these faulty measurements.
As stated above, a number of individual calibrator measurements showed a
30% drop in detected flux. Although no clear pattern is apparent, the consistency
of the (roughly) 30% drop in flux at each wavelength suggests a filter wheel
backlash problem. It was obvious which calibrator measurements were affected,
but impossible to determine with certainty which cluster star measurements were
affected; for a given cluster star, any combination of wavelengths may have a 30%
reduction in flux The nliKr.f^ca|,b,ato,. measurement,, were corrected using the airmass
-vesasagmae(add0.2yTmagtoJ,0.2«3t„K,and0.30UoL')
In order to determine tire mo. ,i,.„ com.nation of waveien.th, affected for
S.ven cluster
.ar, various co,or-eo,or and coior-magnitude diagrams of cluster
were constructed. Knowing the general behavior expected in these d.agrams,
altered var.ous combmations of magnitudes h. ^ 0.3 untrl the expected trends
were seen.
Each presumably affected cluster star magnitude was then adjusted in the
same manner as the calibrators for that wavelength (i.e. add 0.27T to J etc )Owing to the uncertainty of this process, any individual magnitude of these stars
may be in error by 0.3 magnitudes, or 300/.. Even if , correctly determined which
magnitudes were affected by the instrumental problem, the derived magnitudes
may be of lower accuracy due to the uncertainty in the determination in the
"correction factor".
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Table 3.5. J through L' Magnitudes and Colors
J J-K
AP115* 11
. 176 1 . 034
AP61 10 .773 0
. 692
AP72 11 .296 0
. 635
AP75 11
. 090 0
. 838
AP93 10
. 048 0 . 685
HE1164 4
. 239 0 .240
HE145 6
. 872 0
. 022
HE3 50 9
. 667 0 . 423
HE575 7
. 643 0
. 088
HE609 8 .283 0 .300
HE63 5 8
. 379 0 .223
HE639 7 . 967 0 074
HE7 80 7
. 707 0 141
HE848 8 878 0 361
HE863 * 8 215 0 339
HD22928 3 260 -0 093
HD24760 3 376 -0 165
HE1153 6 944 -0 051
HE1164 4 216 0. 219
HE145 6 857 -0. 037
HE383 5. 325 -0. 075
HE606 8. 365 0. 184
HE625 7
. 332 0. 026
HE675 6. 284 -0. 090
HE694 8 . 121 0. 061
HE83 5 4. 886 -0. 071
HE861 5. 956 0. 022
HE904 5. 971 -0. 055
HE906 8. 189 0. 116
HE985 5. 675 -0. 086
J-L
-0. 103
-0.212
-0. 043
0. 537
-0.013
-0.086
0.191
-0
. 004
-0. 108
0. 066
-0. 081
0.090
-0.047
0. 109
Alpha Per
J-L' JLcal
1.190
0.767
0.725
005
794
697
050
460
088
375
0.261
0.117
0. 184
0.419
0.381
-0.105
V, B-V from Stauffer et al
. (1985)
Spectral types from SIMBAD.
Not a cluster member according to
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
16tau
aper
aper
aper
aper
aper
aper
aper
ntau
aper
ntau
aper
aper
aper
ntau
aper
Date(UT) Tel
01-05
01-06
01-06
01-05
01-05
10-23
10-23
01-05
10-25
01-05
01-05
01-05
01-05
01-05'
01-05-
92 IRTF
-92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
90 IRTF
•90 IRTF
92 IRTF
90 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
10-10
10-10
10-06
10-06
10-10
10-10
01-28
01-28
10-10
01-25
10-06'
10-06-
10-10
01-28-
10-06-
90 KPNO
90 KPNO
-90 KPNO
90 KPNO
•90 KPNO
90 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
90 KPNO
91 KPNO
90 KPNO
90 KPNO
90 KPNO
91 KPNO
90 KPNO
I LL' V
0 90 1
4
. 13
0 92 12
. 77
0 92 12
. 7 8
0 91 J. J
. 82
0 90 1
1
Q Q
. 3 r
1 90 4
. 2 0
1 90 g
. 8 8
0 90 11
. 01
1 90 7
. 85
0 90 9
. 22
0 90 9 . 05
0 90 8
. 15
0 90 8 09
0 90 9 99
0 90 9 21
0 09 2 99
0 09 2 88
0 19 6 89
0 09 4 20
0 09 6 88
0 09 5 15
1 29 8. 98
1 19 7
. 63
0 09 6. 06
0 39 8. 48
0 09 4. 66
0 09 6. 24
0 09 5. 82
1 39 8. 78
0 09 5. 46
and (1989), and Mitchell (1960)
Prosser (1992)
.
B-V
1
.
640
1
.
090
0 . 990
1 .270
0. 930
-0
. 080
0.025
0. 683
0.104
0 . 408
0.338
0.119
0. 166
0.588
0.517
118
172
020
080
025
061
330
114
0. 079
0,200
098
126
040
276
104
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
SpT
50
50
30
00
00
80
30
10
3 . 60
50
05
80
50
50
30
80
95
70
50
30
70
80
60
80
J J-K J-L
HII1726 8
. 238 0 .327
HII1762 7
. 579 0 .236
HII189 11
. 433 0
. 861
HII2220 7 .321 0
. 050
HII248 9
. 630 0 .468
HII2866 6 .749 0
. 098
HII3197 9 . 909 0 . 807
HII659 10 .340 0
. 638
HII739 8 .336 0 . 408
HII870 10 . Oil 0 . 770
HII975 8 . 974 0 458
HII980 4 188 0 122
T108 10 707 0 878
HII1028 7 135 0 029 0 .053
HII1084 7 313 0 174 0 .224
HII1234 6 779 0 007 0 026
HII1380 6 929 0 001 0 020
HII1384 7. 223 0. 165 0 194
HII1431 6. 713 0. 035 0 048
HII2168 3 . 757 -0
. 047 -0 061
HII2425 6. 266 -0
. 035 -0 050
HII2866 6
. 805 0. 065 0 117
HII605 8 . 164 0. 268 0 308
HII801 6 . 726 0. 034 0. 050
HII859 6 . 485 -0. 024 0. 000
Pleiades
J-L' JLcal Date (UT) Tel
0 .373 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
0 .281 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
0
. 972 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
0 .080 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
0
. 531 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
0 115 16tau 10-25-90 IRTF
0 956 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
0 761 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
0 471 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
0 935 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
0 535 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
0 400 16tau 10-25-90 IRTF
1 018 16tau 01-06-92 IRTF
ntau 01-28-91 KPNO
aper 10-10-90 KPNO
aper 10-06-90 KPNO
ntau 01-28-91 KPNO
aper 10-10-90 KPNO
aper 10-06-90 KPNO
aper 10-10-90 KPNO
aper 10-10-90 KPNO
aper 10-10-90 KPNO
aper 10-10-90 KPNO
ntau 01-28-91 KPNO
aper 10-06-90 KPNO
I LL' V B-V Av SpT
0 90 9 .25 0
. 550 0 . 12 3 . 60
0 90 8 .27 0 .360 0 . 12 2 . 90
0 92 13
. 92 1 .460 0
. 12 5.55
0 90 7 .52 0
. 100 0 . 12 2.20
0 90 11 .02 0 .770 0
. 12 4.40
1 90 6 . 93 0 .090 0
. 12 2 .20
0 90 12
. 10 1
.
070 0 . 12 5.30
0 91 12
. 13 0
. 950 0
. 12 4.40
0 90 9 .56 0 620 0 12 4.00
0 90 12 . 61 1 250 0 12 4.40
0 90 10 56 0 810 0 12 3 . 80
0 90 4 18 -0 060 0 12 1.60
0 90 13 29 1 310 0 12
1 19 7 35 0 100 0 12 2 .20
0 09 8 11 0 360 0 12 2.00
0 09 6 82 0 020 0 12 1.95
1 19 6 99 0. 030 0. 12 2. 10
0 09 7
. 66 0. 210 0. 12 2.40
0 09 6. 81 0. 060 0. 12 2.00
0 09 3 . 64 -0. 080 0. 12 1
.
80
0 09 6. 17 -0. 050 0. 12 1.80
0 09 6. 93 0. 090 0. 12 2.20
0 29 8. 99 0. 440 0. 12 3.30
0 09 6. 85 0. 040 0. 12 2
. 00
0 09 6. 43 -0. 020 0. 12 2 . 00
Continued, next page
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HII956
HII980
7.299
4 .162
J-K
0.183
0. 078
J-L
0.216
0. 269
Table 3.5. (cont.)
Pleiades (cone.)
J-L' JLcal Date(UT) Tel i lL'
ntau
aper
01-28-91 KPNO 0 09
10-10-90 KPNO 0 09
V B-V
T108. HIX3197 and HIX870. V B V f .
''^^
'
°^
and Mitchell (1958).' ' Stauffer ,1984). Remaining v B-V fron, t .Spectral types from SIMBAD.
9 , om Johnson
Av SpT
•7-96 0.320 0.12 2 70
4-18
-0.060 0.12 1.60
J J-K
HD109011 6
. 431 0 . 664
HD110463 6
. 721 0 . 649
HD11131 5
. 617 0 .399
HR1046 5
. 043 0 . 034
HR2228 6 .063 0
. 184
HR647 5 .299 0
. 272
HR68 4 .403 0 .033
HR8170 5,.268 0,.393
HR8263 6. 060 0. 019
HR8291 5. 875 0. 026
HR8407 5. 512 -0. 009
HR8984 4
. 139 0. 115
J-L
HD103287
HD106591
HD109011
HD110463
HD111456
HD112185
HD113139
HD115043
HD116842
HD91480
HD95418
HR4865
HR52 64
HR5373
HR5721
HR5793
2.364
3 . 142
6.304
6.569
4.880
1.721
4.177
5.690
3.668
4.482
2.333
608
974
184
637
202
-0.005
0.039
0.567
0.535
0.311
-0.012
0.218
0.331
0. 078
0. 171
-0. 004
0. 024
0.080
0. 034
0.129
-0. 002
0.004
0. 043
0. 652
0. 609
0.303
•0.005
0.248
0.376
0.101
0. 199
001
032
097
057
138
002
Ursa Major
J-L- JLcal Date(UT) Tel
.731
. 722
. 436
. 056
. 184
.312
.055
.453
.004
0.025
-0.031
0. 134
h22686
h22686
41ac
16tau
16tau
16tau
41ac
41ac
4iac
41ac
41ac
41ac
nvir
nvir
nvir
nvir
nvir
bcom
nvir
nvir
nvir
nvir
nvir
bcom
bcom
nvir
bcom
bcom
11-23
11-23
10-25
10-26
10-23
10-26
10-25
10-26
10-26
10-26
10-25
10-25-
89 IRTF
-89 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
01-24
01-25
01-24
01-24
01-25
01-25
01-24
01-24
01-24
01-25
01-25
01-25
01-25-
01-24-
01-25-
01-25
V, B-V from Johnson and Knuckles
Spectral types from SIMBAD.
91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
91 KPNO
•91 KPNO
•91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
I LL- V B-V
1 00 8
. 09 0.930
1 00 8 .27 0.950
0 90 6 .76 0.610
0 90 5 .08 0.050
1 90 6
. 52 0.270
0 90 6 .06 0 . 400
0 90 4
. 53 0.050
0 90 6 .40 0.530
0 90 6 .25 0.050
0 90 6
. 10 0.060
0 90 5 .60
-0.040
0 90 4
. 52 0. 190
0 09 2 .44 0 . 000
1 09 3,.31 0 . 080
0 09 8..09 0. 930
0 09 8..27 0.950
1 09 5. 85 0 . 460
1 09 1. 76
-0.020
0 09 4. 93 0.360
0 09 6. 84 0. 600
0 09 4. 01 0. 160
0 09 5. 16 0.340
0 09 2. 36
-0.020
1 09 5. 70 0. 020
0 09 4. 26 0. 100
1 09 6. 33 0.050
0 09 6. 12 0.260
0 09 2. 23 -0. 020
Av
0 . 00
0 . 00
0.00
0. 00
0. 00
0.00
0.00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
0.00
0.00
SpT
20
30
00
10
00
40
20
80
20
20
00
2.70
.00
,30
,20
30
50
00
20
10
50
10
10
10
30
20
00
00
(1957), except for HD11131, which is from SIMBAD.
Hyades
J J-K J-L J-L-
HA578 7
. 097 0 . 559 0. 620
HA178 6 .367 0 .356 0
. 403
HA361 7
. 402 0
. 540 0 . 606
HA382 6
. 841 0 .365 0 .431
HA382 6
. 843 0 .370 0 . 401
HA554 7 .338 0 .381 0 . 424
HA578 7
. 090 0
. 476 0 . 584
HD24357 5 .291 0
. 161 0
. 187
HD26462 5 . 071 0
. 172 0 . 195
HD26911 5,
. 608 0,,200 0 .216
HD27962 4
. 163 0. 021 0,
, 031
HD28355 4
. 693 0. 098 0. 107
HD28556 4
. 938 0. 145 0. 170
HD29310 6. 421 0. 380 0. 406
HD29388 4
. 054 0. 067 0. 077
HD29488 4 . 382 0. 081 0. 111
HD30210 5 . 024 0. 055 0. 078
HD31845 5 . 891 0. 211 0. 232
JLcal Date(UT) Tel I LL- V
16tau 10-26-90 IRTF 0 90 8 . 51
aper 10-10-90 KPNO 0 09 7
. 54
aper 10-10-90 KPNO 0 09 9 .01
ntau 01-27-91 KPNO 0 09 8 .06
ntau 01-28-91 KPNO 0 09 8 .06
ntau 01-28-91 KPNO 0 29 8 . 66
aper 10-10-90 KPNO 0 09 8 .51
ntau 01-27-91 KPNO 0 09 5
. 97
aper 10-10-90 KPNO 0 09 5 . 73
aper 10-06-90 KPNO 0 09 6 .32
ntau 01-27-91 KPNO 0 09 4 .30
aper 10-06-90 KPNO 0 09 5,, 03
aper 10-06-90 KPNO 0 09 5. 40
aper 10-06-90 KPNO 0 09 7. 54
aper 10-10-90 KPNO 0 09 4. 27
aper 10-06-90 KPNO 0 09 4. 68
ntau 01-27-91 KPNO 0 09 5. 37
ntau 01-25-91 KPNO 0 09 6. 75
B-V Av SpT
0.841 0.00 4.50
679
939
632
632
741
841
341
0.355
0.399
0.049
0.228
0.262
0. 603
0. 123
0.155
0. 187
0.00
0.00
0.450
0.00
0.00
0.00
0. 00
0. 00
0. 00
. 50
. 20
. 10
. 10
. 50
. 50
,40
40
50
20
70
00
00
60
50
20
50
Continued, next page.
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Table 3.5. (cont.)
J291
J309
J330
VB191
J-K J-L
8.528 0.661 0.757
8-737 0.773 0.892
8-689 0.633 0.653
8.626 0.704 0,793
Hyades (cont.)
J-L' JLcal Date(UT) Tel i ll'
ntau
ntau
ntau
ntau
01-25-91 KPNO
01-24-91 KPNO
01-28-91 KPNO
01-25-91 KPNO
29
19
29
19
B-V Av SpT
10.74 1.190 0.00 -
ll'-ll 1.380 0,00 -
l°-68 1,110 0.00 5.20
11-03 1.291 0,00 5,00
J J-K J-L
10,973 0.766
9 , 597 0.339 _
10, 762 0.680 _
8,514 0.275 -
10, 632 0.482 -
6. 577 0,003 -
9 . 044 0,259 -
11.341 0, 653 -
6. 024 0, 083 -
10
. 726 0,523 -
7.822 0, 119 -
9.870 0,383
8.861 0 , 401
9. 879 0,567
7.907 0,099 0.107
6.902 0, 151 0.161
7.274 0. 114 0. 127
6. 122 0.135 0. 141
7.278 0.103 0.086
4.953 0. 536 0. 589
8.568 0. 197 0.212
6. 922 0. 112 0. 123
8.279 0.158 0. 125
7
. 117 0.099 0. 103
8.460 0.231 0.215
6.542 0. 005 0.051
6. 597 0.003 0.058
6 . 204 0. 151 0.200
6.217 0. 157 0.171
5
. 984 0.075 0
. 097
8 . 103 0. 151 0. 132
6 . 431 0.095 0. 110
7.957 0. 137 0. 139
6.403 0.101 0. 140
7.402 0. 089 0 . 090
5.257 0
. 527 0. 579
7. 954 0.147 0.153
7. 547 0.090 0. 107
7 .492 0. 112 0.125
7
. 787 0. 112 0.119
6.306 0. 115 0. 123
JC123
KW162
KW183
KW232
KW2 63
KW265
KW293
KW299
KW300
KW313
KW45
KW466
KW4 95
KW55
KW143
KW150
KW203
KW204
KW207
KW212
KW218
KW22 4
KW226
KW22 9
KW232
KW265
KW265
KW284
KW2 84
KW300
KW318
KW328
KW340
KW348
KW40
KW42 8
KW429
KW445
KW449
KW4 5
KW50
V, B-V from Johnson (1952), except
good to 0.1 mag)
.
Spectral types from SIMBAD,
Praesepe
J-L' JLcal Date(UT) Tel
-862 h77281
•379 h77281
.803 h77281
302 h77281
.509 h77281
.016 h77281
313 h77281
719 h77281
122 h77281
541 h77281
158 h77281
371 h77281
449 h77281
627 h77281
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
zmon
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
zmon
zmon
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
bs3427
01-06
01-05
01-05
01-05
01-05
01-05
01-06
01-06
01-05-
01-06-
01-06-
01-06-
01-05-
01-05-
-92 IRTF
92 IRTF
-92 IRTF
•92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
92 IRTF
01-25
01-24
01-28
01-24
01-25
01-24
01-25
01-28
01-24
01-24
01-28
01-28
01-25-
01-28-
01-24-
01-24-
01-28-
01-28-
01-24-
01-24-
01-24-
01-24-
01-28-
01-24-
01-25-
01-28
01-28
-91 KPNO
91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
-91 KPNO
•91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
LL'
90
90
90
90
91
90
90
92
90
91
90
93
90
90
19
09
29
09
19
09
29
19
39
29
39
29
09
09
09
09
29
09
19
09
19
09
29
29
19
29
09
13,28
10,58
12.64
9,23
11,98
6, 61
9.85
13.20
6.30
12.20
8.25
10.99
9.94
11.38
.31
.45
.73
. 67
, 67
.59
36
32
89
54
23
61
61
78
78
30
. 65
, 85
48
78
79
90
53
96
91
25
75
B-V
.360
.573
,001
389
814
006
470
080
172
884
231
649
660
860
0.228
0.255
0.219
0.249
0.197
0.959
440
193
321
250
389
006
006
261
0.261
0. 172
0.291
0.203
0.259
0.168
0.220
0.963
297
208
210
231
190
0,00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
0, 00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
00
00
00
00
00
00
0,00
0, 00
0,00
, 00
,00
.00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
SpT
3,50
2,10
5,40
2 . 50
3 . 00
3 . 80
2.90
2 . 90
2.50
3.00
2,70
5,00
3 ,60
3 , 20
50
10
10
90
90
50
00
90
00
60
5,00
3,20
2 , 70
2 , 70
3 , 00
2,50
for JC123, which is from Jones and Cudworth (1983) (JC only
Continued, next page.
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Table 3.5. (cont.)
cTTS
J J-K J
9. 962 1
. 112
9 . 976 1
. 113
9 .498 0
. 992
10.752 1 .411
11
. 199 1 .372
8 . 707 1 359
9 , 800 1 522
9 . 524 1 215
7.295 1 274
7.718 1 238
9. 874 1 154
10.057 1 089
9 . 580 1
.
118
CXTAU
FPTAU
GMAUR
GOTAU
HOTAU
HUBBLE4
LKCA8
LKCA15
SUAUR
V773TAU
V83 6TAU
VYTAU
ZZTAU
V, B-V and Av from K. Strom et alSpectral types from K. Strom et al
.
J-L
J-L' JLcal
1
. 658 h22686
1
. 587 16tau
1 .353 h22686
2
. 018 h22686
2
. 026 h22686
1 .691 16tau
2 398 16tau
1 809 16tau
2 270 16tau
2 022 h22686
1 709 h22686
1 699 16tau
1 597 h22686
Date(UT) Tel
11-23
10- 23
11- 23
11-23
11-24
10-23
10-23
10-24
10- 25
11- 23
11-23
10- 25
11- 23
89 IRTF
90 IRTF
8 9 IRTF
-8 9 IRTF
-89 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
90 IRTF
•89 IRTF
89 IRTF
90 IRTF
89 IRTF
I LL' V
0 00 13
. 67
1 91 13
. 91
1 00 12
. 03
0 02 14
. 89
0 21 14
. 84
0 90 12 73
0 90 13 04
0 90 12 09
0 90 9 03
1 00 10 65
0 01 13 13
0 91 13 75
0 00 14 28
B-V
1 . 570
1.550
1.190
1.460
1 .140
680
460
320
0 . 840
370
530
510
J J-K
W032641 10.407 0 . 678
W034903 9.936 0. 819
W035120N 10
. 480 0.609
W035120N 10.482 0. 626
W035120S 10.156 0. 569
W035135S 10. 878 0.651
W035135N 11
. 810 0.728
W040234 11.052 0. 980
W041529 11. 198 0.730
W041559 10.066 0.811
W042417 8. 900 0. 552
W042835 10.301 0.787
W043124 10. 635 0.705
W043220 9.371 0.454
W045251 9.079 0.891
DITAU 9.441 1.055
FFTAU 9.899 1.257
HDE283572 7.501 0.584
L155151 9. 683 0.866
L155155 10.272 0.973
LKCA16 9.330 0.988
LKCAl
9
8 .962 0.766
LKCA4 9.233 0. 974
LKCA4 9.254 0.984
LKCA7 9 .169 0.928
SA076411A 7.828 0.373
SA076428 8.519 0.333
V410TAU 8 . 505 0. 904
V819TAU 9. 591 1. 153
V819TAU 9. 604 1.141
V82 6TAU 9.217 0. 962
V827TAU 9 .210 0. 986
V830TAU 9
. 472 0. 948
Note: The TTS source names
(1989)
.
(1989) or from Scott Kenyon (private
WTTS
Date(UT) Tel
1.480
communication)
Av
0.55
0.00
0. 10
2 . 44
0.73
0.25
0
. 64
2 . 04
0,91
1.02
0.65
J-L' JLcal
0. 659 16tau
0. 954 16tau
0.712 16tau
0.727 16tau
0.649 16tau
0.781 h22686
0. 839 16tau
1.289 16tau
0. 813 16tau
0. 951 16tau
0.628 16tau
0.906 h22686
0.789 h22686
0 . 484 h22686
1.034 h22686
1.283 h22686
1.495 16tau
0 . 688 16tau
0.977 16tau
1.090 16tau
1.097 16tau
0.842 16tau
1.194 h22686
1
. 193 16tau
1.071 h22686
0.371 h22686
0.368 16tau
1.098 h22686
1.389 h22686
1.358 h22686
1.085 16tau
1.211 h22686
1.099 16tau
10-23-
10-23-
10-23-
10-23
10- 23
11- 24
10-24-
10-25
10-23
10-25-
10- 23
11-24
11-24
11-24
11-23
11-23
10-23
10-23-
10-23-
10-23-
10-24-
10- 24-
11- 23-
10- 23
11- 23
11-23
10-23
11- 23
11-24
11-23
10-23
11- 23
10-23
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
89 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-89 IRTF
-89 IRTF
-89 IRTF
-89 IRTF
-89 IRTF
90 IRTF
•90 IRTF
•90 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
89 IRTF
-90 IRTF
89 IRTF
89 IRTF
90 IRTF
-89 IRTF
89 IRTF
-89 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-89 IRTF
-90 IRTF
I LL' V B-V Av
0 93 12.05 0.900 0.30
0 91 12.25 1.130 0.04
0 92 12.31 0.940 1.03
0 92 12.31 0.940 1.03
0 92 11.85 0 . 860 0.91
1 33 12.67 0. 920 0.15
0 93 13.79 1.110 0.61
0 92 14.67 1.370 0.38
0 93 13.26 1.110 0.00
0 91 12.28 1.130 0.00
0 90 10.34 0.790 0.00
1 03 12.53 1.180 0.15
0 23 12.67 1.030 1.22
0 32 10.95 0.820 0.91
0 00 11.60 1.280 0.00
0 00 12.86 1. 600 1.08
0 90 13
. 67 2.060
0 90 9.04 0.830 0
. 57
0 90 12
. 06 1.230 0.00
0 91 13.22 1.500 0.91
0 90 12.51 1.530 1.22
0 92 10.85 1.020
0 00 12.49 1.470 0.95
0 90 12
. 49 1.470 0.95
0 00 12.55 1.390 0
. 76
1 00 8.85 0. 590 0.00
0 90 9.47 0.530 0.00
0 00 10.92 1.180 0.00
0 01 13.24 1.570 1.25
1 00 13.24 1.570 1.25
0 90 12.11 1.400 0.53
0 00 12.18 1
.
400 0.61
0 90 12.21 1.370 0.42
SpT
20
55
70
00
05
70
00
50
20
20
70
00
6.40
Walter et al
. (1988)
.
V, B-V, and Av from K. Strom et al (1989)
Spectral types from K. Strom et al. (1989) 'or from
a shorthand for the names given
Scott Kenyon (private communication)
.
SpT
. 10
.50
,50
50
00
20
30
20
50
70
10
50
80
80
70
75
85
50
5.70
5.70
5.70
5.00
5.70
70
00
10
80
70
5.70
5.70
5.70
6.00
5.70
Continued, next page.
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Table 3.5. (cont.)
WL03 9
WL13 5
WL23 0
WL6
WL849
WL900
WL9112
WL913
WL9756A
WL9761
WL9771
WL9772
WL135
WL230
WL393
WL408
WL486
WL514
WL6
WL764
WL898
WL900
WL913
WL9658
WL9670A
WL9751
WL9761
WL9761
WL9771
WL9829
V, B-V and
7. 047
5
. 900
5.326
5.258
6. 546
6
. 920
6.369
6. 693
6.789
4 .415
3 . 408
8.082
5 . 841
5.230
6.165
6.340
7.210
5.885
5.252
3 .294
6.321
6.838
6.658
5.774
4.166
4.962
4.445
4.452
3.364
5.518
spectral
J-K J-L
0.770
0.418
0.432
0.325
0.932
0.837
0.572
0.850
0.655
0.214
0
. 066
0. 696
0.345 0.381
0.371 0.367
0.816 0 . 989
0.819 1.056
0.838 1.039
0. 829 0. 990
0.264 0.298
0.483 0.518
0.748 0. 826
0.757 0. 865
0.793 0.923
0.396 0.426
0.288 0.307
0.368 0.398
0. 185 0.216
0.208 0.232
0.033 0. 050
0.305 0.340
Woolley
J-L' JLcal Date(UT) Tel
.787
.459
.460
, 404
188
960
641
062
754
257
120
744
h22686
16tau
16tau
16tau
41ac
41ac
16tau
41ac
41ac
41ac
41ac
41ac
ntau
ntau
nvir
bcom
bcom
nvir
aper
aper
aper
ntau
ntau
aper
aper
aper
aper
aper
aper
aper
U-24
10-23
10-23
10-24
10-25
10-25
10- 23
11-23
11-24
10-25
10-25-
10-26-
89 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-90 IRTF
-89 IRTF
-89 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
90 IRTF
01-25
01-25
01-25
01-28-
01-25-
01-25
10-06-
10-10
10-10
01-25
01-25-
10-10-
10-10
10-10
10-06
10-10
10-06
10-06
•91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
91 KPNO
90 KPNO
-90 KPNO
90 KPNO
•91 KPNO
91 KPNO
90 KPNO
90 KPNO
-90 KPNO
-90 KPNO
-90 KPNO
90 KPNO
-90 KPNO
I LL' V
1 00 9 .27
0 90 7
. 02
1 90 6 .46
0 90 6 .21
0 90 10 42
0 90 9 59
0 90 7 83
1 00 9 62
1 00 8 65
0 90 5 09
0 90 3
. 52
0 90 10. 00
types from Woolley catalog.
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
7.02
6.46
9.63
10.04
11.40
. 04
.21
69
60
59
62
97
99
9
9
6
4
6.00
5.09
5.09
3.52
6.50
B-V
1.210
0. 670
0. 670
0. 470
1.
1,
0.
1
.
1
.
. 520
.350
. 860
. 440
040
0.360
0. 090
0
. 670
0. 670
1.520
1.540
1.560
1.510
0 . 470
0. 800
1.250
1.350
1.440
0.720
0 . 460
0.580
0.360
0.360
0.090
0.530
Av
0.00
0. 00
0.00
0. 00
0.00
0. 00
0. 00
0 . 00
. 00
.00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
0. 00
0. 00
0.00
0.00
SpT
, 60
.20
60
50
30
10
10
00
30
00
20
00
00
00
00
00
00
4.20
4.60
6.20
6.30
.40
. 10
. 50
. 00
. 50
. 10
00
50
50
00
00
00
50
00
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Chapter 4
RESULTS
4.1 Introduction
The goal of this work i., to determine observationally the evolution of tl„. dust
population i„ ei,.,..„„steilar disks around
.y,„„,« star. As d.scussed in previous
chapters, particularly (Jhapter 2, thern.al dust emission produces a shallower slope
i.. the observed spectral energy distribution (SUD) of the star disk systen, than
would be expected Iron, the stellar photosphere alone, resulting in near-i„frare<l
colors which are redder than photospheric colors. In this chapter the near-intra.ed
colors of the five main sequence clusters and one pre-main sequence cluster
comprising the sample for this study are examined graphically for the diagnostic
excess emission. (;orrelations of infrared colors with stellar age and spectral type
are sought.
A quantitative measure of the sensitivity of this study to circumstellar dust
grains is presented by comparing the observed colors with those predicted for a
star having a circumstellar disk, giving particular attention to the case when the
disk is optically thin. It will be seen that the observations presented are sufficient
to detect a mass in //in-sized grains as small as 10'^" - lO'-^' g, the mass of a typical
asteroid!
The basic results and concepts are first presented with the JKLL' (1-4 /im)
data set, which constitutes the majority of the database. Observations in the
5-10 //m range (M and N) are |M-esented separately afterwards. Measurements at
™.p.
........
^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^
P
the b.ghtest .a. eoui.
.e observed at M and N. The M and N observations
'
are examined separately, as the photonretric systems at the two telescopes are
efferent. The transformation ec,„at,o„s between the two photometric systems are
not well known, making it difficult to combine the data sets with confidence
Fortunately, this presents no real difficulty in the interpretation of the results.
Only the observed colors and model predictions are presented in this chapter
Basic results are stated, but the interpretation of the results will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
4.2 The JKLL' (l-4//m) Results
4.2.1 The Pre-Main Sequence Stars
Large infrared color excesses arising from thermal dust emission are easily seen
in the pre-mam sequence classical T-Tauri stars (cTTS). Figure 4.1 displays the
observed J-L' vs. J-K colors of both the cTTS and wTTS (weak-lined T-Tauri
stars), along with nearby Milky Way disk stars from the Woolley catalog. The
Woolley stars are presumed to represent diskless main sequence standards; also,
they are all within 25 pc, so that interstellar extinction is minimal. The data were
corrected for atmospheric extinction and interstellar reddening, when known, using
the Elias (1978) reddening law for the Taurus region.^ Ay are given in the data
tables in Chapter 3. From Figure 4.1, it is seen that the wTTS colors are generally
^No attempt has been made to convert Elias's reddening law, which was derived in the CIT
photometric system, to the KPNO or IRTF photometric systems. Fortunately, the success in
de-reddening the wTTS indicates the reddening Law works just fine as is
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wen- ,„ea ,oc.. THe cTTS Ha.
....a a.
..H ,a,. (.aa.)han the ™a.„
.e.uence
.a., and do not fo.™ a weU-defined locns. Note t„e Uged.splace.e„t ot the cTTS in the direction of pos.tive
.,U .o. an i.a,„a,
extension of the „ain sequence ,oc.. This . the diagnostic s.,natu.e ot a thennai
dust excess.
Interstellar extinction will also cause observed colors to appear redder than the
mtnns.c photospheric colors. However, the effect of interstellar reddening is
noticeably different from the effect of thermal dust emission arising from
circumstellar material. An arrow in Figure 4.1 illustrates the change in J-L'
J-K color resulting from 1 magmtude of visual extinction (1 Ay). (This arrow
IS commonly called the "reddening vector.") Note the shift is parallel to the locus
of Woolley and wTTS. This is clearly demonstrated by the two lone wTTS stars
far to the right of the main sequence locus, FF Tau and Hubble 4. The visual
extinction to these stars is not yet known, so no interstellar reddening correction
was applied. Note that despite the large apparent reddening, there is no vertical
displacement from an imaginary extension of the main sequence locus. This is
important; it clearly shows that reddening should not mimic an infrared excess for
the color indices chosen. This is not necessarily true for other choices of color
indices, such as J-H vs. H-K.
Only one wTTS shows a vertical displacement suggestive of an optically thin
excess, W040234 (J-K = 0.899, J-L' = 1.191). Walter et al. (1988) assigns a
spectral type M2 to this star. Although the main sequence locus appears to be a
straight line in Figure 4.1, Bessell and Brett (1988) found a natural turnup in the
locus at spectral types in the M range. It is conceivable that W040234 is a
late-type star which naturally resides on the upturned portion of the main
sequence. In that case, the excess might not be due to dust. Spots are another
90
0.5
1.5
J - K
Figure 4.1. TTS and Woolley JKLL' colors. J-L' vs. J-K for the cTTS and wTTS in
Taurus-Aunga, all observed at the IRTF. In both frames, the photospheric colors of
mam sequence stars are determined by the observed colors of nearby Woolley disk stars
pictured asVes. The effect of 1 Ay of interstellar reddening is shown TTS with
known interstellar extinction were de-reddened, (a) The observed colors of cTTS are
displayed by filled circles. Note the cTTS are all significantly redder than the Woolley
colors, and do not form a tight locus, (b) The observed colors of the wTTS are displayed
as open triangles. In contrast to the cTTS, the wTTS appear to have colors similar to
the Woolley stars, forming a tight locus. Note that the two reddest wTTS appear to lie
along an extension of the line formed by the other wTTS and Woolley stars.
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Chapter 5. Using the evol.tiona., fack. of D'A„to„a and Ma.ite„i (1994)
Micha.1 H. Me.e. of the Unive.t, of Massachusetts at A.he.st Has dete™ine.
the age of W040234 to be between 1^3 Uyr (pnvate co™„.unication)
According to ages provided by Meyer, tire oldest cTTS observed, GO Tau has
an age of 3 x 10« yr. For the sanrple observed, no stars with age greater than
'
3 X 10« yr show evidence of excess emission. Sonre of the wTTS which show no
evdence of excess emission are as young as 0.3-1 Myr of age. A general table of
individual ages has not been included in this work.
Table 4.1 summarizes the interesting stars noted in this subsection.
Table 4.1. Interesting Stars
Star txplanation for Excess
HE1164 Be star (tt emission)
HII980 Be star (ff emission)
W040234 Uncertam; possible thermal excess
4.2.2 The Main Sequence Stars
Figures 4.2 display the J-L or J-L' colors vs. J-K for each of the individual
main sequence clusters, plus nearby Milky Way disk stars chosen from the Woolley
catalog. The data were corrected for atmospheric extinction and interstellar
reddening. Reddening values may be found in the data tables in Chapter 3.
Figures 4.3 display the same data, but simultaneously. In each case, Part (a)
presents the KPNO data, part (b) the IRTF data.
It can be seen from Figures 4.2 and 4.3 that between the two telescope
facilities, the range of spectral types observed for each cluster is fairly broad. The
dimmer late-type stars were observed at the IRTF, while the brighter stars were
observed at KPNO. The coverage in spectral type shown for Alpha Per and the
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Figure 4.2. (cont.) (b) J-L' vs. J-K for all the main sequence IRTF data. Agam w,th
he exception of one star in Alpha Persei and one in the Pleiades, the stars form a tight
linear locus in each cluster. Note that only one star was observed in the Hyades
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Figure 4.3. Mam sequence JKLL' colors, combined by telescope, (a) All J-L vs J-Kfor the ma,n sequence cluster stars observed at KPNO. Clusters are differen rated bvsymbol. T e effect of 1 A. of .nterstellar redden.ng is shown. Note how g t lo s
Htll64 and HII980 Note they s,t well above the main sequence locus. They are bothBe stars; the reddening ,s caused by free-free emission, not thermal dust emission.
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?r !^tJT-^ ^'-ter stars observedat the IRTF. Clusters are differentiated by symbol. The effect of 1 Ay of interstellar
reddening is shown. Again, note how tight a locus is formed by the majority of the stars
I he same two Be stars as in Figure (a) deviate significantly from the main sequence
locus.
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s inAlpha Pe. and the Pleiades
.ade at the IRTF .e ,ueetionab,e. A p„.,„e
apparently
.ando™
.election of n,easn.en.ent. at a„ wavelengths. No^ally
.,eh
data would be thrown awa,, hut the measurement were i„,porta„t enough that
much effort was expended to retrieve them. ,f the visual result truly reflects the
success of that effort, the retrieval process worked reasonably well. The process
used to correct these data was described in the previous Chapter.
With the exception of two Be stars, HEn64 in Alpha Per and HII980 in the
Pleiades, the stellar colors form a very well-defined locus in each photometric
system. The observed excess in the Be stars is produced by free-free emission, not
thermal dust emission. However, the Be stars have been left in the data set to
demonstrate how stars with infrared excesses may be diagnosed.
The Woolley stars are presumed to represent diskless standards; the stellar
colors of all the main sequence cluster stars agree well with the Woolley colors. No
infrared emission in excess of a stellar photosphere is apparent for any of the
clusters, even the youngest cluster. Alpha Perseus, which is 20-80 Myr of age.
The main sequence locus is better defined in Figures 4.3 than in Figures 4.1.
Assuming the use of the Elias reddening law is appropriate for all the stars in this
program, it is clear from the reddening vector displayed in Figures 4.3 that
interstellar reddening moves the infrared colors along the main sequence locus.
Except in the case of very large extinctions for late-type stars, the effects of
reddening are thus not visually apparent on a diagram of J-L (or J-L') vs. J-K (for
the exception, recall the natural turnup in the main sequence locus for very
late-type stars). The beauty of this result is that it implies the chosen method
does not, in general, require accurate reddening determination for the sources. The
is not t.e if one w.,. to dete.nnne
e.ce. fl„.es the ™eth demployed by K. Strom d (1989).
Compare the effect of reddenin, to tire Behavior of the Be stars. The Be starsHave mfrared eoiors which deviate hi.hiy from the mam se,.e„ce coiors. A „ !
mam se,.er.ce iocus. The mtrared excess em.ss.r. from the Be star is such that
he the star does not move aion, the main se<,r.ence, as for intersteilar extmction
seek. One mnst be a little careful m this analogy, i„ that this work focuses on
thermal dust emission, while the excess infrared emission m Be stars ar.es from
free-free (gas, emission, not dust. The effects of thermal dust emiss.on are best
observed in the cTTS stars. Again, the colors are displaced vertically from the
main sequence locus.
The collective IRTF data set, including both the TTS and the main sequence
stars, is displayed in Figure 4.4. The vertical deviations from the main sequence
locus for the two Be stars and the cTTS are clearly seen.
4.2.3 Comparison of Observed Colors with Model Predictions
By visual inspection of the J-L vs. J-K color plots, it has been determn.ed that
no obvious signature of thermal dust emission is observed after a stellar age of
approximately 3 x 10« yr. A model is required to place an upper limit on the
amount of dust which can reside near the star, given the observed results.
The model used is described in detail in Appendix C. Dust grains are heated
by the central star, then radiate according to a specified emission efficiency law at
their equilibrium temperature. In this model, shadowing of grains by other grains
(optical depth) is taken into account when calculatmg the grain equilibrium
temperature. A "bow-tie" disk geometry is assumed, with disk scale height
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Figure 4.4. J-L' vs. J-K for the entire IRTF data set. Clusters are differentiated bysymbo
.
The effect of 1 .4,, of interstellar reddening is shown. The vertical deviationstrom the mam sequence locus for the two Be stars and the cTTS are clearly seen.
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ensit. esUBHshed h, Po.nU„,-aohe..o„ ae„e.e. H„e„, with aisUneeW the St. (Link
. Lin.
. dete™ined that the spatiai density of
dust .n ou. Solar System between 0.08 and 1.5 AU obeys a power law w,th index
of approximately
-1.:, ,f the mass surface density is defined to be a(r) =
examination of the cases where a = ] ^nr\ ~ o u iw,1 a d a _ 2 bracket these physically realistic
cases.
The model parameters chosen are:
Table 4.2. Model Parameters
Dust destruction temperature
Disk inner radius
Disk outer radius
Mass surface density law
Scale height of disk
Effective T of central star
Stellar radius
Stellar luminosity
Particle size distribution
Particle density
Total disk mass
Grain emission efficiency
1800 K
Set by dust destruction temp
3 AU
air) = aor-«, a = 1,2
h{r) = hor; Iiq = r( 1 AU)= 5 x lO" cm
15,000 10,000 7000 5000 4000 3000 K
4.90 2.75 1.25 0.90 0.75 0.50 Rq
X. = A-KRlaT"^
Uniform; particle radius a ~ l//m
p — 2 g cm~^
1018- 10^6 g
l/(f + (A/2a)),«2a/AforA>a
Before examining the model results, one more thing needs to be done. Since
we are looking for vertical displacements on the plots, the plots presented thus far
do not display the data in the most useful form. The slope of the main sequence
locus makes it difficult to discern the relatively small vertical displacements within
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Figure 4.5. Third order polynomial fit to main sequence JKLL' colors (.) TW,rA apolynomial f,t to all the KPNO J-L vs J-K result. Thrt r ?
m data used for the best-f.t routine
^'"^ '"^'"^^^
the main sequence locus. The data is better viewed if the slope of the main
sequence is removed, after which the vertical scale may be expanded. To
accomplish this, a third-order polynomial fit was performed to the main sequence
stars only (no Be stars or TTS). The corresponding fits to the KPNO and IRTF
data are shown in Figures 4.5.
The residual J-L and J-L' vs. J-K colors for the main sequence stars alone are
shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Superimposed on the residuals are the calculated
model colors. Two mass surface density laws are displayed. Figures 4.6 shows the
results for a disk with a surface mass density which decreases linearly with radial
101
mam
Figure 4.5. (b) (cont.) Third order polynomial fit to all the IRTF J-L' vs J-K ...a,.,
sequence results. The TTS and the two Be stars were not included in data used for the
best-fit routine.
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Figure 4.5. (cont.) (c) Same as in (b), but showing the entire IRTF data set.
distance from the star (.(r) a r~-). Figure 4.7 shows the results for a disk with
surface mass density which decreases with the square of radial distance from the
star ia{r) a r^^). Lastly, Figure 4.8 displays the IRTF main sequence stars
combined with the wTTS for the case where mass surface density decreases as
cr(r) oc
.
It is only fair to state at this point that the well-behaved curves displayed in
the figures are not the true model output. The problems arises because the disk
may be optically thin to an observer looking at the disk face-on, yet radially
optically thick from the perspective of a dust grain looking toward the star. The
model was really designed to examine the optically thin case, and cannot be
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.rZ . . = ^SOO, a = 1. Residual colors fromthe th.rd-order polynomial fit, shown in Figures 4.5, are shown. Symbols are the sameSupenmposed on the residuals are models of warm dust emission arising from material
withm 3 AU of the central star. The model assumes all grains have radius 1 .,m a dust
destruction temperature of 1800 K, an emission efficiency law of [1/(1 + X/2a)] and
takes into account possible shadowing of grains by other grains. Disk surface density
decreases as r'K The horizontal dashed lines are lines of constant dust mass The
vertical dashed lines represent lines of constant dust temperature, from left to right
13000 K, 9000 K, 7000 K, 6000 K, 5000 K, and 3000 K (a) The results for the KPNO
data set.
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Figure 4.6. (cont.) (b) Residual colors and model results for the IRTF
stars, again with Tdest = 1800 and a = l.
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MS stars, T,„, = 1800, „ = 2. Res.dual colors fromhe . -order polynom.al f„, shown in Figures 4.5, are shown. Symbols are the sameSupenrnposed on the residuals are models of warm dust emission arising from maten I
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data set.
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Figure 4.8^ JKLL model results, wTTS included, T,,,. = 1800, a = 2. Residual colorstrom the third-order polynomial fit, shown in Figure 4.5(b). All the IRTF main sequence
stars plus the wTTS, are shown. The key for symbols is as in Figure 4.4. Superimposed
on the residuals are models of warm dust emission arising from material within 3 AU
of the central star. The model assumes all grains have radius 1 ;.m, a dust destruction
temperature of 1800 K, an emission efficiency law of [1/(1 + A/2«)], and takes into
account possible shadowing of grains by other grains. Disk surface density decreases as
r
.
The horizontal dashed lines are lines of constant dust mass. The vertical dashed
lines represent lines of constant dust temperature, from left to right 13000 K 9000 K
7000 K, 6000 K, 5000 K, and 3000 K.
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,
ts were
™ . t.e ,„te™e..e e.e, a„a pe.ap. op.ea,,
.Hie. e.e. T,.e ,.pH
correct, and
.nterpolating the region, where the „,odel obviously went
non-physica,. More eo.n™e„ts wili Be „ade on this subject in Chapter 5
The typical 1. matter in the J-L' residua, is about 0.02 ^agn.tudes for theKPNO n,ain sequence stars, and shghtly nrore than 0.03 n^gnitudes for the
corresponding IRTF stars. With th,s level of scatter, as can be seen in the figures
the observations are sensitive to a mass of 10- g for a surface mass density law
'
the star, resulting in higher dust temperatures and larger flux excesses. The
models show that if the mass surface density scales as r-, the observations are
sensitive to about 10» g in micron-si.ed grains. This is the mass of a typical
asteroid! Keep in mind the model is not sensUive to larger grains, wh.ch have less
surface area per unit mass. Much more mass can reside in the disk and remain
undetectable, as long a. it is in larger grains or bodies. The sensitivity of the
model to various parameters is discussed in the following chapter.
As stated earlier, none of the main sequence stars show any clear evidence of
thermal excess emission. For the model parameters displayed in this chapter, one
may conclude that none of the main sequence stars observed show evidence of
warm material in the disk having a total surface area in excess of that equivalent
to 10^"
- 10" grams of micron-sized grains, distributed according to the surface
density laws shown. Only one wTTS, W040234 (J-K = 0.90, J-L'(residual) ~
0.12), shows an excess characteristic of a dust disk with mass 10^° g, assuming a
mass surface density law falling off as R-\ Although the excess appears to be
significant, one must allow for the possibility that the perceived excess is nothing
more than statistical scatter.
sources
ions
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4.3 The M and N (5-10/.m) Results
Most of the cluster stars were too faint for observations at M (4.8,.) and N
(10.0,.m). At these wavelengths, thermal emission from terrestrial
overwhelms the stellar emission, requiring very long integration times
Measurements at M were only made on very bright infrared sources, such as the
cTTS and Be stars, which have large infrared excesses, or the Ursa Major Stream
Stars, which are nearby. The TTS are still relatively faint; the S/N for TTS at M
is typically < 50. A mere handful of sources were observed at N. Only stars with
huge infrared excesses, such as Ae/Be stars, had S/N > 50 at N. (The observat
of Ae/Be stars are presented in Chapter 3 and Appendix B, but are not discussed
in this work.) Despite the lower quality of the measurements at these wavelengths,
the same trends are seen as for the shorter wavelengths.
As the background to interpret the figures has already been stated in the
previous sections, very little commentary will be given in this section.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 display the J-M vs. J-K colors of just the main sequence
stars, then the entire data set. The trends seen are identical to those of the J-L
and J-L' vs. J-K colors.
Figure 4.11 displays all the J-N vs. J-K data. There is not enough data to
establish a main sequence at N. Clearly, the cTTS have excess emission. It is
possible the two wTTS, SA076411A and DI Tau have excess emission; of the two,
DI Tau (J-K = 0.825, J-N = 1.499) is a more likely candidate. Note that DI Tau is
a binary system. As neither SA076411A nor DI Tau show evidence of excess
emission at L' or M, excess emission at N would be particularly interesting. IRAS
(12-100 micron) data reveals excess emission in the 12 to 100 micron range for
these stars, although the 12-25 micron excess is not well established for
SA076411A (see K. Strom et al.., 1989).
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Figure 4.9. JKM results, mam sequence stars only. All J-M vs. J-K for the main sequence
cluster stars observed at IRTF. Clusters are differentiated by symbol. The effect of 1
Av of mterstellar reddening is shown. Although the data set is smaller for these longer
wavelengths, the scatter is comparable to that in Figure 4.3(b). As before, the two Be
stars, HE1164 and HII980 deviate significantly from the main sequence locus.
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Figure 4.10. JKM results, the full IRTF data set. J-M vs. J-K for the entire IRTF data
set. Clusters are differentiated by symbol. The effect of 1 Ay of interstellar reddening
IS shown. The vertical deviations from the main sequence locus for the two Be stars and
the cTTS are clearly seen. Compare to Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.11. JKN results, the full IRTF data set. J-N vs. J-K for the entire IRTF data
set. Clusters are differentiated by symbol. The effect of 1 Ay of interstellar reddening
IS shown. The vertical deviations from the main sequence locus for the cTTS are dearly
seen. Compare to Figures 4.4 and 4.10.
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to all the IK I F J-M vs. J-K mam sequence results. The two Be stars were not includedm data used for the best-fit routine.
Once again, a third order polynomial fit is performed, using only the main
sequence stars, to remove the slope from the J-M vs. J-K colors to facilitate
examination of the vertical scatter in the data. The resulting fit is displayed in
Figures 4.12. The curvature to the fit is pronounced; it may or may not be real.
Finally, the residual J-M colors are displayed in Figure 4.13. Superimposed on
the residuals are the model predictions for the infrared colors arising from thermal
dust emission in a circumstellar disk. Only the case with surface density falling off
with the square of the distance from the star (a = 2) is shown. The results are in
agreement with the resuH.s at L and 1/; the observations are sensitive to
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Figure 4.12. (cont.) (b) Same as in (a), but showing the entire IRTF data set.
approximately 10- g of material in small grains. The la scatter in the J-M
residuals is slightly larger than 0.03 magnitudes.
4.4 Summary of Results
The photospheric colors of the main sequence star observed, and the majority
of the weak-lined T-Tauri stars, form a well-defined locus. The classical T-Tauri
stars are not confined to a well-defined locus, and display colors which are much
redder than the main sequence locus. Based on visual inspection of plots of J-L or
J-L' vs. J-K colors, thermal emission from circumstellar dust is seen in classical
T-Tauri stars, and possibly one relatively young weak-lined T-Tauri star. No
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Figure 4.13. JKM model results, T,,.,, = 1800, a = 2. Residual J-M vs. J-K colors from
the third-order polynomial fit, shown in Figures 4.12. Symbols are the same Compare
to Figure 4.7(b). Superimposed on the residuals are models of warm dust emission
arising from material within 3 AU of the central star. The model assumes all grains
have radius 1 ^/m, a dust destruction temperature of 1800 K, an emission efficiency law
of [1/(1 + X/2a)], and takes into account possible shadowing of grains by other grains
Disk surface density decreases as r~\ The horizontal dashed lines are lines of constant
dust mass. The vertical dashed lines represent lines of constant dust temperature from
left to right, 13000 K, 9000 K, 7000 K, 6000 K, 5000 K, and 3000 K.
excess emission is seen foj- ,nnv ii,
" '°' 01 the mam sequence sla,-« 'n,lucncesiais. Uic youngest main
sequence cluster is Alpha Perse,,. K=
.
l^^-'g ««e of 20-80 Myr. Tl,e oldest star
;
^^'"-^ ~ - ^ -ts, i.™, a. .
One „TTS, W040234, shows possible evidence of thermal dust emission. This
star has spectral type M2. The main sequence locus turns upwards for very
late-type main sequence stars, so it is possible the perceived excess is merely an
.llusion. Late-type stars have more absorption lines than early-type stars, resulting
.n redder broadband colors. The star may normally sit a little high on the plots-
scatter could displace it even more. Spots could also possibly mimic an excess. .
spots have additional absorption lines which cause them to be redder. (The
behavior of spots which act as blackbodies is discussed in Chapter 5.) On the
other hand, the star has age ranging from 1-.3 Myr, which is intermediate between
the young cTT.S with large excesses, and the older wTTS, with no excesses. This
is the age at which infrared excess emission is expected to decline, and we may
have caught the star just before its dust disk disappears below the detection limit.
Based on a simple model of a circumstellar disk composed of micron-sized dust
grains, the observations are sensitive to a ma^s in dust of 10» - 10'' g of material,
the mass of a typical asteroid. The models are sensitive to surface area, rather
than mass. Note that much more ma^s may be present in the disk in the form of
larger grains or bodies, yet escape detection.
The next chapter discusses the implications of these findings.
C H A P T E R 5
DISCUSSION
5.1 Introduction
This project was undertaken in the hope of finding tenuous dnst signatures
associated with „,d pre-n.ain sequence and young n,ain sequence stars The
p.-ev,ons chapter presented graphic results of near-iufrared colors for such stars- no
near-,ufrar„l excess enrission, diagnostic of warn, dust emission arising from the
mnermost regions of th<. disk, was seen for stars past au age of 3 x 10« yrs. Model
predictions for the excess emission wluch would arise at these wavelengths from
the inner
,
AU of an optically thin <:ircu„,stellar disk in.ply that if all the rrraterial
n the disk was composed of grains 1 nucron in radius, our n.easurements are
sensitive enough to <letect a n.ere 10- to 10- grams of material, the mass of a
40-kiii diameter asteroid.
Whereas the previous chapter simply presented the resuh,s, this chapter
discusses the findings, and the trustworthiness of the method used. A handlul of
mechanisms other than thermal dust emission which might produce near-infrared
excesses are noted. A brief summary of how the results from this program compare
to related observing programs is given, and also a discussion of how the findings
presented in the previous chapter relate to our current theoretical understanding of
the formation of our solar system. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
what we expected to see, comparcxl with what was actually observed.
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5.2 Limitations of the Model
A,.ho„,h
.he B.ic p.,no.oph,, of .he
.oHe, .
.e.HBed in Append. C, so.e
of the .hortco™„g. were not <„.n.ed. The ™ode, designed to examine ti.e
near.,nfrared emission ansing f.on, the inner disk regions of an opfieahv thin disk
The te™s "optically thin" and "opfieally thick" are relative. The disk ™ay be
opt.cally thin when viewed face-on, but radially optically th.ck frorr, the
perspective of a dust grain viewing the central star. The nrodel estinrates a
"typical" optical depth towards the star from the perspective of a dust grain at the
mrdplane of the disk. Dust grains which are not at the n^idplane will see a
different optical depth.
Once the total cross-sectional area of the grains within a given annulus exceeds
the cross-sectional area of the surface of the annulus itself, the emission efficiency
of the grains is abruptly shifted from the chosen emissivity law to Q(A) = 1. It is
possible this abrupt transition can contribute to non-physical results.
As stated in the appendix, the model does not take into account heating of
grains by emission from other grains. If the disk is optically thin, heating of grains
by other grains should be insignificant compared to heating by the central star.
Once the disk is no longer optically thin, or is m the transition region, this
simplification may not be appropriate.
The model may only be considered valid for the optically thin case. Graphic
results support this admonition. The model results presented in Chapter 4 look
very clean and consistent, but the plots have been cleaned up by hand. The actual
results were by no means this nice. The progression of infrared excesses is not
monotonic; once the disk is no longer optically thin, the excess emission exhibits
loops and other nonphysical results. In some cases the models predict emission in
excess of that expected from an opaque disk. The model is well-behaved up to
dust masses of about 2 x 10'^' g. The optically thick case is acceptable, but it was
One othe. point which should be mentioned is that eve.y telescope facihty ha.
Hs own photometric systen,, a convolution of all the optical elements in the ,i,ht
path, and the respons.vity of the detector and electronics. The model is only a
theorefcal representation of what one might expect from a given facility for a
perfect blackbody "star" having an appropriate effective temperature In the
presentation of the model results, the stellar effective temperatures were matched
to the corresponding J-K colors for the spectral types at that particular telescope
facility.
Likewise, the calculated J-L (or J-L') excess emission had to be "matched" to
the corresponding observed J-L' colors. Recall that the slope of the original plots
of J-L vs. J-K was removed by fitting a third-order polynomial to the set of
photospheric colors, leaving "residual" J-L colors evenly scattered about J-L=0.
The calculated J-L colors were likewise flattened to match the residual data set.
The model results were examined to determine the largest total mass in grains
which produced no perceivable excess. The results for that mass were then used as
a zero point for all other calculated excesses.
5.3 Shortcomings of the Method
The method employed to diagnose near-infrared excess emission was chosen
primarily for its efficiency. As stated in earlier chapters, the method is not
foolproof. The spectral energy distributions of the stars are sampled at only 3
wavelengths, and then only the relative strength of the emission at those
wavelengths is examined. Although one hopes the method is trustworthy, based on
n^ove.
.he „ea..„..ea co,o. of a a,o„,
.He ,oc. of photospHe-ic colo.,
excess wil, be
.ndetectable. A. an analogy, it shown in the previous chapte-
that interstellar reddening produces displacements alon, the ™ain sequence locns
How hkely is it that an excess could be missed? Wien's law tells us that if the
temperature of dust exceeds 1500 K, the dust emission peaks at wavelengths
shorter than 2 microns. In this case (bo A,.,, ,, the dust may produce significant emission at
J. so that the observed emission of star plus dust will not be photospher.c at J. If
that is true, then the perceived excesses at K and L will be weaker, and thus
harder to detect.
A model trial was performed assuming a dust destruction temperature of
2500 K and a drsk surface density law of = .-2. This steep density law favors
the hottest particles. Although not displayed in this document, the results were
not very different from the case in which T,^,,, = 1800 K, shown in Figures 4.7. For
the hottest stars, 10^^ g of dust would be detectable. However, for most stars,
lO^o
g of dust grains would be required for detection, the same limit as for the case
of Tdust = 1800 K. The implied result is that hot dust does not alter the infrared
colors in stars cooler than spectral type F or so. So yes, it is possible for hot dust
to escape detection in cool stars.
Before worrying al^out this flaw in the method, is it prudent to question how
much hot dust one would expect to find near the star.
Hot dust emission may result from two possible scenarios. First, very small
grains, sometimes more like large molecules, can be raised to high temperatures
with the absorption of a single photon. It is difficult to predict the number of
.» e one.p..„.
emitting single photons.
Secondly, one expects larger nart irlo>. f ^
. .
,
^ "^-"P^^-'^^^ "^ore slowly as a result of
-
-
P--- that larger particles may
persist closer to the star, achieving higher temperatures than the normal
vaporization temperature.
It is unlikely there are v.t amount, of hot particles near the
.tar. ,we„
l-ge grain, would
.owly evaporate, requiring a supply of new large grains. U„,e
particles are least affected hy radiation <lrag. and recuu. the longest tunescales to
dr,ft to the mnermost regions of the disk. A micron-sized grain at an initial
distance of
.
AU from a central star like our S,„, will spiral into the star in fewer
than 103 years; a millimeter-sized grain requires I0« years.
Lastly, it must be restated that the method chosen is not sensitive to cool
material outside the terrestrial planet region of the disk. The excess arising fron,
such cool material occurs outside the wavelength region investigated m this study.
5.4 Sources Other than Dust That May Produce Near-IR Emissiou
5.4.1 Starspots
One possible source of near-infrared excess emission which must be
investigated is starspots. Spots are typically on the order of 500-2000 K cooler
than the surrounding photosphere, possibly due to the inhibition of convection by
the strong magnetic fields iu the spot region. Since spots are cooler, they will have
redder broadband colors than the surrounding photosphere. One way to approach
the investigation of spots is to treat them as simple blackbodies. The percentage
of the stellar surface they cover is left as a free parameter. In reality, if the spots
hav(> more absorption lines than the surrounding photosphere, the additional
zero
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I.lackbody color.
"I'-
'1...,,. <.on...,.„,„|i„g
»)'<"^ a,Kl .tandanl
„„o,,„.ph..<.. To i,.a,.laU. Iluxc, into magnitudes
.
.nafinil,„d.. fh.xe. can bo osti„,at«, l.y as.nning the „„. l,-.,,,, a IO.OOu'k
biackbody doli,„.s 0 magnitn,!,. al, all wav<.|,.ngtl,..
The calculated
..csnli. fo,- the case of two difrerent
,,p„t tcnperatn.-e. are
»i.own in l^ignrcs 5, an.l 5.,. ,„ „ac„
,,,, biackbody color, of stellar
photospheres with no spots are depicted by open circles. The pl,ot„spl„.ric
temperatures are, Iron, left to right, 15000 K, ,2500 K, H,o.)0 K. 3000 K 8000 K
7000 K, 6000 K. 50„„ K, K. .000 K. ,rm K, and 3000 K. 'rhe resultant colors
of stars having spots ar,. shown by open fonr-pointed symbols. The percentage of
the stellar surface covered by spots is not.-d in each fran.e. In figure
.5.1, the spots
are tOOO K cooler than th<. surronn.ling photosphere. Figure
.5.2 illustrates the
ca.se when th,- spots ar<. 2000 K cooler than the surro.mding photosphere.
It will take a littl,- ehort on th,- part of th,- r..ad,.r to associate the proper
4-pointed symbol with its corr<-spo„,|ing lilh.l circle. Starting with the case of 25%
<»v<M-agc, the tr<.n,l should b,- fairly obvious. The r,.snltant star plus spot colors for
the case of a
.3000 K photosphere cannot be seen on th,. plots; they are off-scale.
In each case the presence of spots <,u the surfac-e of the star re<l<lcns the total
observed colors, as ex|>ectcd. A larger percentage of spot coverage increa.es the
reddening. The effects are more pr<)nounce<l for cooler stars.
Note, that lor the case of spots 1000 K cool<-r than the surrounding
photosphere, the addition of spots red<lcns th,- colors ahiu, the lin.' of photosplieric
< <>loi-s, a,s in the ca.s(! of interst<'llar reddening.
When the spots are 2000 K cool<-r, the addition of spots pro<hic<.s vertical
ihsplaccTTients from the locus of photosplieric colors, lor stars 4500 K and <ooler.
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Figure 5.1. Spot models, spots 1000 K cooler than photosphere. Calculated J-L'
vs. J-K colors for perfect blackbody photospheres, denoted by open circles and also
photospheres havmg spots 1000 K cooler than the photosphere, illustrated with open
4-pointed symbols. The photospheric temperatures are 15000 K 12500 K 10000 K
9000 K, 8000 K, 7000 K, 6000 K, 5000 K, 4500 K, 4000 K, 3500 K, and 3000 k'
The correlation of 4-pointed symbol with corresponding circle is easiest to discern in the
upper frame. The resultant colors for a 3000 K photosphere plus spots are off-scale.
In each case the presence of spots reddens the observed colors. The effect is more
pronounced for greater spot coverage, and for cooler stars. Note that spots move the
resultant colors along the line of photospheric colors.
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Figure 5.2 Spot models, spots 2000 K cooler than photosphere. Calculated J-L'
vs. J-K colors for perfect blackbody photospheres, denoted by open circles, and also
photospheres havmg spots 2000 K cooler than the photosphere, illustrated with open
4-pointed symbols. The photospheric temperatures are 15000 K 12500 K 10000 K
9000 K, 8000 K, 7000 K, 6000 K, 5000 K, 4500 K, 4000 K, 3500 K, and 3000 k'
The correlation of 4-pointed symbol with corresponding circle is easiest to discern in the
upper frame. The resultant colors for a 3000 K photosphere plus spots are off-scale
In each case the presence of spots reddens the observed colors. The effect is more
pronounced for greater spot coverage, and for cooler stars. For stars cooler than about
5000 K, the spots produce vertical deviations from the photospheric locus.
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The effects are easily seen for the case of 50% ,
, ,
* 'P°^' <^oyemge. It is not clear th
such cool stars could have spots 2000 K cooler.
The axis limits in Figures 5 1 ^r^r] o i ,
,
,
.
' ^'^^ to coincide witi, that
ot ttie plots in Chapter 4 Tlie ^malls deviations from the photospheric locus
produced h. spots are w.thm the scatter of the data. Therefore,
.po..
,ro,u.. oy.„aM. near^rar^i e.cess e™s«„„, even in the extrenre
case of 50% spot coverage.
The above assumes that stellar photospheres and spots are pure blackbodies
In reahty, as photospheres become cooler, the number of absorption lines increases
owmg to the presence of molecules. Molecular lines are plentiful in the infrared
Absorption lines decrease the stellar flux, and numerous absorption lines will
therefore affect the broadband colors. Spectral lines of molecules not observed in
the the solar photosphere have been observed in sunspots (see Grevesse and
Sauval, 1991, for a review of the mfrared solar spectrum). If starspots have more
absorption lines than the surrounding photosphere, the effect of starspots will be
to make the infrared colors appear even redder. The spot models displayed in this
section may therefore underestimate the true effect of spots.
As an interesting exercise, the spot models can be used to predict the effect of
a dust excess. Instead of assuming the spots are 500 or 1000 K cooler than the
photosphere, pretend the spots are an absolute temperature of either 500 K,
1000 K, or 1500 K. These temperatures are more consistent with the temperatures
of dust in the inner disk regions of a solar-type star. The relative percentage of
spot surface area compared to "normal photospheric" surface area will represent
the relative percentage of dust surface area to stellar surface area. The results are
shown in Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5.
Looking at Figures 5.3 - 5.5, a fundamental change from Figures 5.1 and 5.2 is
immediately apparent. In the case of 500 K spots, no eff'ect is seen when spots are
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75% spot coverage
1 - 500 K spots
Figure 5.3. Spot models, 500 K spots. Calculated J-L' vs. J-K colors for perfect
blackbody photospheres, denoted by open circles, and also photospheres having 500 K
spots, Illustrated with open 4-pointed symbols. The upper frame shows the case in which
50 /o of the stellar surface is covered with spots; the lower frame assumes 75% coverage
The photospheric temperatures shown are 15000 K, 12500 K 10000 K 9000 K 8000 K
7000 K, 6000 K, 5000 K, 4500 K, 4000 K, 3500 K, and 3000 K. The addition of 500 K
spots produces no noticeable effect, even for 75% spot coverage. The circles and stars
appear to be coincident.
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b k / . ' ^ ^^'^"'^^^^ J-L' colors for perfectlac bo y photospheres, denoted by open circles, and also photospheres havmg 1000 K
spots. Illustrated with open 4-pointed symbols. The photospher.c temperatures shown
^oVoTlVr^ ''''' '''' ^' '''' ^' '''' ^ '"'^ K, B^Oot 500
T
4000 K, 3500 K, and 3000 K. The correlation of 4-po,nted symbol w.th corresponding
circle IS easiest to discern in the upper frame. The resultant colors for a 3000 K
photosphere plus spots are off-scale. In each case the presence of spots reddens the
observed colors. The effect is more pronounced for greater spot coverage, and for cooler
stars. The effect for 75% coverage is strong enough to produce a vertical deviation
larger than the scatter in the data set.
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u^7u / u^°* ^ ^^'^"'^^^d J-L' vs. J-K colors for perfectblackbody photospheres, denoted by open circles, and also photospheres havmg 1000 K
'''°'i'.nnrj'\lnf.°^'"
"^"'^'"'"^ "^^^ Photosphenc temperatures shown
are 15000 K, 12500 K, 10000 K, 9000 K, 8000 K, 7000 K, 6000 K 5000 K 4500 K
4000 K, 3500 K, and 3000 K. The correlation of 4-pomted symbol with corresponding
circle IS easiest to discern in the upper frame. The resultant colors for a 3000 K
photosphere plus spots are off-scale. In each case the presence of spots reddens the
observed colors. The effect is more pronounced for greater spot coverage, and for cooler
stars. The effect for 75% coverage is strong enough to produce a vertical deviation
larger than the scatter in the data set. The effects are stronger than for the case of
1000 K spots.
e case
along the „„e of photospheric coles; a
.„Ucal deviation is cleaHy seen Th.
of 75% spot coverage fo. ,000 K spots produces vertical deviations from the
Photosphere locus which wonld be barel, discernible in real data for stars with
spectral type G or later. (This is based on a comparison of these plots to
F.gure 4.5(b), matching the filled circles representing photospheric colors with the
best-fit line in Figure 4.5(b).) The deviations for the ca.e of 75% coverage with
1500 K spots would be easily seen in stars with spectral type G or later; the
deviations might be discernible for stars as early as spectral type F.
To say 1000 or 1500 K spots cover 50% of the stellar surface is equivalent to
saying there are 1000 or 1500 K dust grains near the star which have a total
surface area equal to that of the star. Seventy-five percent spot coverage is
equivalent to dust grains having a total of three times the surface area of the
central star. Assuming 75% spot coverage, a central star which is a twin of the
Sun, and that dust ha. a density of 2 g cm"^ and a radius of 1 ;,m, this surface
area yields a mass in dust grains of 1.2 x 10« g. This is in crude agreement with
the model predictions of Chapter 4, perhaps an order of magnitude lower. A true
disk is composed of particles having a range of temperatures; these models are too
simple to predict the effect of a true disk. For a star like the Sun, most of the dust
in the inner disk will be cooler than 1500 K, some cooler than 1000 K.
The astute reader will notice an apparent contradiction between Figures 5.4
and 5.5 and the disk model results in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The spot models predict
that dust should be easiest to detect around low-mass stars. Bear in mind the
mass in dust in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 is not constant with spectral type; the mass in
dust is related to the surface area of the star. An AO star certainly has more
surface area than an MO star. The plots then imply a small amount of dust near
an MO star may produce a larger excess than a greater amount of dust near an AO
30
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.e a cinch to detect dis,.
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However, the disk model results do not bear this out. Why'
Note in Figure 5.3 that ,500 K spots produce „o observable excess. Crudely
speahng, portions of the d.sk with T > 500 K will contribute nrost of the observed
optically thin, and the grains act as perfect blackbodies. The dust destruction
radius for an AO star would be 0.18 AU and a ^00 ¥ .1 f •io nu, 5U K dust grain would reside at a
distance of 2.3 AU from tbp An <.+ ov tt he O star. In comparison, the dust destruction radius
for an MO star is a mere 0.006 AU, but a 500 K dust grain would reside at a
distance of 0.07 AU. Using these inner and outer disk radii to calculate the total
disk surface area for each star, one finds the disk around the AO star has more
than 10^ times the surface area than the disk around the MO star. In short,
although
~ 1000 I< dust is inherently easier to detect near cooler stars, there will
be much less dust to detect.
The important point to be learned from this exercise is that while stellar spots
have temperatures and surface areas which do not result in observed near-infrared
excess emission, dust near the stars can produce non-photospheric near-infrared
broadband colors.
5.4.2 how Mass Companions
It has been estimated that more than half the stars in the universe may belong
to binary or multiple star systems. The exact statistics are not known. Given
these odds, one must consider what effects low-mass companions may have on
observed colors. Like spots, low mass companions can be modeled as blackbodies,
with the understanding that true low-mass companions will have absorption lines
which may make them inherently redder.
Low mass companions have a smaller surface area than the higher mass star;
an MO star (with effective temperature 3480 K) has only about 40% the surface
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ani , 25 /o spot coverage is predicts the effect for a
companion having 33% the area of the hotter star.
Models showing the expected colors for photospheres having 25% coverage of
2000 and 2500 K spots are shown in Figure 5.6. The deviations from photospheric
colors lie well within the scatter of the date in Figures 4.5. The effects for 3000 K
4000 K and 5000 K spots, not shown, are even smaller. One concludes from this
'
exercise that lo^^-mass co^pamons modeled as perfect Mackbodres cannot produce
observable near-mfrared excess emission.
As stated earlier, physical low-mass stars have absorption lines which make
them inherently redder. However, their small radiating surface area and cool
temperatures will still make them very difficult to detect. Also, the additional
absorption lines reduces the total flux from the star.
5.4.3 Effects of Gas on Infrared Colors
Gas emission may create near-infrared color excesses, owing to free-free
emission. Although it is difficult to discern the source of the excess based on only
broadband measurements at three wavelengths, other diagnostics can pinpoint the
source of the emission. If there is strong free-free emission, one would expect to
find strong emission lines as well, such as Ha. The specific emission lines depend
on the temperature of the emitting gas.
Two early-type stars in the data set displayed large near-IR excesses, HE 1164
and HII 980. Both of these are Be stars. B stars showing emission lines in their
spectra. Although Be stars are still not fully understood, it is believed they rotate
rapidly and have an extended disk-like circumstellar envelope. The basic concept
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Figure 5.6. Spot models, 2000 and 2500 K spots. Calculated J-L' vs. J-K colors for
perfect blackbody photospheres, denoted by open circles, and also photospheres having
25 /o coverage of 2000 K and 2500 K spots, illustrated with open 4-pointed symbols.
The photospheric temperatures shown are 15000 K, 12500 K, 10000 K 9000 K 8000 K
7000 K, 6000 K, 5000 K, 4500 K, 4000 K, 3500 K, and 3000 K. The addition of such
spots, mimicking the addition of a low-mass companion, produces only tiny vertical
displacements from the locus of single photospheres. The tiny displacements would be
lost in the scatter of observed photospheric colors.
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was put forth by Struve (]Q'i]\- . • . ,,
„ , , / ^"™""'^'^»™°del atmospheres of Be sta^smay be found m Poeckert (1982).
The nature of the infrared excess in HE U« was examined by A„e„ (,«,3,
Allen performed a detailed study of the spectral energy distr.but.ons of 248
early^type emission-line stars and related objects, focusing on the near-infrared
magnUudes. He divided the 248 sources into tour ba.ic categories, based on
Plausible explanations for the continuum emission observed, including interstellar
reddenmg, symb.otic stars, free-free radiation, and circumstellar dust. Models were
used to place upper limits on possible contributions from free-free and blacUbody
emrssion. Allen classified HE 1164 as what he calls "type F," in which the observed
infrared excesses can be successfully explained by free-free emission alone.
Although Allen did not examine HII 980, it is also a Be star, and has an even
weaker infrared excess than HE 1164. If the infrared excess of HE 1164 could be
accounted for by free-free emission alone, it is reasonable to presume the weaker
excess of HI! 980 can also be explained by free-free emission. Looking at
Figures 4.3, note that a line drawn through both HE 1164 (spectral type B5Ve)
and HII 980 (.spectral type B6IVe) intersects the locus of photospheric colors in the
B range, suggesting the same mechanism is responsible for the excesses seen in the
two stars.
5.5 Theoretical Estimates of the Time Evolution of Disk Surface Area
5.5.1 Background
Safronov (1969) was the first to publish a detailed, formal theory for the
formation of the planets from a protoplanetary cloud. Much has been done since
that monumental work.
To date, no one has formally tackled the problem in its entirety; it is much too
difficult. Rather, individual pieces of the problem at various evolutionary stages
ave been attacked. For exao.ple, a particular n.odel
.ay address only the
We war^t to know how the (particle) surface area of the disk evolves with ti.e
wbch requires determination of the the total :nass of the inner disk, and the
'
Part.cle s.e distribution, as a function of tin.e. The period of interest is the era in
wh.ch disk accretion signatures have disappeared, and the process of planetary
formation, if any is to occur, has begun. Large bodies cannot forn. until the gas
has significantly dissipated, as the gas damps the motions of the particles,
inhibiting collisions. This issue is discussed in papers such as Weidenschiliing
(1980 and 1984).
A brief overview of some of the models was given in Chapter 1, and will not be
repeated here. Only highlights of interest will be discussed.
5.5.2 Models of Terrestrial Planet Formation
It is hopeless to use an N-body formulation for a large number of particles. In
the very early stages of disk evolution, when all the particles are small, models
often treat the particles as an ideal gas in a box. Later, when particles grow and
gravitational interactions are important, models focus on the larger bodies. The
large bodies are treated as an N-body problem, while the small particles (the tail
of the mass distribution) are ignored. Since the intent of the models is usually to
predict the rate of growth of the largest bodies, this method is perfectly
reasonable. Once very large bodies have formed, the smallest particles do not
contribute significantly to the growth of planets.
We, however, want to know the size distribution of the smallest particles even
after large bodies have formed, as the small particles possess most of the surface
area in the disk. No models to date have calculated the fate of the smallest
particles.
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i m, w„o ,,„a,, ™„away growU,
,.,.„„.„..,
As di„M,,C,,apU.,.,,i,,H,..„,,
.a,. o.. „r e„e,,, i„
.a.,;
to l,l,e possibility of n,„a.way growth, roducing ti.e ti.ne.alo. for terrestrial
P'-oU.y lorn^atio,, by abo.t ar, order of ,„ag„it„de. Wetl.eril, and Stewart carry
".It the.r calculations to an age of only abont 10'' yr.
Without runaway growt h, by definition there is a slow, steady bnihiing „f
planets, which looks
.-xponential in nature. This is best visualized with a figure
frorr, Wetherill ( I !..sna,. His Figure 5(b) is shown here in I^igure 5.7. (Note: the
figure is an a<laptatiou of Mgnre !) IVon, Wetherill f.fSOb.) The figure r,.|crs to a
."UHoric al sinudatiou of the formation of the liarth, and displays tl„. fraction of
...ass in the lour larg<.st bodies as a fnu.iion of tin.e. The asymptotic approach to
completion of the ICa.-th is easily seen. The ..ewer (runaway)
„,o<l<.|s predict faster
growth than this; Wetherill (1992) claims the Earth is > 99% grown in abont I0«
y.'-
We arc interested in ,lisk surface a,-ea as a function of tiu,e. Since the theory of
the formation of terrestrial planets ha,s not been tackled in its enti,-ety, and no
models consider the sn.allest partick-s in the late stages of plai.eta,-y formation, it
is not very useful to formally adopt any one of the particular published models.
A better way to approach the investigation is to simply tabulate the surface
area of the disk, as a fniiction of what fraction of the Earth's mass is left in
"small" particles, adopting a particle size distribution law, and picking minimum
and maximum particle radii. This information may then be applied to any
particula.r n.od<d.
5.5.3 Disk Surface Area as a Function of Time
Pla.iets grow by a,gglomeration and accumulation. Regardless of the model
adopted, as planets grow, the disk mass remaining as small particles diminishes
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Figure 5.7. Wetherill model of Earth accumulation. Figure 5(b) from Wetherill (1980a)
an adaptation of Figure 9 in Wetherill (1980b), showing theoretical predictions of the
accumulation of the Earth as a function of time. The model is a three-dimensional
numerical calculation assuming gas-free accumulation.
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Howeve, we can ,nake so.e a.su,npt,o„, and estimate the surface area in the
disk as a function of time.
First consider the particle si^e distr.bution. Models which predict timescales
for accumulation of planetesimals
,„to protoplanets and planets sometimes
calculate the particle size distributions. Although the models do not keep track of
the smallest particles, for the size range included ,n the models, the particle size
distribution may be quite consistent for all but the largest bodies. A good example
of this is found in Wetherill and Stewart (1993). Wetherill and Stewart find their
fragmentation tail has approximately a power-law size distribution with exponent
-3.3. It is reasonable to assume a similar size distribution should hold for the
smallest particles, until forces such as radiation drag and radiation blowout
become significant.
Dohnanyi (1969) determined the size distribution law of particles in the
asteroid belt, assuming collisional equilibrium. He found a steady-state power-law
size distribution with exponent
-3.5. This power law is still frequently quoted by
authors as a "typical" power law for particles undergoing collisions in a planetary
disk.
Adopting Dohnanyi 's particle size distribution, note that most of the surface
area will result from the small particles in the disk. To use this power law to
estimate a disk surface area, one must choose a mass in small particles, and also a
minimum and maximum particle radius. For a given mass, the calculated area will
depend strongly on the minimum and maximum particle sizes.
Minimum particles sizes may be estimated from rocket studies of the
mterplanetary medium in our own solar system, or by calculations which estimate
the processes which create and remove particles. Both methods have their
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19«0); tiK. ,.vide„ee suggests these part,ides a,,.
,...|<.ased duec-tly f™,,, co.ets. The
s.nall particles sh„,dd ,,e sl,„,t-lived iu tl,ei,- oH.its, owiug to ,.„diatio„ pressure.
There is probably a s.nall population of very small particles, about (,.„, n„..rous iu
wl,i,-|, do nol, intera<-t readily with the radiation from the central star.
Ciwn tl,<. above, the u„, ,„„ particle radius should lie son.ewhere betweeu
0.01 and () inicroii.s.
The rnaximun, pariirlo radios is somewhat of a judgment call. 'Phe largest
iHKlies will c'learly be ilu- size of terrestrial planets, but the size distribution breaks
down for large bodies. Looking at the model results of WethcMill and Stewart
(1993), the mass distributiou law seems to break down at a mass of 10'^^^ g, which
corresponds to a radius of 2x10" cm (assmning a d(M,sity of g cm-'^). It is
therefore reasonable to choose a maxiinum particle radius somewhere between tens
of km to 200 km.
Using these limits as a guide, on(^ can get a feeling lor the expect(>d surface
area of the disk as a function of time by seeing how the surface area changes as the
parameters are varied. (JonsidcM- lirst of all that the total mass in the terrestrial
planet region of our solar systcMti adds to approximately two earth masses (2 M®,
wh(M-e 1 Me is 6 x 10^^ g). As ih(> terrestrial planets grow, the mass in the
fragmentation tail will decrease;. The mass in th(> IragitKMitation tail can b(>
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expressed as some fraction of the completed terrestrial nl. .pit Lea l ii i planetary masses. If the
fetation of the terrestrial planets is 90% complete, approximately 0.2 of
material will rema.n as a fragmentation tail in the terrestrial
.one. If the process is
95% complete, only 0.1 will be left in "small" bodies.
Table 5.1 summarizes the disk surface area arising from the fragmentation tail
assuming a particle size distribut.on with power law index
-3.5, and a particle
density of 3 g cm-. With these assumptions, the total disk surface area due to the
fragmentation tail (which is most of the disk surface area) can be calculated by:
Ar= SA^/
/2 .1/2 ^ 1 .
.a.Pi
1
,172" 1/2 (5.1)
Table 5.1. Disk Surface Area Due to Fragmentation Tail
Mt (Me) Mt (g) «min (cm) "max (cm) At (cm2)
0.2 1.2 X 10'^^ 5 X lO-'^ 2 X 106 3.8 X 1025
0.2 1.2 X 1027 io-'« 2 X 106 8.5 X 1025
0.2 1.2 X 10^' 10-'* 106 1.2 X 1026
0.2 6.0 X 102" 5 X 10-5 2 X 10" 3.8 X 1025
0.1 6.0 X 1026 5 X 10--* 2 X 106 1.9 X 1025
0.1 6.0 X 1026 lO-'' 2 X 106 4.2 X 1025
0.1 6.0 X 1026 10-'* 106 6.0 X 1025
0.1 6.0 X 1026 5 X 10-5 2 X 10" 1.9 X 1025
We wish to compare the surface areas in Table 5.1 to the detection limit
established by the model results presented in Chapter 4. The results in Chapter 4
predicted a sensitivity to 102« - IQ^i g in micron-sized grains, assuming a grain
density of 2 g cm-^. The total surface area of such grains is 1.5 x 102'* - 1.5 x 1025
cm2. Thus, we can detect a tenuous disk if the total surface area of the particles in
the terrestrial zone is at least 1.5 x 102'* - 1.5 x 1025 cn? , (Although the particle
size distribution will affect the optical depth of the disk, in the optically thin case,
the difference in optical depths should not significantly alter the result.)
on
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Fro. the re.„U in Table 5,, it i. Cea.- tl,e disk materia, is within the
detection Innit of the data set when the terrestrial planets are up to 90-95%
complete, for the parameters chosen.
How does th,s relate to the age of the planetary system? That will depend
the model of planetary formation.
,„ the case shown in Figure 5.7, the Earth
90% grown at an age of about 80 million years, and 95% grown at about 110
mdhon years. We should then be able to detect tenuous dust disks up to an age of
roughly IQS years. We don't!
However, if runaway growth occurs, the timescales for planetary formation
considerably shorter. Wetherill (1992) finds the Earth is >99% grown withi
about 10« yr, incorporating runaway growth. Wetherill and Stewart (1993) state
that after 114300 years, only 10% of the present mass of the Earth is contained in
the fragmentation tail. Restated, the Earth is 90% grown in only 10^ yr, a
timescale reduced by a factor of 700 from the 80 million years estimated for
orderly growth (Wetherill 1980a and 1980b)! If drsk cleanng is a result of
planetary formation, it appears our data support the theory of runaway growth, as
we detect no dust signatures after an age of only 3 x 10« yr. Wetherill and Stewart
did not pubHsh results of their models beyond a protostellar age of 114300 years,
so we cannot yet compare our results directly with their models. Given a fairly
broad range of parameters, we should be able to detect a disk up until the planets
are at least 90-95% formed.
It is important to keep in mind that the parameters of a forming planetary
system are not well known. The particle size distribution, minimum particle sizes,
and even maximum particle sizes are all estimates. The parameters given here
cannot be considered more than a crude estimate. In particular, the disk surface
area depends strongly on the rate at which micron-size and sub-micron size
particles are removed from the disk and replenished, rates which are unknown.
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In Chapter I it was n.ent,oned that one of the reasons we beheved we would
observe tenuous dust signatures in stars havir.g ages of perhaps hundreds of
mdhons of years was that our Moon shows cratering evidence which suggests a
per,od of "heavy ho.hard.ent" lasting until an age of about a billion years How
^«
th. reconciled with the notion of rapid formation of the terrestrial planets^
Although the initial accumulation of material in a body may be rap^l, the hnal
accumulation of material onto the planets is a very slow process. In fact, the
process continues to this day on our own planet.
5.6 Results from Related Observing Programs
5.6.1 The Pre-Main Sequence Stars
In Chapter i
,
some of the results of earlier observing programs were mentioned
as motivation for pursuing the study detailed in this document. For closure, the
results of this program will be discussed in the light of those and other related
programs. Consider first the pre-main sequence stars.
K. Strom et al. (1989) compiled broadband optical and near-infrared data,
acquired by other groups, for pre-main sequence stars in Taurus-Auriga. They
fou.Kl few stars older than about 3 x 10« yr having evidence of optically thick
emission at 2.2 microns. Our sample of pre-main sequence stars was chosen from
the K. Strom d al. sample. Whereas their investigation could only distinguish
between optically thin and optically thick excesses, our observations were sensitive
enough to detect optically thin excess emission. Our results agreed completely
with the earlier results; no excess emission was seen in any stars older than about
3 X 10^ yr, despite the increased sensitivity.
Skrutskie et al. (1990) extended the work of K. Strom et al. to longer
wavelengths, observing a subset of the K. Strom et al. sample at 10 microns with a
bolometer. Ten microns fluxes for the remaining stars were estimated from IKAS
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12 mi„on fluxes. Excess emission at 2 microns and ,0 microns con-oiatec, vc-y
well, aga,n supporting the observation tl,at optically thick near-intrared excess
emission disappears by a stellar age of 3 x I0« yr.
Beckwith (,<,90) ob.erved continuum emission in a sample of pre-main
sequence stars in Taurus-Auriga at a wa,ve,ength of 1.3 mm, which is sensitive to
cooler material farther out in the disk. Observations at mm wavelengths are much
less sensitive to disk material; their sensitivity was sufficient to detect about
10 "A/a (33Me) in small particles.
Interestingly, the Beckwith el al. results defy the near-infrared results, and
show no correlation of excess with age. Comparing our results with those of
Beckwith where the sample set overlaps, stars with considerable near-infrared
excesses may have no detectable emission at 1.3 mm, and stars with no
near-infrared excesses may have detectable 1.3 mm emission. Before jumping to
conclusions, be forewarned that the sensitivity of the 1.3 mm observations was
widely variable.
Of the Beckwith et al. stars with upper flux limits only, ZZ Tau has the lowest
upper limit of all (15 mjy), with no detection. This (along with FW Tau) was the
most sensitive observation in their entire data set. In contrast, ZZ Tau has a large
near-infrared excess, which is easily detected. In the reverse scenario, V819 Tau
has virtually no near-infrared attributed to disk material (most or all of the excess
can be explained by reddening), yet it was detected above the 3(7 level at 1.3 mm
(with a flux of 34 mJy). These are but two examples of many.
One other way to discuss the pre-main sequence stars is in relation to their Ha
emission. Although there are a number of classifications in use, K. Strom et al.
defined "weak-lined" T-Tauri stars (wTTS) to be those with Ha equivalent widths
smaller than 10 A, and dubbed the remaining T-Tauri stars "classical" T-Tauri
stars (cTTS). All the cTTS have significant near-infrared excess, while all the
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WTTS have little o,- no nea.in,™-ed exce. (afte,-
.-edden.ng co„ect,o„s). The
1.3 mm flnxes show no correlation with //„ equivalent width.
IRAS data is not sensitive enough to detect stellar photospheres in the
far-infrared (12-100 nricrons). but can detect strong excesses. IRAS fluxes are
provided in K. Strom et W. for aU their sample stars. Exa^.nation of our sample
stars which overlap with the Beckwith d al sample set shows that an IRAS
(12-100 micron) excess does not necessarily correlate with either near-infrared
excess or 1.3 mm detection. Weak-lined T-Tauri stars with no near-infrared excess
may have clear far-infrared e5fcp<?'5P«- i q ^a a x esses, the 1.3 mm emission may or may not be
detectable.
Can a coherent picture be created from this information? Not really. The
primary difficulty lies in the detection limits at various wavelengths. Sensitivity is
greatest at near-infrared wavelengths, while one must work with mostly upper flux
limits at the longer wavelengths. It has been suggested in previous papers
(K .Strom et al.) that the lack of near-infrared excesses, coupled with detected
far-infrared excesses, may be diagnostic of a circumstellar disk which has cleared in
the inner regions (i.e. a disk with a hole). This is quite compatible with strong
radiative clearing processes in the inner disk, coupled with slower timescales for
Jovian planet-building. (As mentioned in a later section, it is possible a "Jupiter"
may prevent material from the outer disk from reaching the inner disk.)
It is more difficult to explain a large near-infrared excess, with no far-infrared
or mm emission. In many cases, the far-infrared or mm emission may be just
below the detection limit; the sensitivities are much lower for longer-wavelength
observations. The upper flux limits for many of the Beckwith et al. non-detections
are well above the detected flux levels. It is very possible that a higher sensitivity
would have resulted in a 1.3 mm detection. The one curious case is ZZ Tau, which
was not detected at even the 15 mJy level. In this regard, K. Strom et al. note in
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the. Tables 4 »d 5 .Hat a st.on, fa-in
.o„ce He. 45" to the south of ZZ
Tau. snaking it ,m,o..Me to dete^ine the 60 and 100
.nicron flux fron. ZZ Tau
chop was not stated. ,f the chop was north-south, it is possible thei. ZZ Tau data
IS contaminated by the strong source to the south.
One cannot inter much fron. current data which implies a near-infrared excess
but no strong far-infrared or mm excess for a particular pre-ma.n sequence star
'
Hopefully improved space-based observations, such as w.ll be made using the ISO
satellite, will improve our understanding of puzzles hke this.
To briefly summarize the pre-main sequence results, first, observations
pertaining to the inner disk may not reflect the properties of the disk as a whole.
Secondly, observations sensitive to the outer disk regions lack the sensitivity
needed for true comparison to data exploring inner disk conditions. Lastly, we
expected to see tenuous dust emission in the inner disk for perhaps hundreds of
millions of years. The surprising result that the near-infrared emission drops below
the detection level after a mere 3 x 10« yr suggests the clearing processes m the
inner disk are quite rapid.
5.6.2 The Main Sequence Stars
Before models incorporating runaway growth became popular, the "standard
model" predicted long timescales for planetary formation in our solar system.
Figure 5.7 from a 1980 review paper by Wetherill demonstrates a typical model
assuming orderly growth. The long timescales predicted by orderly growth, along
with cratering evidence within our solar system, suggested that the surface area of
debris in a circumstellar disk may be great enough to permit detection at
near-infrared wavelengths up to stellar ages of hundreds of millions of years. This
was the motivation behind our own work.
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sequence stars, Witteborn ef al (1982) searched for fragmentation debris
associated with 13 stars in the Ursa Ma,or Stream, ronghl. 300 million years in
age. Our Sun is embedded m the Ursa Major Stream, so the stars are close and
bnght. Witteborn et al. opted for observations at 10 microns (N), but found no
significant (3a) excess emission in any of the observed stars. They predicted
"normal" (photospheric) fluxes from V-N as given by Johnson (1966) and
extrapolations based on effective temperature and the Planck function. Their
measurements were sensitive to 2 x lO^M, in debris, based on a particle size
distribution with power law index of
-3.5, a maximum particle radius of 50 km,
and a minimum particle radius of 0.1 microns. We also looked at Ursa Major stars,
and saw no near-infrared excess emission, in keeping with the Witteborn et al.
results. Our work was sensitive to a smaller mass in material, and provided a
better means of assessing excesses. Our experience with using V-L (or N) to
predict infrared magnitudes has produced crude results at best.
Choosing another tactic, Skrutskie et al. (1991) looked for remnant gas disks
around Ursa Major Stream stars, again preying upon the nearness of the cluster
stars. Observations of the ^^CO (J = 1 0) transition at 115 GHz (3 mm)
yielded only upper limits to the gas in circumstellar disks (or shells). If the disks
have radii greater than 350 AU, the upper limit to the disk mass is 3 x IQ-'Mq.
Their results are consistent with our non-detection of near-infrared excesses.
Far-infrared data from the IRAS satellite has revealed excess emission
associated with many main sequence stars. The phenomenon was first seen for
a Lyrae (Vega), as reported by Aumann et al. in 1984. Since that discovery,
various authors have searched the IRAS database for evidence of far-infrared
excess associated with other stars, attempting to find a pattern to the excesses.
Excellent studies are Aumann (1988) and a master's thesis by Gary Kleiman
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(1993). Backman and Parolee ( ,<,«,) .eviow ,,,„. topi,.. ,„ ,„<„i .,
,^ „^,,
known w,.U,e,. tl,„ faMnf™.., e«e. e„„.i<.„
,„,„ „
a shell. Only
,
Pi<,on. ha. heen i,„aged to
.eveal a distinct disK of n.aU.na,
'
Aun,an„ (n..8, Tonnd ,,l,ai fa,- infra™, exce.es associated wit,, A, ,, „nd a sta.
-s the exception,
.-ather t,,an the n,le. The stars wit,, excesses can be as o,<l as
1-5 Gyr, which is ,„ost likely past the age of active planet fo™ation (Backman
and Paresce, 1992). T,,is st,.ongly contrasts „,„ (in.ling that the ncai-infrared
excess disappears by an ag(; of only 3 x 10^' yr.
5.7 Implications for the Persistence of an Outer, Remnant Disk
5.7.1 Observational Evidence for the Persistence of an Outer Disk
The results Iron, other observing programs qnotod in the previous section
provide strong evidence for the persistence of disk material in the outer disk well
into the main sequence stage. The coldest material is qnite difficult to detect; mm
observations are subject to beam-filling factors and thermal background, while
far-infrared observations are only possibl(> from spacecraft.
The Beckwith et ai (1990) 1.3 mn, coutinuinn results clearly show that cool
material may reside around a prcwnain sequence star even when no warm material
IS detected. Tlie oldest star in their sample^ had an age of 4x10^ yr (Elias 1),
which had a strong 1..3 mm flux. Six of their sample stars had an age greater than
3x10^' yr, four of which had better than 3<7 detections at 1.3 nun. Our
ncar-udrared data showed no thernud excess emission after an age of 3 x 10*^' yr.
The IRAS far-infrar(xl (12-100 micron) results are enticing; a fine review is
found in Backman and Paresce (1992). IRAS was (piite successful at detecting cool
(50-125 K) material around many stars. The bigg(>st (juestion is whether oi' not
the material li(\s in a disk, which would suggest possible |)lanetary formation, or
whether the material is siniply distributed in a shell. In ordy one ras(> has the
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matter been definitively resolved; Smith and Terrile (19841 usedxt^iui iJ6 ) a coronograph to
.mage an edge-on disk of material sunonnding Pietoris
The
, Pi,
^^^^ ^^^^
^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^
AU. The best i.age. of the
, P,e disk we.e unpublished (S.nith and Ten-i.e), but
the relevant infonnat.on ™ay be found ,„ Backn>an and Paresce (,992) The IRAS
data ,s sensitive to material around ^ Pic lying between 30 and 100 AU fron, the
star. Th,s region corresponds to the hypothetical Kuiper belt ,n our solar system
beheved to be the origin of short-period conrets.
, P.c has no near-„.frared excesl
The 0 P,c system is an irrefutable case of a disk of material around a star
with no evidence of disk material in its terrestrial zone. The failure to detect
evidence of terrestrial material may mean that planetary formation has proceeded
to a point where little fragmentation debris remains, or that planetary tormat.on
never occurred at all. The present data does not allow one to distinguish between
the two possibilities. Since /3 Pic is of spectral type A, which implies an age of
roughly 10« yr, models incorporating runaway growth certainly allow for
near-completion of planetary formation in this system. This can easily account tor
the failure to detect warm material near the star.
The 0 Pic system lends support to the evolutionary scenario in which disks
clear from the inside out, i.e. the inner regions clear first. Such a scenario was also
proposed in Skrutskie et al. (1990), based on near-infrared and IRAS data for
pre-main sequence stars. Whether or not disks with cleared inner regions
represents an evolutionary trend, one can certainly say that a star may show no
evidence of material in the terrestrial zone, yet possess substantial material in an
outer disk.
5.7.2 Could a "Jupiter" Isolate the Inner Disk?
Knowing that material around some stars may persist at large disk radii, with
no corresponding evidence of material in the inner regions, the question arises why
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egions.
rad.a
.on a.a« does „ot a.w .o.e of the s™„e.. particles to the i„„e.
......
The
,
P.e disk is a perfect example. The oute,- ed«e of the disk is at least f 000 AU
from the star; the ,„ner edge may extend to less than 100 AU. No neaMntrared
thermal excess indicative of matenal in the terrestna.
.one has been detected
One possibility is that radiation drag does not draw in sufficent material for
detection. Another scenario der.ves from observations of Saturn and its ring
system.
In 1979, when the Voyager 1 spacecraft flew by Saturn, the images transmitted
to Earth showed Saturn's rings to be composed of at lea.t a thousand ringlets,
rather than just a few rings. The F ring had a "braided" pattern which could not
be explained. The phenomenon posed quite a puzzle to astronomers at the time,
and was a popular subject for even cartoonists of the day The mystery of both
the numerous ringlets and the twisted appearance of the F ring was solved with
the discovery of "shepherding satellites" seen within the rings on images from both
Voyager 1, and later. Voyager II. These small satellites confine ring material by
transfer of angular momentum.
Although no rigorous arguments will be given, it may be possible for a large
forming planet, perhaps a Jovian planet, to act as a one-sided shepherd,
transferring angular momentum to particles farther out in the disk. This would
effectively isolate the outer disk from the inner disk, preventing the outer disk
from resupplying the inner disk with dust particles. As discussed in Section 1.2.4,
it is likely the core of Jupiter formed in 10^ - 10<^ yrs. This is much shorter than
the 3 X 10^ year timescale in which near-infrared dust signatures disappear.
5.8 Detectability of Dust in Our Solar System from Afar
Scattered light from the dust in the plane of our own solar system can be
viewed after sunset or before sunrise as the beautiful zodiacal light and
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Segenschein. How easi, eouM we d.e. th.
... . eouM
.ove o.- telescopes
to an extra-solar planet?
Whipple (1967) estimates the total
.nass of the
.odiacal cloud within a
.,i.s
of 3.5 AU to be 4.5 x 10- g, assuming a ™ea„ space density of 2 x 10"- g c^-3
within
, < 20" of the ecliptic. (Whipple remarks shortly afterwards that this
estimate is probably too hieh since tho ^„(„y n gn, e outer regions are less dense, and guesses
the true mass may be only 2.5 x 10- g. The higher number will be adopted here
to provide an upper limit.) This number cannot be compared directly to the
model results in Chapter 4, as the particles in the zodiacal cloud are not all 1
micron in radius.
To convert Whipple's mass estimate into the surface area produced by
micron-radius grains, a particle density, particle size distribution law, minimum
particle radius, and maximum particle radius must be chosen.
It is customary to assume a power law particle size distribution,
i.e. n{a) = ka'^ where n{a) is the number of particles having radius a within an
interval da, k is the normalization constant, and 8 is the index of the power law.
As discussed in Section 5.5.3, a widely accepted mdex for the power law is -3.5.
To get an upper limit on the detectability of the zodiacal material, assume the
material is made up of only small particles. A paper presented by Alvarez (1967)
at the same conference as Whipple's work announced detection of interplanetary
particles ranging in size from 5.8 //m to 4.9 mm. The range of particle densities
and particle size distributions obtained from experimental studies of interplanetary
dust near the Earth is quite broad. As discussed in Section 5.5.3, interplanetary
particles may be as small as 0.01 microns. It is likely radiation blowout will
quickly remove any particles with radii smaller than 0.5 microns.
With a minimum particle size of 5.8 //m, a maximum particle size of 4.9 mm
(Alvarez 1967), a particle density of 3 g cm-^ and a particle size distribution
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index of S = .15, the s.irlaa. area proclmvd by 4 5 x 10'^^ . of V ,»y 1.,) X lu g l zodiacal mai(>rial is
equivalent to only 2.7 x 10'^ g oFdnsl in nnr,-, i-
^
"isi , tl,( inKion-mdiusgrainsorChapior 4
Tins is a facto,- of oi- more l>c-low the mass detection Hnnt of IQ- - ,()-
,
derived in Chapter 4.
Tabic 5.2 <li„p|ay,s U,i,s
,-,..„it, along with „,„|,,„ fo, „,„„,
<,f
Parar^ete.. Me.
,
i„ i|„. ,>„,„.,..
.,,.„si,, of
.odiaca, dust, A i. the i„dex of
the particle «iz<. distr,b„ti„„,
„ u,e
.i,,,,,,,,
.a.-tiek radium,
„,„„ i., the
maxi.nun, particle radiu.s, an.l A/,,„„ i„ the total ,nas,s of the
.odiacal elo,„l withi,,
•15 All of the Sun, ass„„,i„, the ,nass is eo.nposed entirely of „,icron-ra<li„» grains
having a ,l,.„sity „f :i g em-''. M,,,,, n,ay be con.pared directly with the n.ass
detection limits |ireseMte<l iji Chapter 4.
Zodiac al dust may be less dense than 3 g cm-; one example examines the case
wlKM.
, . 1 g em-^ In the last case, a imnimnm partic le ladius of 0.5 microns was
assnrned, typicl of that predicted by radiation blowout. The results of the three
sets of parameters are c-omparablc>. The model results of Chapter 4 require a
...inimum of M.„, = lO'^" - IQ^' g fo,- the zodiacal dust to be detectable.
Table 5.2. Mass of Zodiacal Cloud in Micron-Radius Gra ins
/>(g cm-') (I'uun (//.ni) C'lmix (intn) A'//,od (10'' g)
3 3.5 5.S 4.9 2.7
1 3.0 5.8 4.9 1.9
.3 3.5 0.5 4.9 3.0
Thus, if wc^ c-oulcl obsc>rvc> thc> solar system from the vantage point of a distant
star, we would not l)c> able to detc<ct the nc>ar inlraivd excvss from the zodiac-al
cloud. If c ircumstellar disks evolvc> on timescales typical of the disk from which our
solar systcMU formed, we would not c>x|)cx:t to detect near-infrared c^xcessc^s in stars
the age of the Sun.
5.9 Implications for the Rate of Evaporation of Cometesimals
One of the issues which can be examined using the
..suits of this woH. is the
rate at which con.etesin.als evaporate in young planetary systems. This has
particular relevance in the study of the formation of planetary atmospheres
One way to produce a planetary atmosphere is by outgass.ng. The author's
non-astronomical observations in Hawaii's Volcanos National Park (a classic
pleasure after observing runs on Mauna Kea) attest to the persistence of
outgassing even billions of years after the formation of the Earth.
Another way to create an atmosphere is by capture of gases after the
formation of the planet. The evolution of the gas in circumstellar d.sks ,s not well
known, owing to the difficulty of the observations. However, one source of ga. in
the disk is the evaporation of cometesimals. In our own solar system, cometesimals
should have been plentiful at the time the .Jovian planets were forming. Icy
planetesimals were common in the Jovian planet region, and massive Jovian cores
routinely perturbed the orbits of the icy planetesimals. Many were flung beyond
the orbit of Neptune; many must have been coaxed into the inner solar system.
The cometesimals are composed of both ice and rock. As cometesimals
evaporate, both gas and dust are released. The observations presented in this
dissertation may be used to place an upper limit on the dust released by
cometesimals. This can in turn be used to glean some information about the gas
released. The following perusal presents some simple arguments for thought.
Studies of Comet Halley revealed that comets are more like "icy mudballs"
than "dirty snowballs." Regardless of the initial percentages of ice and rock, the
gases in a comet evaporate more easily than the rock. Very old comets are mostly
rock. Most comets survive only 1000 trips near the Sun.
For the sake of argument, suppose that a typical cometesimal has a radius of
1 km, a period of 100 years, and an average density of 0.2 g cm"' (as for Comet
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Hane. See.. T.e inUial
... of .he co^e. S . ,0" A..„e
that w,th each passage „ea. the Sun it loses 0.1% of its „a.s, 10% of which is in
the fo™ of dust. Loosely speaking, i, ,he„ follows that w.th each passage, the
The n^odels presented in Chapter 4 in^ply that 10- g of micron-radius dust
w,th,„ 3 AU of the central star should be detectable. In order to supply 10» g of
dust to the terrestrial planet region in 10= years (the tinrescale in which radiation
drag clears the terrestrial planet region of dust), roughly 10» conretesimal passages
are needed in 10= yr, or 10' cometesimal passages per year.
This rate of dust production also implies, with the chosen parameters, that
10" g of gas would be generated every 10= years. Only a fraction of that would be
swept up by any particular terrestrial planet under formation, probably 10% at
most. That leaves roughly 10» g of gas to be swept up by a planet hke the Earth
every 10^ yr.
For a crude estimate of the mass of the Earth's atmosphere, assume the
atmosphere is 100 km thick, and has a density of 1.3 x 10"^ g cm-^. Using
where M,,^ is the mass of the Earth's atmosphere, i^Earth is the mass of the Earth,
dr is the thickness of the Earth's atmosphere, and p is the density of the Earth's
atmosphere, one finds that M^t^ = 7 x 10^2 g, or roughly lO^^ g.
If a planet like the Earth swept up gas from cometesimals at the rate of lO^" g
per 10^ yr, it would take 10*^ yr to sweep up enough gas to equal the mass of the
current Earth atmosphere.
A million years may be a perfectly reasonable timescale for producing an
atmosphere, but a cometesimal flux of 10'^ per year for a million years is a very
high flux. Perhaps such a high rate was possible during the formation of the
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past of our
e parameters
s
Jovian planets. Certainly such a rate is inconce.vable in the recent
solar system.
The reader is left to reproduce the calculations presented with th
of his or her choice. It is certain that at least some portion of the Earth
atmosphere is a result ot outgassing. The arguments presented here are intended
to provoke thought on the ro,e of cometesimal evaporation in the role of planetary
atmospheres.
5.10 Summary
We obtamed sensitive broadband near-infrared observations of young cluster
stars, searching for excesses indicative of tenuous dust in the terrestrial zone of
circumstellar disks. Starspots and low-mass companions should not produce
detectable excesses at our sensitivity levels; infrared excesses arising from free-free
emission can be flagged by information from other databases.
When we started this program, we fully expected to see dust signatures for
stars up to perhaps hundreds of millions of years in age. Instead, we found the
excesses disappeared by an age of only 3 x 10« yr. If all the debris is composed of
micron-radius grains with density 2 g cm^^, our observations are sensitive to about
102o_io2i g of material.
The best current explanation for the early demise of dust signatures is that the
terrestrial planets form via runaway growth. In this case, the fragmentation tail
diminishes much more quickly than for orderly growth. PubHshed results for
models which incorporate runaway growth in the terrestrial zone do not extend to
an age of 3 x 10® yr, which makes it impossible to compare our results directly
with the model results. However, orderly growth predicts that planets may be 90%
complete at an age of about 80 million years, while runaway growth permits 90%
completion at little more than lO"^ years. Depending on the parameters chosen, we
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are at least 90-95% complete.
Ou. data
.et i„ not co„.p,ete in that we lack observation, of lat.type
.tars in
"... youngest n,ain sequence cluste. Alpha Perseus. As the late-type stars are
expected to evolve ™ore slowly than their higher-^ass siblings, it is conceivable we
m,ssed tenuous dust signatures in this cluster (age 20-80 nrillion years).
Results of observing programs at longer wavelengths (far-infrared and mm)
often show in.phcit evidence of disk material at large radii, even when there is no
detectable thermal emission from inner disk regions. In the case of the
main-sequence A star Pictoris, an edge-on disk of material extending over 1000
AU from the star has been definitively imaged, yet no near-infrared excess
emission is observed. One envisions a disk with a "hole." To put this in
perspective, someone observing our solar system from a distant stellar system
would not detect a near-infrared excess from the dust in the zodiacal cloud, yet we
believe there is cold material well beyond the orbits of Neptune and Pluto, from
which the short-period comets originate.
It is not yet known whether a "hole" in a disk represents an evolutionary trend
in which in the inner regions of the disk are the first to clear. When no warm
material is detected around a star, it is impossible to determine whether planetary
formation has occurred, or whether the inner regions are truly devoid of material.
It is possible the formation of a Jovian-type planet could prevent material in an
outer disk from reaching the terrestrial zone.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Background and Objective
As infrared and radio astronomy come of age, the investigation of how stars
and planetary systems form has become one of the foremost topics of observational
and theoretical astronomy. The possibility of extra-solar planets, perhaps
harboring intelligent life, tickles the imagination. Although extra-solar planets
have been detected orbitmg a supernova remnant, no planets have been detected
around main-sequence stars like our Sun. It is likely we will hear of such detections
within a decade or so. All evidence seems to imply planets are a natural byproduct
of the birth of stars. Currently it is not feasible to detect planets directly, or
observe the formation process directly. We can, however, observe secondary
indicators of the processes occurring as new stars are born. In this work, we
sought to determine timescales of terrestrial planet formation around young stars
in clusters by looking for weak near-infrared excess emission arising from debris in
the circumstellar disks. Planets presumably form by accumulation and
agglomeration of material in the disks.
Planets are much cooler than the stars/protostars which they orbit, and have
much less surface area. As a result, they are much dimmer than the central star,
to the point where direct detection is currently all but impossible. However, the
precursors to the final planets are more easily detected. It is believed that
circumstellar disks form naturally by conservation of angular momentum when
cores of molecular clouds collapse to form protostars. Direct images of disks are
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the ve., eari, stages of sta. formation, when infal. contributes sign.ficantly to the
luminosity, the infrared emission fro. the disk .ay exceed the infrared output
fro. the central star. As the disk
.ateria, is accreted, and accu.ulated into
planets, the disk surface area decreases, and the infrared e..ss,on from the
disk/planetary syste. fades. Eventually, the observed infrared emission will be
that expected from the stellar photosphere itself.
Theoretical
.odels and foss.l evidence in our own solar syste. provide a good
.dea of the ti.escales of disk evolution and planetary for.ation. However,
observational evidence from for.ing planetary syste.s is needed to constrain the
models. By observing the infrared emission fro. young stars having a range of ages
covering the predicted ti.escales, one .ay deduce the evolutionary trends of the
disk emission, and glean information about the timescales of planetary formation.
6.2 Method and Observations
A tenuous dust disk in the terrestrial zone of a young star can be detected by
means of the near-infrared radiation it emits. Sensitive near-infrared observations
can be made with ground-based telescopes, owing to the high transparency of the
atmosphere at certain near-infrared wavelengths, known as atmospheric
windows." Broadband filters have been developed to match the wavelength
ranges of the windows; the filters include
.J (centered on 1.25 ,m), K (2 . ;.n) L
(3.45 ,m), U (3.80 ,m), M (4.8 ,m), and N (10 ,m). D.k emission at 1 .5 ,m
(.1) ^3 most likely to be photospheric; excess emission arising from a circumstellar
extend.ng to an inner radius defined by the temperature at which dust vaporizes
normally appears at wavelengths of 2 ,m (K) and longward. Excess emission may
be diagnosed by the resulting change in the slope of the spectral energy
distribution longward of 1 micron. We chose to evaluate the change in the slope of
the spectral energy distribution by plotting broadband colors, primarily J-K and
J-L (or J-L'), which is equivalent to using flux ratios.
Sample stars were chosen from clusters, which are easy to date, and have
well-known properties. As tenuous dust signatures were expected for perhaps
hundreds of millions of years, the sample stars range in age from pre-main
sequence, near the age for which optically thick disk signatures are known to
diminish, to about 600 Myr. The pre-main sequence stars were chosen from the
Taurus-Auriga complex (1-10 Myr). The main sequence stars were chosen from the
clusters Alpha Perseus (20-80 Myr), the Pleiades (70 Myr), the Ursa Major Stream
(300 Myr), the Hyades, and Praesepe (both -600 Myr). All of these clusters are
relatively nearby, well-studied, have near-solar metallicities, and have a wide range
of spectral types.
6.3 Results
J-L (or J-L') vs. J-K color-color plots were used to evaluate near-infrared
excess emission, as illustrated in Chapter 4. The main sequence cluster stars form
a tight locus, representing photospheric colors. The scatter in the locus defines our
sensitivity to weak excess emission. No infrared excess emission is observed for any
main sequence stars; the youngest cluster has an age of 20-80 Myr. (Although we
observed nearby, presurrrably diskless main sequence stars chosen from the Woolley
catalog to define a main sequence locus, we later discovered this had been
unnecessary, as the cluster stars themselves defined a photospheric locus.)
Young T-Tauri stars show class, optically thick near-infrared emission, which
easdy seen on our color-color plots as a vertical deviation from the photospheric
locus. Reddening affects are also observed, but at the wavelengths used, reddemng
shifts the observed colors along the direction of the photospheric locus, rather than
displacing the colors vertically above the photospheric locus. This is fortunate, as
it implies accurate extinction measurements are not critical. No definitive infrared
excess emission is observed for pre-main sequence stars beyond an age of about
3 X 10« yr. The age of the stars was determined from calculated isochrones; the
quoted age thus depends on the model adopted.
A model of the expected dust emission arising from optically thin disks was
used to place upper limits on the amount of material in circumstellar disks.
Although the model also calculates emission from disks which are optically thick,
the model is only reliable in the optically thin case. Assessing the scatter in our
data and the model predictions, we conclude our measurements are sensitive
enough to detect as little as lO^^ - lO^i g in micron-radius dust grains distributed
over the terrestrial zone. The model assumes a grain density of 2 g cm-^, and
allows for a disk mass surface density falling off as either R-^ or R-\ These and
other model parameters are discussed in Chapter 4 and Appendix C.
6.4 Discussion and Conclusions
We observe no near-infrared thermal emission characteristic of tenuous dust
disks beyond a stellar age of about 3 x 10'^ yr. We originally expected to see dust
signatures for perhaps hundreds of millions of years, based on model predictions of
terrestrial planet formation, and cratering evidence in our own solar system.
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we beHeve we should be able to detect tenuous dust disks up until the t™e when
the terrestrial zone is at least 90-95% complete.
According to older models of planetary formation, which assume orderly
growth of planetesimals and protoplanets, the Earth was 90% complete after about
80 million years (see Wetherill 1980 and 1980a). Surprisingly, we detected no
evidence of tenuous dust after only 3 x 10« yr. Newer models of terrestrial
planetary formation include equipartition of energy, which leads to the possibility
of runaway growth (see Wetherill, 1990, and Wetherill and Stewart, 1993). With
runaway growth, Wetherill and Stewart calculate the Earth is 90% formed after a
mere 10^ yr. This is more compatible with our observed results.
If the disappearance of the dust signatures signifies planetary formation, our
data appear to support models incorporating runaway growth, rather than older
models assuming orderly growth. We detect no emission beyond 3 x 10^ yr from
the terrestrial zone, yet we should be able to detect tenuous dust signatures for at
least 80 million years, if the older models (orderly growth) are correct.
Since most models of planetary formation apply to the formation of the Earth,
the timescales quoted here should be assumed to apply to G stars. If timescales of
planetary formation scale with stellar lifetimes, one would expect disks around
hotter stars to evolve more quickly, and disks around cooler stars to ,
slowly. Our data set lacks low-mass stars in
AbhaPe u
-^"""g-'
™-n-quences cluster,
^hat oBservafons o. t,e West-nrass stars would ,ave required as
.ucl, a. an irper star. It .s conceivable we would have detected weak excesses in some of the
low-mass stars if we had performed such observations.
Although our data are sensitive only to warm material in the terrestrial zone
data from other observing programs clearly show that materia, may persist in aj
outer d.sk even when the inner disk appears to be clear of material. It .s not yet
known whether this represents an evolutionary trend, in which the inner regions of
the d,sk are the first to clear. (As d.scussed in Chapter 4, two wTTS in our sample
m.ght have excess emission at 10 microns, although they have no excess emission
at 4 or .5 microns.) In cases where a disk is detected, but the inner region appears
to be devoid of dust, one cannot discern whether planetary formation is complete,
or never occurred in the first place.
6.5 Future Directions
The results of this program are quite useful in providing constraints on current
models of planetary formation, but there are still loose ends which need to be tied
up.
Observations of the late-type stars in our earliest main sequence cluster (Alpha
Per) are lacking, which constitutes a rather important hole in our data set. If disks
around low-mass stars evolve more slowly, it is possible tenuous dust signatures
will be observed for some of the low-mass stars in this cluster.
The interpretation of the near-infrared colors of some pre-main sequence stars
in Taurus-Auriga is ambiguous. The ambient material in this region is quite
variable, which makes it difficult to accurately assess reddening in some cases.
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Also, the i„f.„ed colo. of diskless W-^ass p.e-n^ain sequence stars
.s not well
dete™,„ed
,„ the photo.etnc systen, used. The upshot is that fo.- a haudful of
sources, we cannot distinguish between redden.ng effects and the nornrally redder
colors of low-nrass stars. In order to clarify the anrbiguity, one would have to
accurately determine the reddening to each source, verify the reddening law in
each corresponding region of the cloud, obta.n the highest^quality spectra of each
source to accurately determine the spectral classification, and determine normal
photospheric colors of late^type stars in the IRTF (RC2) photometric system. It is
unlikely we will ever have a truly convincing understanding.
Ideally, one would like to find a bright cluster of very young (1-10 million
years) stars with little ambient material, possessing stars with a wide range of
spectral types. The effects of reddening would then be minimal.
New spacecraft will improve the current infrared data set tor both pre-main
sequence and main sequence stars. No images shortward of 4 microns are planned;
the detectors on the satellites will be sensitive to cooler regions of the disk than
those studied by us.
Appendix a
RELATIVE COLORS OF THE CALIBRATOR
STARS
A.l Definition of the Problem
The magnitude at a particular wavelength of a given calibrator star is a
function of the photometric system used. The published magnitudes for the
calibrator stars used m this program reflect a variety of photometric systems.
Unfortunately, the transformation equations between the various systems are not
well known, especially at wavelengths longer than K(2.2//m).
When published magnitudes for standards were originally used to reduce the
cluster star data, large shifts were seen in the colors of the cluster stars as a
function of the calibrator used. This effectively increased the scatter in the data by
as much as a factor of 5. In order to obtain the maximum information from the
data set, the relative colors of the calibrators should be known to at least the
accuracy of the measurements being made. An internally consistent set of
calibrators is needed for each telescope facility.
The standard method for determining relative magnitudes of calibrators is to
obtain measurements of each calibrator at the telescope of interest over the course
of at least a few hours, covering a range of airmasses, then note the relative
instrumental magnitudes as a function of airmass for the evening. Ideally, one
would like to measure both calibrators at the same airmass at the same time of
night; there is only one opportunity to do this in a given night. This method could
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not be successfully en.ployed for this data set. Although son.e caHb.ato.s we.e
observed over the course of several hours, there was little overlap in tin.e of
different calibrators. The non-linear nature of the airmass curves made H
impossible to accurately determine the relative magnitudes of the calibrators when
the times of observation did not overlap, as described in Section 3.2. Although
determination of the relative magmtudes of the calibrators was not possible at the
desired accuracy for this project, there was sufficient information to determine the
relative colors of the calibrators, using plots of infrared colors vs. spectral type for
the cluster and Woolley stars observed. This was possible owing to the fact that
no excess infrared emission was observed from any of the main sequence stars in
the sample. The following sections detail the method.
A. 2 Published Magnitudes
The magnitudes for the standard stars were originally obtained from
unpublished catalogs, which were usually a compilation from several other catalogs
and private communications. Most were obtained from the IRTF Photometry
Manual. The catalogs did not always note the photometric system assumed.
Table A.l lists the original cahbrator magnitudes used in the data reduction,
including the photometric system, if known. Dashes indicate magnitudes not
needed for this data set.
A. 3 The Relative J-K, J-L', and K-L' Colors of the Calibrators.
Figure A.l shows the reddening-corrected K-L' vs. spectral type (SpT) for the
highest-quality measurements of the main sequence stars observed at the IRTF,
derived using the cahbrator magnitudes in Table A.l, and the Elias (1978)
reddening law for the Taurus region, as given in Table A. 2. Cluster star
J H K L L' MiVl TVTIN
5.52b 5.51b 5 Mr 0.D4C
7.195b 7.190b 7.185b
4.30b 4.27b 4.25b 4:.ZOL) 4.zic 4.22c
-
4.04b 4.10b 4.14b A 1 7K A 1 7^ 4.32c
7.105b 7.030b o.yyoD
-2.54c
-3.03c
0.85a 0.54a 0.50a
2.79 2.32 2.22b
4.75 4.23 4.20
2.93a 2.94a 2.92a
3.19 2.88 2.87
3.79b 3.77b 3.76b
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Table A. 1. Published Magnitudes of Calibrators
Calibrator
IRTF
16 Tau
HD 22686
4 Lac
pi'* Ori
HD 77281
beta Peg
alpha Tau
KPNO
alpha Per
zeta Mon
BS .3427
eta Tau
beta Com
eta Vir
(a) Johnson system,
(b) CIT system. (Published L magnitudes were adopted for L'.)
(c) MKO (Mauna Kea Observatories) system.
magnitudes, visual extinction, and spectral types are from Table B.l. For plotting
purposes, the standard OBAFGKM system was converted to numbers, with 0=0,
B=l, A=2, F=3, G=4, K=5, and M=6. An AO star would thus be assigned the
number 2.00, an A2 star the number 2.20, an A7.5 star the number 2.75, and so on.
The symbols in Figure A.l indicate which calibrator star was used to reduce
that particular main sequence star. Obvious shifts in color vs. spectral type as a
function of calibrator are seen. Similar shifts are seen for J-K vs. Spectral type
and J-L' vs. Spectral type. These shifts can be calculated, and removed. Since
photospheric colors are required for this method, the T-Tauri stars, which are
known to have non-photospheric emission, cannot be used.
For any given calibrator, the plots of infrared color vs. spectral type have a
linear region. If points outside this region are removed, including the late-type
stars, the earliest-type stars, the Be stars, and some poor-quality measurements, a
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Figure A.l. Shifts in colors using published magnitudes for calibrators. Shown are the
reddening-corrected K-L' colors vs. spectral type for the highest quality observations of
mam sequence cluster stars at the IRTF. Symbols distinguish the calibrators used to
derive the cluster star colors; published magnitudes for these calibrators were used in the
data reduction. Note the shift in colors as a function of the calibrator used, particularly
for 16 Tau. Internal inconsistencies in the assumed calibrator magnitudes create the
appearance of increased scatter in the observed cluster star colors.
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Table A.2. Elias (1978) Reddening Law fo, the Taurus Region
Aj = 0.31Av
Ah = O.lSAv
Ak = 0m2Av
Al = 0.052ylv
A'l = 0M7Av
Am = 0.029/lv
Am = 0.019Av
best-fit line can be calculated for each calibrator. The results of the least-squares
fit for the IRTF data are shown in Figures A.2. The results of the least-squares fit
for the KPNO data are shown in Figures A.3. The data has been corrected for
interstellar extinction.
Since the slopes of the best-fit lines vary between the calibrators, a particular
spectral type must be chosen for comparison. In general, the shifts in colors
between calibrators was evaluated at SpT=3.5, an average spectral type. In the
IRTF data set, the fit for HD 22686 is very poor, since there are only 3 points
available for which to calculate a fit, all at nearly the same spectral type. The
shifts for HD 22686 were thus evaluated at SpT=5.37, the average spectral type
for the three points. Similarly, in the KPNO data set, shifts for zeta Mon and beta
Com were evaluated at SpT=2.70 and SpT=2.28, respectively.
One calibrator at each telescope must be chosen as the "standard" to which all
others are compared. The EHas (Elias et a/., 1982) standards 4 Lac (IRTF) and
eta Vir (KPNO) were chosen for this purpose. Table A. 3 lists the adjustments to
the published colors of each calibrator which will bring them into agreement with
either 4 Lac or eta Vir in their respective photometric system at the spectral type
given in the previous paragraph. The adjustments should be added to the
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Spectral Type (B=1.A=2...M=6)
Figure A. 2. Best-fit lines to determine
(a) Shown are the first-order least-squares
region of the J-L' colors vs. spectral type,
main sequence cluster stars obtained at the
fit for the standard HD 22686.
the relative IRTF calibrator JKL' colors,
fits for each IRTF calibrator for the linear
Only the highest quality measurements of
IRTF were used for the fit. Note the poor
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Figure A. 2. (cont.) (b) First-order least-squares fits for each IRTF calibrator for the
linear region of the K-L' colors vs. spectral type. Only the highest quality measurements
of main sequence cluster stars obtained at the IRTF were used for the fit. Note the poor
fit for the standard HD 22686.
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Figure A. 3. Best-fit lines to determine the relative KPNO calibrator JKL colors,
(a) Shown are the first-order least-squares fits for each KPNO calibrator for the linear
region of the J-L colors vs. spectral type. Only the highest quality measurements of
main sequence cluster stars obtained at the KPNO were used for the fit. Note the poor
fit for the standard beta Com.
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Figure A.3. (cont.) (b) First-order least-squares fits for each KPNO calibrator for the
linear region of the K-L colors vs. spectral type. Only the highest quality measurements
of mam sequence cluster stars obtained at the KPNO were used for the fit. Note the
poor fit for the standard zeta Mon.
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published colors for the calibrate. The resulting colors fro. these adjustr^errts
are given in Table 3.2.
The errors in the adjustrrrents deperrd on the spectral type of the star, and
may be estimated from Figures A.2 and A.3. The maximum errors appear to be
about 0.02 magnitudes for any given infrared color.
Table A.3. Adjustments to Calibrators for J through L'
Calibrator J-K J-L J-L'
IRTF
16 Tau
-0.025 0.100
HD 22686 0.000
-0.027
4 Lac
pi^ Ori
-0.000
-0.027
HD 77281 0.000
-0.027
KPNO
alpha Per
-0.036
-0.016
zeta Mon 0.027 0.002
BS 3427 0.008 0.032
eta Tau
-0.017 0.007
beta Com 0.002 0.022
eta Vir
Two cases require a word of explanation. The adjustments to HD 22686 as
calculated did not appear believable. Recall there were only three measurements of
HD 22686 available for calculation of a best-fit line. Since HD 22686 is an Elias AO
star, and HD 77281 is an Elias A2 star, the adjustments calculated for HD 77281
were also adopted for HD 22686.
The calibrator pi'* Ori was too bright for observation at J. It was almost
always used to calibrate L, V and M in conjunction with HD 22686 at J, H and K.
On a very few occasions, pi'* Ori was used to calibrate H, K, L, L' and M, using
HD 22686 for J only. As a result, it was not possible to evaluate the adjustments
for pi'* Ori to 4 Lac using a best-fit line. It has spectral type B2III, and is an Elias
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standard. The adjustments for HD 77281 were again adopted, despite the
difference in spectral types, since both are early-type Elias standards. The
adjustments to pi^ Ori can therefore be regarded as no more than a guess.
A.4 The Relative J-M and J-N Colors of the Calibrators.
M measurements were not always simultaneous with J through L'
measurements, which sometimes resulted in the use of one calibrator for J through
L', and another for M. Likewise, there are very few calibrators for N, also resulting
in combinations of calibrators for a given cluster star (most N calibrators are much
too bright to be used as calibrators at J, H, and K). It was therefore necessary to
consider adjustments to the J-M and J-N calibrator colors for the various
combinations of calibrators used.
The adjustments to the calibrators were computed in two steps. First,
reddening-corrected plots of L'-M and L'-N vs. spectral type were constructed,
using all available measurements, regardless of quality. Points in the non-linear
region were removed, and best-fit lines to were constructed for each calibrator, as
described in the previous section. The plots are shown in Figures A.4 and A. 5.
The L'-M colors were adjusted to agree with those of 4 Lac at a spectral type of
3.5, with the exception of pi^* Ori, which was evaluated at SpT=5.37. There is not
enough data at N to compute shifts between calibrators; the published N
magnitudes are therefore adopted.
Secondly, the shifts computed for L'-M were combined with the previously
determined shifts for J-L' to determine the resultant shift in J-M. The adjustments
are tabulated in Table A.4.
It should be noted that there are only three data points for pi'* Ori, and one
for the combination 16 Tau (L') with 4 Lac (M). Errors may be estimated from
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Figure A.4. Best-fit lines to determine the relative IRTF calibrator L'M colors. Shown
are the first-order least-squares fits for each IRTF calibrator for the linear region of the
L'-M colors vs. spectral type. All quality measurements of main sequence cluster stars
obtained at the IRTF were used for the fit. Note the poor fit for the standard pi'* Ori.
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Figure A. 5. Best-fit lines to determine the relative IRTF calibrator LN colors. Shown
are the L'-N colors vs. spectral type for all quality measurements of Woolley, Ursa
Major, and wTTS obtained at the IRTF. There are not enough data points to perform
a least-squares fit. Because of this, the published magnitudes at N are adopted in this
work.
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Table A.4. Adjustments to Calibrators for J-M
J Calibrator M Cai:
IRTF
4 Lac 4 Lac
16 Tau 16 Tau
16 Tau pi^ Ori
16 Tau 4 Lac
HD 22686 16 Tau
HD 22686 pi^ Ori
0-100
-0.004 0 096
0-100 0.113 0.214
0.100 0.100
-0.027
-0.004
-0.031
-0.027 0.113 0.087
Figure A.4; the adjustments to J-M in Tables A.4 and 3.3 should only be trusted
to about 0.05 mag.
Appendix B
THE COMPLETE ORIGINAL DATA SET
le sources
This appendix gives all of the original reduced magnitudes for all the
observed during this program, even those wavelengths and sources which are not
discussed in the text. Published magnitudes of calibrators, as given in Table A.l,
were used in the reduction. The data have been corrected for extinction as a
function of airmass; they have not been corrected for reddening.
Table B.l lists the source name;
.J through N magnitudes; caHbrator used to
reduce the J through M observations; calibrator used to reduce the N observations;
UT date of observation; the telescope at which the measurement was made; a flag
which denotes whether or not the magnitude was derived by interpolating in time
between two calibrator measurements, or by extrapolating (O=interpolated,
l=extrapolated; see Chapter
.3); flags which indicates the internal signal/noise of
the measurement (see Table 3.4) at L, L', M and N (the S/N at J, H, and K was
rarely less than 100); V and B-V from the Hterature; visual extinction Ay (in
magnitudes); a numerical code to denote the spectral type (1.00=B0, 2.00:=A0,
2.50=A5, 2.75=A7.5,...6.00=M0); and the spectral type from the literature.
Table B.2 Hsts miscellaneous comments about the data set, including any
problems that may have arisen, and exact signal/noise when less than 100 for any
given wavelength.
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Table B.2. Notes to Table B.l
1 Beginning of night.
2 End of night; near daylight.
3 End of night; near daylight. Airmass curve positive
4 Near low point (dip) on airmass curve.
5 Airmass curve unstable.
6 Airmass curve previously unstable; should be stable by this measurement
7 Thm clouds seen mtermittently previously.
8 Thin clouds previously. Seems to be OK now
9 Stripchart gets noisy 1/2 hr after this measurement.
10 Stripchart gets noisy right after this source.
11 Calibrator for K 2-3% low on airmass curve.
12 Measurement of calibrator at L' was noisy
.
13 Sky noisy for calibrator.
14 Only used 3 pairs for J; signal at L' seems to be decaying with time
lo Calibrator for L and L' and/or M measurements was pi4ori
16 Measurement of calibrator at J possibly in nonliner region of detector
17 Measurement of calibrator at K possibly in nonliner region of detector
18 Measurement of source at J possibly in nonliner region of detector.
19 Measurement of source at K possibly in nonliner region of detector.
20 Measurement of source at L' possibly in nonliner region of detector.
21 Calibrator > 1/2 hr away in time.
22 Calibrator >= 45 min away in time.
23 Calibrator >= 1 hr away in time.
24 Calibrator >= 1-1/2 hr away in time.
25 J calibrator 1 hr away in time, and bs9512.
26 J calibrator >= 1.5 hr away in time, and bs9512.
27 J calibrator >= 2 hr away in time, and bs9512.
28 K calibrator >= 1 hr away in time.
29 K calibrator >= 1.5 hr away in time.
30 M calibrator 0.85 hr away in time.
31 M calibrator 1.4 hr away in time.
32 HR647? Looks like a double star on TV; noisy.
33 Too bright to do at visible wavelengths other than B.
34 M is so weak, hard to tell whether or not there are bad differences.
35 Mars nearby?
36 Possible source not centered properly on boresight.
37 Possible telescope tracking problem.
38 Instrumental problems; as much as 30% error possible; best guess.
39 Bad weather most of night; hard to get calibrator measurements.
Appendix C
THE MODEL
This model, developed by Michael Skrutskie, estimates the thermal dust
emission arising from a circumstellar disk, and the resultant infrared colors for the
star-disk system, as a function of the total mass in dust grains. Unlike previous
models of circumstellar disks, this model focuses on optically thin disks. The
model is unreHable in the thin/thick transition region, and is not as fine as
previous models for the optically thick case, such as Kenyon and Hartmann (1987).
The model sums the expected emission from concentric disk annuh within a
specified distance of the star, taking into account the temperature and luminosity
of the central star, shadowing of particles by other particles (optical depth), the
grain opacity law (or emission efficiency), the disk surface mass density law, and
the total mass of the disk. A "bow-tie" disk geometry and a power law particle
size distribution are assumed. Although some assumptions may be simpHstic, the
model is "exact" for the optically thin case, and gives rough estimates for the mass
in dust responsible for producing observed near-infrared color excesses even out to
the optically thick case.
The disk emission is calculated assuming the disk is viewed face-on; this view
angle produces the maximum possible infrared excess. In the end, all grains in the
disk were assumed to have radius Ifim (uniform particle size distribution); the
choice of this size is discussed in Section 1.5.1.
The basic geometry of the system is illustrated in Figure C.l. The stellar
radius is A "bow tie" disk geometry is assumed, with disk scale height
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h{r) = Kr,
^^^^^
such that Ml AU) = K. The inner disk radius is denoted by R^-^^, the outer disk
radius is not shown in the figure.
Dust grains evaporate when the temperature exceeds some critical limit; the
"dust destruction temperature" varies with grain material. Grains cannot survive
very near the star, which sets a physical limit to the minimum disk radius. The
minimum disk radius is the distance from the star at which the equilibrium
temperature of a dust grain equals the dust destruction temperature, i^^est. The
model allows minimum disk radii which are greater than i^dest, if desired.
The central star radiates as a blackbody having temperature T.. The grains
absorb starlight as perfect blackbodies and are heated by the starlight. The
warmed grains emit as blackbodies tempered by an emission efficiency law chosen
by the user. In order to calculate the grain equilibrium temperature, an estimate is
needed of the amount of starlight which reaches the grains at a given disk radius,
taking into account the fact that dust grains at smaller disk radii block some of
the starlight. Consider the disk to be composed of concentric annuli. Knowing the
disk geometry and surface density law, a typical optical depth from the star to an
annulus at a given disk radius can be calculated. The optical depth is determined
by the blockage due to grains at smaller disk radii. This model ignores heating by
neighboring dust grains.
The disk, with outer radius i?niax and inner radius i?min, is divided into 50
equally-spaced logarithmic intervals (concentric annuli). The more closely-spaced
annuli are near the star. Trial runs of the model show that the results do not
change significantly (order-of-magnitude) when the calculations are extended
beyond a disk radius of 3 AU. The model results presented in this work all assume
an outer disk radius of 3 AU.
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Figure C.l. The model geometry. The stellar radius is JR^. A "bow tie" disk geometry
is assumed, with disk scale height h{r) = h^r. such that h{l AU) = K. The disk
"surface" is drawn with a solid line style. The inner disk radius is at distance i^^iin;
although not shown, the maximum disk radius used in the computations is 3 AU. The
points A, B, C, D„E.F and G are described in the text. The optical depth to the central
star at disk radius R due to dust grains at smaller disk radii is calculated along the line
segment FG. The scale height of the disk at radius R is h{R) = H.
ane.
on
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Imagine a particular disk annulus at distance R from the star, having width
dr, and height H = hiR) above the midplane (so the total height of the annulus is
2H). The stellar flux is attenuated by dust grains at disk radii less than R. Within
the annulus, the optical depth to the star varies with height above the midpl
Since the star is not a point source, the optical depth to the star is also a functi
of where one is looking on the stellar surface.
Strictly speaking, one must also consider the curvature of the stellar surface,
and the resulting diminution of stellar flux near the limb resulting from projection
effects. Instead of tackling the problem rigorously, an approximate optical depth
for the entire annulus to a portion of the stellar surface midway between the center
and upper limb is calculated. It is assumed all dust grains within the annulus are
at the same temperature (see Kenyon and Hartmann, 1987, for a discussion on
why this is a reasonable assumption).
The stellar flux at distance R is simply L^/iTrRl This will be attenuated by a
factor of e-\ where r is the optical depth to the star. The Hne of sight used to
calculate the optical depth, described below, is shown in Figure C.l.
Point A in Figure C.l is located at a distance R,/2 from the center of the star,
in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the disk. Point B is the intersection of
the annulus with the midplane of the disk. From the perspective of a dust grain at
point B (ignoring the presence of the rest of the disk), the most intensive stellar
flux arises from point C, the weakest from point D, owing to projection effects
from the curved stellar surface. One may therefore loosely argue that flux arising
from Point E therefore represents an "typical" stellar flux. This will hold true for
dust grains at other locations within the annulus.
The line of sight AB intersects the top "surface" of the disk at point F, at disk
radius Rj^. Line segment BF represents the line of integration for calculating the
optical depth perceived by a dust grain at point B to point E, the portion of the
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stellar surface represer.tir.g an "average" stellar flux. The resulting optical depth is
a reasonable estimate of the optical depth for any grain within the annulus. To
make the calculations a little simpler, instead of using line segment BF for the line
of integration, a line parallel to the disk midplane, line segment FG is used to
calculate the representative optical depth to the annulus at radius R. (Note: if the
intersection of line segment AB with the bow-tie function for the surface of the
disk occurs at a radius smaller than the inner radius of the disk (i.e. point is
closer than i?^,), the optical depth is calculated over a line segment parallel to
the disk midplane from radius R^^^ to radius R.)
The disk surface mass density law is given by
where = cr( lAU). Typical examples are a = 0 (uniform disk), a = 1 and a = 2.
Within each annulus, the particles are assumed to be distributed uniformly.
The optical depth is defined to be
dr — nA dl^
where n is the number of particles per unit volume, A is the cross-sectional area of
a particle, and dl is a line segment along the line of sight. Using Equations C.l
and C.2, this becomes
cr(r)
2dr = Tra dr,
lh[r)m
where m and a are the mass and radius of a dust grain, and dr is along line
segment FG in Figure C.l. If a grain has density p, the optical depth can then be
written as
8hopa JRx
The model performs the integral numerically.
The maximum possible attenuation occurs when the disk acts like a solid
sheet. This is just the flux dilution from the projection onto the disk surface,
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cos 0, where <i> is defined in Figure C.l If the calci,l;,tpH .h • ,6 v i. ii Ln lcu ated attenuation is larger than
this, the attenuation for a solid surface is used; cos^ is substituted for e"'.
Once the stellar flux mcident on the grains ,n the annulus is known, the
equilibrium temperature of the graur can be calculated. It is assumed the grains
are perfect absorbers of the starlight, since most of the stellar emission is at
wavelengths much smaller than the grains. The emission efficiency of the grains is
very important for the emitted spectrum, however, as the emitted radiation is
primarily at wavelengths similar to or larger than the grain size. The equilibrium
temperature is determined by conservation of energy:
ram.
Energy absorbed by grain = Energy emitted by g
which is given by
^Tra^e-^ = ^^a' nB,{T)Q[\) dX (C.3)
where Bx{T) is the Planck function, and Q{X) is the grain emission efficiency law.
The emission efficiency law adopted is
QW- ^ n-l^{X/2af
However, when the total cross-section of the emitting particles within an annulus
exceeds the surface area of the annulus itself, the annulus is presumed to emit as a
perfect blackbody, and the emission efficiency is set to (5(A) = 1. For the model
results presented in this work, (3 = 1.
As there is no simple analytical solution to Equation C.3, the temperature is
determined empirically. Thirty logarithmically-spaced wavelength bins are used in
the calculation, covering a range of approximately 0.14 - 400 fim. Smaller bins are
used for shorter wavelengths.
Once the equilibrium temperature of the dust grains in the annulus has been
determined, the emission from the grains in each annulus as a function of
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wavelength can be calculated. If the surface area of the grain, in an annulus
exceeds the surface area of the annulus (i.e. an optically th.ck disk), the surface
area of the disk is substituted for the total emitting area. The emission from each
grain is given by the right-hand side of Equation C.3. The total dust emission
from the d,sk is determined by summing over all disk annuli. Lastly, the infrared
colors arising from the combined emission of star and disk are determined as a
function of the stellar temperature, stellar luminosity, total dust mass, and disk
mass surface density law.
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